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with its resolution 502 (VI) of 11 January 1952, to
carry forward the tasks originally assigned to the
Atomic Energy Commission and the Commission for
Conventional Armaments.

The period covered in the present report is from
16 July 1953 to 15 July 1954. The Council held fifty
nine meetings tluring that period.

Part I of the report contains a summary account of
the proceedings of the Security Council in connexion
with its responsibility for the maintenance of inter
national peace and security.

Part II covers other matters considered by the Secu
rity Council.

Part In deals with the work of the Military Staff
Committee.

Part IV provides an account of a matter which was
submitted to the Security Council but which was not
admitted to its agenda.

Part V deals with matters brought to the attention
of the Security Council but not discussed in the
Council.

1 This is the ninth annual report of the Security Council
to the General Assembly, The previous reports were sub
mitted under the symbols A/93, A/366, A/620, A/945, A/1361,
A/1873, A/2167 and A/24.37. .

INTRODUCTION

The present reportl is submitted to the General
Assembly by the Security Council in accordance with
Article 24, paragraph 3, and Article 15, paragraph 1,
of the Charter.

Ess,entially a summary and guide reflecting the
broad lines of the debates, the report is not intended
as a substitute for the records of the Security Council,
which constitute the only comprehensive and autho:
itative account of its deliberations.

With respect to the membership of the Security
Council during the period covered, it will be recalled
that the General Assembly, at its 450th plenaly meet
ing on 5 October 1953, elected Brazil, New Zealand
and Turkey as non-permanent members of the Council
for a term of two years, beginning 1 January 1954, to
replace Chile, Greece and Pakistan, the retiring mem-

~, bers. The newly-elected members of the Security Coun
T cil also replaced the retiring members of the Disarma

ment Commission, which was established under the
Security Council by the General Assembly in accordanceI
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PART I

Chapter 1

APPOINTMENT OF A GOVERNOR FOR THE FREE TERRITORY OF TRIESTE

'I
3. The representative of the UNITED STATES OF

A~fERICA stated that the decision reached 011 8 October
1953 by his Government and that of the United King
dom to terminate the Allied Military Government of
Zone A, to withdraw their troops and to relinquish the
administration of that Zone to the Italian Government
was an honest attempt, made in good faith, to increz,se
stability in a very important part of Europe and to
lead to d. lasting solution of a most vexing problem.
On the other hand, he felt that the USSR proposal to
discuss the matter in the Security Council was only a
propaganda device calculated to create trouble. It
offered an interesting contrast to the attitude of the

"Noting that the partitioning of the Free Territory
of Trieste now being effected by the Governments
of the United States and the United Kingdom in
violation of the Treaty of Peace with Italy is having
the effect of increasing friction in rel~tions between
States, and primarily between the countries bordering
on the Free Territory of Trieste, and is creating a
threat to peace and security in this region of Europe;

"Considering that the failure to imph~meIlt the
Treaty of Peace with Italy with respect te! the Free
Territory of Trieste is preventing the population of
that Territory from exercising the de nocratic rights
provided for in the Permanent Statute of the Free
Territory;

"Ha'lJing 10 egard to the provisions of article 11 of
annex VI to the Treaty of Peace with Italy, and to
the decision of the Council of Foreign Ministers of
the l:nited States, the United Kingdom, France and
the eSSR of 12 December 1946 concerning the
appointment of a Governor for the Free Territory
of Trieste;

"Decides
"1. To appoint Colo1lel Fliickiger as Governor

of the Free Territory of Trieste;
"2. To bring the Instrument for the Provisional

Regime of the Free Territory of Trieste into effect
forthwith;

"3. To establish the provisional Council of Gov
ernment of the Free Territory of Trieste, in accord
ance with the terms of the Treaty of Peace;

"4. To bring the Permanent Statute of the Free
Territorv of Trieste into effect within the three
months following the appointment of the Governor."

2. At the 625th meeting (15 October 1953), the
Security Council began its consideration of this ques
tion.

1

1. In a letter dated 12 October 1953 (S/3105)
addressed to the President of the Securitv Council.
the representative of the LT NIOK OF SOVIET 0 SOCIALIST
REPloBLICS referred to the statement on the question
of Trieste issued by the Governments of the United
States 0; America and of the United Kingdom on 8
October 1953. In connexion with that statement, he
requested the President to call a meeting of the Secu
rity Council to discuss the question of the appointment
of a governor for the Free Territory of Trieste and
enclosed the following eJraft resolution:

"The Security Council,

"Considering that the Treaty of Peace with Italy,
\",hich came into force on 15 September 1947, has
not yet been implemented in so far as concerns the
section relating to the establishment of the Free
Territory of Trieste, and that the Trieste region,
in violation of the terms of the Treaty of Peace with
Italy, has been converted into an illegal foreign
military and naval base;

Questiong considered by the Security Council under its responsibility for the mainrenanee
of international peace and security

INTRODUCTORY NOTE: As indicated in Frevious re
ports, the Security Council, at its 91st meet~ng on
10 January 1947, adopted a resolution recording its
approval of the Instrument for the Provisional Regime
of the Free Territory of Trieste. the Permanent Statute
for the Free Territory of Trieste and the Instrument
fo!" the Free Port of Trieste, and its acceptance of the
responsibilities devolving upon it under the same
(S/224jRev.l).

In a letter dated 13 June 1947 (S/374), the repre
sentative of the United Kingdom requested that the
Security Council di~cuss the question of the appoint
ment of a Governor for the Free Territory of Trieste,
in accordance with article 11, paragraph 1, of the
Permanent Statute and with the Instrument for the
Provisional Regime of Trieste. The 'Council discussed
this question in 1947 and 1948 but no decision was
reached.

Discussion was resumed at the 41lth meeting on
17 Feb:-uary 1949, pursuant to a request received
from the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist
RepUblics by a letter dated 8 Februar:' 1949 (S/1251).
Annexed to that letter was a draft resolution to ap
point Colonel Fliickiger as Governor of the Free
Territory of Trieste. The USSR draft resolution failed
to be adopted when voted upon at the Security Coun
cil's 424th meeting on 10 May 1949.

'.
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l'mnier of the Soviet Union. In August, Mr. Malenkov
had statl'd that there was no disputable or outstanding
issue, including issu.:s in dispute between the LTnited
States and the Soviet Union, that could not be settled
in a peaceful way on the basis of mutual agreement,
and that the Soviet lTnion continucd to stand for a
peaceful coexistcnce of the two systems. The Pnited
States representative announced that, in the hope that
the remarks of the representath'e of the Soviet Union
would steadily draw near to the sentiments expressed
by Mr. Malenkov, he would not oppose the inclusion
of the item L n the agenda of the Security Council.

4. The .c11resentative of the U:-J"IOX OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPl'BLICS noted that the question of Trieste
and of the appointment of a Governor for the Free
Territory was on the agenda of the Security Council
and that the question of whether or not to include it
did not even arise. Consequently, the essential point
made by the L"nited States :-epresentative was that he
did not object to the Council's discussing that question.

5. He charged that the interpretation of the deci
sion of 8 October given by the United States repre
sentative was wholly at variance with the facts. The
true purpose of that decision, as briefly indicated in
the USSR draft resolution, \vas altogether different.
The political atmosphere in that region had become so
tense as to be fraught with most undesirable conse
quences for the cause of international peace and secu
rity. The actual situation demanded measurcs pro
viding for a radical solution of the Trieste problem.
towards which the appointment of a Governor would
be the first step. However, the representatives of the
"Cnited States and the United Kingdom had consis
tently sabotaged that step. The present attempt to re
gard the USSR proposal on the question of the appoint
ment of a Governor as a propag",ndistic manoeuvre was
the result of a completely arbitrary, unfounded and
distorted concept of recent events and of the obligations
assumed under the Treaty of Peace with Italy. It had
even been asserted that the proposal of the Soviet
Union was in contradiction with the statements of the
Soviet Premier with regard to living peacefully side
by side, whereas quite the contrary was true. Con
versely, ~he decisions of the Western Powers, which
they were attempting to pass off as measures which
could reduce the tension of the situation and settle
the question of Trieste, were leading in precisely the
opposite direction.

6. The USSR representative then reviewed the
provisions of the Treaty of Peace with Italy and of
the Permanent Statute for the Free Territory of
Trieste, and asserted that the decision of 8 October
1953, foreshadowed by the declaration of 20 March
1948, signified in substance the partitioning of the
Free Territorv of Trieste and the transfer of Zone A
to Italy in direct contravention of those provisions.
He also charged that the American and British troops
being maintained in the Free Territory of Trieste
were carrying out man~uvres and other military activ
ities, and that Trieste had been converted into an
illegal foreign naval base to serve the interests of the
North Atlantic bloc. In his view, there could be no
question of a Free Territory of Trieste if human
rights and fundamental freedoms were not ensured
and if the Territory wer~ not demilitarized and demo
cratized. The statement of 8 October 1953 was but
the latest of the violations by the Governments of the
United States and of the United KingdDm of their
obligations under the Treaty of Peace with Italy.

2

7. Furthermore, in the Treaty of Peace with Italy,
as in the Statute both of the permanent and of the
temporary administration, a special place had lken
:tccorded to the question of a Governor for the Free
Territory of Trieste. In addition, the Council of For
eign Ministers had decided, on 12 December 1940, to
ensure the appointment of the Govern0r by the Secu-
rity Council at the same time as th~ Treaty came
into force, on 15 September 1947. Nonetheless, all
candidates proposed by the Soviet Union had been
systematically rejected. Indeed. as soon as the Soviet
Union gave its assent to the appointment of any can
didate, the Western Powers at once found that candi
date unsuitable. Even that first step towards fulfilment
of their obligations under the Treaty of Peace with
Italy had thus been rendered impossible.

8. The Government of the Soviet Union, he con
tinued, had repeatedly urged that the Treaty of Peace
with Italy be unconditionally implemented and the
measures relating to the Free Territory of Trieste put
into effect. There were therefore no ground~ for the
assertion by the Governments of the United States
and of the l.'nited Kingdom on 8 October that their
actions were due to an impossibility of reaching agree
ment with other signatories of the Treaty on the
creation of a permanent regime. It \'vas clear that the
Western Powers were making every effort to avoid
the implementation of the provisions of that Treaty
concerning the establishment of the Free Territory of
Trieste and, primarily, concerning the appointment of
a Governor. Their aim was to exploit the Trieste
question as an instrument of pressure in order to en
sure ratification by the Italian Parliament of the
European Defense Community Agreement, an offspring
of the aggressive North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
That provided the answer to the question whether the
statement of 8 October 1953 \vas in fact designed to
serve a pacific aim.

9. The question of Trieste was reported to be a
fundamental point on the agenda of the forthcoming
conference in London of the Foreign Ministers of
France, the United Kingdom and the United States.
The Government of the Soviet Union, however, main
tained its inability to accept any attempt to revise any
part of the Treaty of Peace with Italy by an exchange
of notes or by private conferences. The question of
Trieste could not be decided otherwise than on the
basis of the Treaty of Peace with Italy; it could cer
tainly not be settled if that Treaty were by-passed or
violated; neither could it be settled by unilateral agree
ment.

10. In conclusion, the USSR representative ap
pealed to the Council to lay a firm foundation for the
settlement of the question of Trieste, in accordance
with the principles underlying the Treaty of Peace
with Italy and with the obligations accepted by the
signatories to that Treaty, by adopting the "CSSR
draft resolution (S/3105) without further delay.

11. In letters dated 19 October (S/3112 and
S/3115), the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
of Yugoslavia and the Permanent Observer of 1taly
to the United Nations asked to participate in the dis
cussion of this matter in the Security Council. in
ac:ordan~e with Article 32 of the Charter.

12. At the 628th meeting (20 October), the repre
sentative of COLOMBIA recalled the statement issued
from London on 18 October 1953 by the Ministers for
Foreign Affairs of the three \Vestern Powers to the
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lR. The representative of FRA:'\CE also supported
the Colombian motion. He felt sure that none of the
~ignatories to the Treaty of Peace with Italy \...ould
block an ag-reement, reached among the three great
Powers and between the parties to the dispute, which
would provide definite assurance that threats to peace
and security in the territory of Trieste would be averted.

19. The representative of France recalled that the
situation which existed in the Trieste area certainly
gave rise to some concern, but its source did not lie in
the declaration of 8 October, which had been intended
to remedy it. He added that the efforts of the three
great Powers to reach a solution by negotiation came
within the provisions of Article 33 of the Charter. In
refraining from taking action during the CDurse of those
negotiations, the Council would merely be applying
paragraph 2 of that Article.

20. Referring to certain prO\'i5ions of the Fnited
Nations Charter relating to the Security Council's re
sponsibility regarding international peace and security,
the n'presentative of the e::o<ro", OF SOVIET SOCL\LIST
REPL:BLlCS said that he could find no justification for
the Council's refusal to consider the serious situation
in Trieste. Such a refusal would, in his view, be a
dereliction of duty and a violation of the Charter. He
asserted that the \Vestern Powers had already made
a mockery of the Treaty of Peace with Italy by their
declaration of 8 October, which had been confirmed
by the declaration of 18 October; and that those Powers
were trying to reach agreement \vith Italy and Yugo
slavia, each of which wished in its turn to violate the
Treaty of Peace. The Soviet Union could not agree
to co-operate with any such efforts carried on in the
absence of all the other signatories to the Treaty and
involving ohligations incompatible with the Treaty and
with the United Nations Charter. Furthermore, the
negotiations were clearly aggravating international ten
sion. He therefore insisted that the Council give its
immediate consideration to the problem of Trieste in
accordance with his positive proposal to appoint a
Governor for the Free Territory of Trieste.

Decision: At the 628th meeting, on 20 October 1953,
the Colombian motion, as modified by the Greek sug
gestion, to postpone discussion ul/til 2 November was
adopted by 9 '(-,otes to one (USSR) 'with one abstention
(Lebanon).

21. The representative of CHILE explained that he
had voted in favour of the motion because of his dele
gation's belief that it would be useful to allow a reason
able period of time for the development of the current
attempts at conciliation. He hoped, however, that if
events should make it advisable, the President would
reconvene the Council to reopen consideration of the
problem.

22. The representative of PAKTSTAN associated him
self with the statpment of the representative of Chile.

23. The President, speaking as representative of
DENMARK, explained that he had voted for the post
ponement of the discussion because of the information
received abQut the negotiations going on and the fear
e.xpressed by the Powers taking part in those negotia
tions that a discussion in the Security Council might
be detrimental to a peaceful settlement.

24. The representative of CHINA explained that he
had voted for the motion because postponement might
be helpful in finding a solution. That vote should not

3

effect that they had examined the problem of Trieste
anti had &greed to persevere in their joint efforts to
bring about a lasting settlement in that area. In view
of this fresh initiative, he did not consider it opportune
for the Security Council to enter into a debate on the
item proposed by the Soviet Union and moved that
discussion of the item be postponed until 4 November.

13. From the circumstances cited by the represen
tative of Colombia, the representative of the UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS drew the conclusion
that the Security Council had the duty to proceed to
an immediate discussion of the question. Charging that
the measures envisaged in the statement of 8 October
1953 had aggravated existing conflicts, rather than
promoting a settlement of the problem of Trieste, he
stated that the Council was required to remove such
obstacles to the establishment of peace in that region.
He charged, furthermore, that the diplomatic negotia
tions relating to Trieste were designed to aggravate
the breach of the Treaty of Peace with Italy and to
enahle the three Powers to evade still further their
ohligations under that Treaty. In the circumstances, the
Security Council must not postpone discussion which
would bring about the solution of the problem in
accordance with the provisions of the Treaty of Peace,
towards which the appointment of a Governor \vas a
first step.

14. The representative of C()LO~IBIA stated that
his ohservations had heen based on the three-Power
communique of 18 Octoher and that he had at no time
referred to the declaration of 8 October. His motion
for postponement had proceeded from a convictirm
that the Security Council had already. from June 1947
to ?-.1arch 1948, made every effort to achieve the solu
tion proposed by the representative of the USSR,
namely to nominate a Governor. At that time, the
USSR representative had stated that discussion was
useless so long as the four great Powers were not in
agreement. Three of those Powers had now reached
agreement in London and were considering the pos
sihility of bringing ahout an agreement between Yugo
slavia and ItC'ly. The 1110tion for a brief postponement
of discussion was therefore a constructive attempt to
facilitate the efforts of the three great Powers.

IS. The represelltati\'C of the ·CNITED KI"'GDO~I

agreed that it would not he desirable for the Security
COlll1cil to enter into a discussion relating to the im
plement;ltion of certain provisions of the Treaty of
Peace with Italy, particularly as there was no reason
to suppose that the Council could agree at that time
on the nomination of a Governor. A solution was to
be sought along other lines and the Powers principally
~ollcerned were actually engaged in seeking it. He
therefore supported the Colombian motion.

16, The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SO\TALTST REPUBLICS noted that the \Vestern Powers
had long been in agreement among themselves. Al
though it was being suggested that they might reach
agreement with Yugoslavia and Italy, no five States
could justly deal with questions already decided by
twentv-one States in the Treaty of Peace with Italy.
The Security Council was bound to prevent such arbi
trarv conduct.

17. The representative of the U::o<ITED 5TA1'ES OF
AMER[('.\ supported the posilion taken by the representa
tive of Columbia, as did the representative of GREECE
who snggested, ho\\,e\'er, that discussion be postponeu
only until 2 Novemher.



be interpn'tell to mean that his (iovl'rnment had givl'n
up its right as a co-signalory of the Tn'aty of Peace
with Italy.

25. At the 63-1-th meeting t2 :-JoVl'mber), till' n~pre

sl'ntative of (;REECE noted that tht' time which had
elapsed since till' last nlL'eting had not proved sul1ident
for the mainly intl're~ted parties to bring to full fruition
their etTorts to work out a solution through normal
diplomatic channels. In the bel id that other nlL'mbers
of the Council shared his fear that protracted discussion
of the CSSR proposal would start a cnnllict in the
Council which nlitld only affect the situation in Trieste
adversely, he movell tliat discussion of till' question
before the Coundl be postponed until 23 No\'l'mllt'r.

26. The representative of the l TN 10:-< lW SOVIET
SOCIALIST REl'l'lILICS opposed the (~n'ek motion for
postponement of the discussion. He stall'd that the
,:ourse of events in the Trieste area only conl'trmed that
the negotiations in progress were desigll'ed, not to secure
a peaceful settlement of the problem of Tril'ste, but
rather to discard the Treaty of Peace with Italy, to
release its signatories from their oblig-ations and, in
the interests of the ;-:orth Atlantic bloc, to transform
the Trieste reg-ion into a spring-board for agg-ressive
attack upon the Sovit't LT nion and till' l'eop1l' ,s Ikmoc
racies. The ag-reements relating to Trieste which,
through their neg-otiations, the five Powers were seek
ing to conclu(J. 1nd carry into effect, could only aggra
vate the international situ~tion and complicate the task
of preserving peace. Similar effects were being- pro
duced by the (;reco-l Tnited Stall's Treaty calculated to
enable the l'nited States to established its military bases
on Greek territory for the purpose of preparing for
another war.

27. The Treaty of Peace with Italy remained the
best instrument for peaceful settlement of the dispute
between Yugoslavia <Jnd Italy, if such were really the
wish of the \ Vestem Powers. l!owever, those Powers
appeared intent on discarding that Treaty. The Soviet
Union could not permit a Treaty to which it was a
party to be violated by other parties, nor to be changed
in any way without the consent of all those who had
sig-ned it. \Vhatever the outcome of the consultations
being carried on among- the five Powers, the represen
tative of the Sovil,t Union comidered that discussion
should properly continue within the l Tnited Nations.
For the Security Council to defer to the convenience
of any State or group of States would, in his view,
mean the end of the Secllrit~, Council as an independent
organ. I le therefore warned against any further delay
in considering the question of the appointment of a
Governor for the Free Territory of Trieste and pro
testel; against the attempt to consign the Treaty of
Peace to ohlivion under the pretext of furthering the
progress of negotiations being- conducted hehind the
back of the Cot:ncil and of other parties to the Treaty.

28. The representative 0 f GR:CECE stated tltat. in
deference to tlte request made by the I'resident dllring
the remarks of the USSR representative. he would
withhold any comment rplating to the Greco-United
States Treaty until the Council took I~i) the suhstance
of the question under discussion.

Decision: At thc 631th mccting, on .? Nm'clllbcr
1953, thc Gr('c/~ 1IIotion to poStpOIIC discl/ssion 'Until
23 NO'llcmber 'It'as adopted by 9 'llotes to 0111' (USSR),
'l('ith 011e abstcntion (Lebanon).

4

.N. At thl' ()·Ust 1ll<"l,ting (2.~ Novl'mlll'r), the
n'pn'sl'ntati\'l' of thl~ llNITKD STATI~i', OF A:o.n:IUCA
stated tltat consultations had been conti.nuing. Ill' hoped
that, in the near future, lklinite arrang-ClI1e',lts would
he condl!ded which mig-ht point th<.' way to a solution.
lie therdore moved that the Sl'curity Council post
pone consideration 0 f tlte quest ion until the wet'!.: of
8 to 15 December.

30. Tht' rl'presentati~',· "i the UNION lW SOVIET
SOCl.\LIST REPI1IILlCS was 0Jlposed to the elTorts of the
\ \ 't'stern I'owers to postpone eonsideration 0 f the ques
tion of the appointment oi a lioVl'rnor for the Free
Territory of Trieste. In his opinion the contention that
continuing consultations mig-ht produce llelinite results
did not chang-e the ~;ituatiou as the separate agTl'<.'ment
illegally being soug-ht in those consultations would
etTect the partition of the Free Territory in contradiction
of the Treaty of Peace witlt Italy. In his opinion. the
systl'matic attempts by the \Vestern Powers to defer
Cllnsideration oi the proposal of tlte Soyiet lTnion had
not Cllntributed to any easing- of tension in the Tril'stc
region but, as provelj by th'e outbursts of vioknce in
receut days. had further exan'rbated that tensiOl,. On
tlte other 'hand, the appointment of a (;ovl'1'\10r for the
Free Territory 01' Tril'stl' would be a first step towards
implellll'nt ing the Treaty 0 i Peace with Italy and,
therefore. towards attaining- a gl'l1uinely peaceful set
tlement 0 f the Trieste question.

31. ] lowever, the \ \'estern I'owers were actually
seeking to encourage the abrogation of the relevant
part of the Treaty and to convert the Free Territory
of Trieste into a military base in the orbit of the ~orth

Atlantic TH'aty, to present the Territory with mili
tarism instead 0 f democracy, to promote conflict rather
than g-oodv.;ill and co-operation between YUg"oslavia
and Italy, and to terrorize all objectors into silence.

32. I f the Sl'curity Council wi~hed to streng"then
rather than to obstrud and undermine peace and in
tt'rnational security, he woul<l urge that it follow forth
with the only constructiYl' and constitutional course,
namely, to take measures to implement the provisions
of the Treat\' 0 f Peace with Italy relating- to the Free
Territory o( Trieste an<l, as the' first stdp, to a:'point
a Gon'rnor for the Free Territory.

33. The representatin' 0 f l·(lI.(l~1 ilIA di<l not believe
that the difficulties confrontiug the Security Council in
the appointment of a Governor ior Tricste arose from
the fact that it had postponetl consideration of the
qlH.'stion, but rather from two other factors. namely
(1) that. by virtue of the Treaty of Peace with Italy,
it was essential for the foul' permanent members of
the Security Council conclTned in the matter to ag-ree
on tht· appointment of a (;o\'('r!Hlr al\(l (2) that, under
the tt'rms of article 11 of allllt'X VI of the Treat\' of
Peace with Italy, the appointmeut requirell the l;rior
approval 0 f Italy and Y ugosla \ia. 1n his opinion. the
latter condition was still the essential prereqnisite for
the solution of the problem. lie therefore iuuncl it
log-ical for the Security Council to postpone considera
tion of the question while agreemen between Italy
an<l YngmJavia was lx.'ing sought, and acconlingly sup
ported the l'nited States 1llot iOll.

34. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REI'UIlLlCS felt that the Colombian state
ment mig-ht lead to the conclusion that the con ference
of the live 1'00\lers was being- organized for the specific
purpose 0 i I caching agreeme;lt on the appointment of
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ten~;jon which had at times c1lawctt'rizt.'d tht, relations
in the Tril'stt' area, As a pl'acl'ful solution for the dif
Iicultil's with n'gard to the problem ot Tril'stl' was
still Ill'ing sought in diplomntk dist'ussions. the United
Statl's CiOVl'rnnH'nt belit'wd that no uSl,ful purp'lse
would Ill' sl'rved hv discussion of the Trieste itl'lll in
till' St'curity t 'ouIlt:iI at that time. I le therefore lllove!1
that furtl1l'r consilkration of the Trieste ill'lll be post
poned pl'l1lling the olltcome of the current dTorts to
lind a solution.

31). The repn's('nt:ltlw of the l'NITED KnwDllM

also noted with satisfaction the stt'pS recl'ntly taken
to ease the tension ill the Tril'stc area and supported
the l 'nited Stat{'s motion.

40. The representative of tht, UNION OF SOVIET
Son"!.lsT l{EPl'ULlCS felt it essential that the Security
Council shou1t1 examine the question 0 f the appoint
ment of a Cion'rnor for the Free Tl'rritory of Trieste,
Ill'rhaps t.·\'t·n morc so than earlier. Nevertheless, the
Security Council was confrontell with a proposal seek
ing wliat amounted to an indefinite postponelll~n~ of
discussion of that question until separate neg-otmtlons
betwccn count rics concerncd in the matter had resulted
in agreement on a qu{'stion which was entirely within
the 'competence of the Security Council. The Five
Powcrs were, in fact, seeking agreement on the most
expedicnt mcans to dispense with the Security Council
and to bury the Treaty of Peace with Italy once and
for all. lll)wcver, the ~~ecurity Council had decided to
include thc question in its agenda in order to discuss
it. al1ll for the Council to persist in postponing discus
sion was to fail in respect for the United Nat;:ms it
sel f and to violate the Securit\, Council's own rights
anti duties and the interests of ~\1I peace-loving peoples.

41. The representative of the USSR recalled that
several speakers had referrell to the fact that it had
not as yet been possible to reach agreement in the
Security Council on the appointment of a Governor,
the I1rst step towards the organization of a Free Terri
tory of Trieste. Although no general tkcision had been
possible earlier, he continued. it might now prove other
wise. The Soviet l Tnion had nominatell Colonel Fliick
iger for the post of Governor. Other candidatures could
likewise be submitted. Discussion of those candidates
could in no wav hinder negotiations in which a pcace
ful settlement \\'as truly sought. Ill' was of the opinion,
however, that events had proved the negotiations be
tween the three \Vestern Powers with the participation
of Italy and Yugoslavia to have nothing in common
with a genuine, just and peacdul decision on the
question of Trieste. The Illcasures set forth in the state
ments by the \Vestt'rn Powers on 20 :\Iarch 1948 and
8 Octobt'r 1953 hall made a nlOckcrv of the Treatv of
Peace with Italy and of fhe rights :ind interests 0 t all
the oth{.'r signatory State~. As hall clearly been shown
by the recent wave of disorders in the Trieste area,
thosc measures had been calculated to intensify national
contlicts and cnmity betweeu Yugoslavia and Italy and
therefore constituted a threat to Jlcace and international
~,ecl1rit\'. In no way could those measurcs be termell
an oner of good oflll'es for a peaceful settlement;
neither could they relieve till' !'owcrs concerned of
their resJlonsibility for the possihle serious conse
quences of tlH.'ir policy.

42. Bv t",'ir dTorts to convene a live-Power con
ference oil' ;leste, the l Tnited States. the United King
dom and T ance were attemptin!', to force all the other

a tiovt.'rnor for the Frt.'c Territory of Trit.'stc. How
ever, it was his impl'l'ssiou that tht., conference was
being con\'l·!1l·d in onleT to l'l'ach agrt.'t.'ment on how
to partitioll tlw Fre{' Territory bl'twl~en Italy and Yugo
slavia. In otlwr words. it was beiug- convellt.'d iu order
to consolidate the violation 0 f the Tn'aty ,)f Peact.·
which Ill' hall aln'ady descrilll'd.

35. He notell that articll' 11 of a1111(.'X VI of the
Treaty of Peace providt'd for the appointment of n
Ciovernor by the Security Council after consultations
with the Cil;Vernn1l'nts of" Yugoslavia and Italy. lIow
ever. in onler to reach agr{'l'ment on a candidate, it
was necessary for the Sccurity Council to discuss the
matter. That was precisely what the Soviet Union wa~

proposing-. I le had submitted the name of Colonel
Fliickiger as a candidate for the post of Governor.
Other names might .t1so be submitted. Until the Se
curity Council hall considered them and har! reachell
agreement on a candidatc. there could be no basis for
consultations with the tiovcrnments of Italy and Yugo
slavia. In his view. no other interpretation of article
11 could he justilied.

.lb. In reply, the repre~;entative of COLOMllIA re
called that the Security l'tlllncil had itself decided, in
Decemb.'r 1947 (223nl nweting); that the Ilrst measure
to be taken was to request Italy and YU(~'oslavia to
consult with each other in an elTort to agree on a
candidate for tiovernor. He also noted that it had
been the representative of the USSR wha. at that time,
had concluded that the Security Council could not ap
point a Governor so long as there was no agreement
between the four great Powers. The representative of
Colombia considered that there might be different
opinions on the order of priority of those agreements,
but that it would he impossible to appoint a Governor
until those agreements had been achieved. The best the
Council could llo was to allow Yugllslavia and Italv to
consult and to await the outcome of their discussions.

37. The representative of the UNION lW SOVIET
SOCI:\I.lST REl'l'lll.lCS believed that the representative
of Colombia hall placed an incorrect interpretation on
article 11 of annex VI of the Treaty of Peace. Review
iug the circumstances of the decisi~lI1 taken by the Se
curity Council in 1947, to which the representative of
Colomhia 11ad rderrell. he noted that the Security
Council's discussion of canllidates had preceded th~
reqnest it had addressed to the Governments of ltaly
and Yugoslavia. The then representative of the USSR
had heen correct in supporting the proposal to com
Illunicate tll those (;overnments the names 0 f call1li
dates already considered in the COl1ll,-il, in accordance
with the procedure laid down hy article 11. The USSR
representative thcn reiterated his proposal that the Se
curity Council adhere tll that same procedure, fixed by
legal instrtlnll'nt. and proceed to a consideration of
candidates. If Sllllle or all of them should receive the
support of members of the Council, the names of those
candidates could be communicated to the C;overnments
of Italy and Yugoslavia,

Dt'cision: .It Ihe 6-11s1 11/eclill!l, 011 23 November
]V53, Ihe Ulliled Slales 11/olio/l to postpolle cOllsidera
lion of the qllcstioll IIlItil tile 7('cck of 8 to 15 Dcccmbc'r
was adopted by V votes to onc (USSR) with aliI'
abstcll tio/l (Leballon).

38. At the 64ith meeting (14 Decemher), the rep
resentative of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA noted
that there had been a Clln~iderable decrease in the
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Chapter 2

THE PALESTINE QUESTION

signatories of tlw Treaty of Peact' with Italy to com
plet{· the conv{'r~ion of 'I\ieste into an Ang-lo:.\merkan
military base. That was a necessary part 'of their plan
to carr~' into elt'ect tilt' ag-g-ressive designs of the North
Atlantil' bloc. To that end, the three \\'estern Powers
were attempting to convene a five- Power con ference
at which it might be clt-ady pointed ont to the (;O\'ern
ments of Yugoslavia and Italv that the strategic master
plan. was more important th:l1l their fronti~r quarrel.
TheIr goal was to strengthen the military system of the
Nll1"th Atlantic him' nn~1 incorporate Tries'te in it as a
fmntier post

·B. The rqlresentative of the l'SSR insisted on
the need to put an end to such an arbitrary violation
of international In\\" whi,'h had un forttolwtelv won the
support of the majority :n the Security Council. He
asserted that the ne!~otiations on Trieste being con
ducted bv the Governments of the three \Vestern
Powers. \~'ith the participation of Italy and Yllgos~a\'ia,
were illegal because they were heing pursued in con-

A, Compliance wilh and enforcement of the Gen
t'ral Armislit.'e Agreements, with special refer..
("nee to recent acts of violence and in particular
10 the incidenl al .Qibya on 14.15 October
1953: report by the Chief of Staff of the
Tl'uce Supervision Ol'ganizatioll

1. l\IlOI'TIO:\ OF THE AGEi'>DA

-~-I. In a letter dated 1() October 1953 l S/3113).
th~' ;,Iinister oi the liashemite Kingdom of the Jordan
to the l'nited St::lte~ oi ,\merica informed the Presi
dent of the Security ~"ouncil that, on 14 October 1953,
a hattalion scale ,(ttaek had been launched by Israel
troops on the village oi Qibya in the Hashemite King
dom of the lordan. The I ~raelis had entered the
village and ha'd systematically murdered all occupants
oj houses, u~ing automatic weapons, grenades and
incendiaries. The bodies of fortv-two Arab civilians
had heen recllvert'd: several m~re bodies had been
stil\ under the \\Teckage. Forty houses, the village
school and the reservoir had been destroyed. Quantities
of unused explosives. bearing Israel army markings
in llehrew, had heen found in the village. To cover
their withdrawal, Israel support troops had shelled
the neighbouring villages oi Budrt1~ and 51mqba from
positions in Israel. The letter added that. at an emer
gency meeting on 15 October, the Mixed Armistice
Commission had condemned Israel, by a majority vote,
for the attack hy Israel\ regular army on Qihya and
Sllllqha and jar the shelling of Buclrus by a supporting
unit ni the Lrael attacking forces, in virtue of para
grarhs 2 and,) of artic'k 11 r of the :\rmisrice Agree
ment. The Commission had passed a resolution calling
upon the Israel (;o\'ernment to take immediate and
most urgent step...; to prevent the recurrence of such
aggressio!1s. The Jordan Covernlllent had taken ap
propriate measures to meet the emergency. However,
it felt that that criminal Israel aggression was so
serious that it might start a war in the area. It was
of the view, therefore, that the situation called im
perati\'ely for immediate and effective action by the

6

travention of the Treaty of Peace with Italy and for
purposes which could neither promote the interests of
the popUlation of the Free Territory of Trieste nor
strengthen peace and security. Emphasizing that there
could he no solution to the Trieste problem other than
on the basis of the principles ,!tHI provisions of the
Treaty 0 f Peace with Italy a11(1 that it was the primary
duty of the Security Council to ensure the implementa
tion oi that Treaty, the representative of the USSR
insIsted that there be no further delay in the Security
Council's l:Onsideration of the question, within the
framework of discussion of the question of the appoint
ment of a Governor for the Free Territory of Trieste.

Dec;"ion: .It tile 6-17 1I1el'l;l/l/. Oil 1-1 Dccember
1953, ..Ill' l'nitcd States 1II00ioll 'to postpone furtlier
consideratiol/ of tile item pel/dil/g till' vutcome of cl(·r
rellt e!forts to find a soll/tivn was adopted by 8 7.'otes
to OIlC (U,";S/() ·,('ith vile abstelltion (LebanoT.). One
mell/bcr (Pakistall) 7('aS ahsl'llt.

United Nations and especially by those nations parties
to the Tripartite Declaration of 25 ?\Iay 1950.

45. In identical letters dated 17 October 1953, the
representati\'es of France (S/3109), the United King
dom (Sj3110) and the United States (5/3111) re
qUt>sted the President of the Security Council to call
an urgent meeting of the Council to consider, under
"the Palestine question", the matter of the tension
between Israel and the neighbouring Arab States, with
particular reierence to recent acts of violence and to
compliance with and the enforcement of the General
Armistice Agreements. The above-mentioned repre
sentatives stated that their Governments believed that
prompt consideration of the question by the Council
was necessary to prevent a possible threat to the
security of the area and. in that connexion, considered
that the Council would, in the lirst instance, be assisted
by a report in person, as soon as possihle, from the
Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Super
VISIon ()rganization in Palestine.

46. At its 626th meeting (19 October 1953) the
Security Council had before it, as paragrqph 2 of its
provisional agenda (S/Agenda 626) the following
item: "The Palestine question (a) Letter dated 17 Oc
tober 1953 from the representatives of France, the
IT nited Kingdom and the L'nited States addressed to
the President oi the Security Clltlllcil (S/3109. S/
3110. S/3111)".

47. The representative oi LEBANO:-< expressed his
inability to vote on the provisional agenda in its exist
ing form contending that the Coullcil should adopt a
particular topic, rather than a letter, as its agenda,
He recalled that the Pale~tine question had been on
the agenda of the Council for almost two years in an
inactive status, and he requested the representatives
of France, the United Kingdom and the United States
of America to explain to the Council the causes that
had led them to reopen the questions. He formally
proposed (~,,/Agenda 627/Rev.1/Add.l) that para
graph 2 of the provisional agenda shoultl read" Recent
acts of violence committed by Israel armed forces
against Jordan". '
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48. That point of view was challenged by t:'e rep

rcsentatives of FRANCE, the UNrnm KINGDOM and
the UNlTED STATES OF :\:UI~IUCA, supported in par
ticular by the representative of ClIINA. Those rep
resentatives Jlointed out that the text proposed was
in conformity with the Council's precedents and pro
vic.led a sufficient legal batlis for the opening of a
debate. The Lehanese proposal appeared, moreover,
to prejudge the course of the debate.

..19. Be fore adjourning, the COllncil <.1ecided to
invite Major-General Vagn Bennike, Chief of Staff
of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organiza
tion in Palestine, to appear before the Council as soon
as possible.

50. At its 627th mceting (20 October), the Council
continued its discussion concerning the drafting of the
provisional agend~. The following text was adopted:
"The Palestine question: Compliance with and enforce
ment of the General Armistice Agreements, with spe
cial reference to recent acts of violence, and in par
ticular to the incident at Qibya on 14-15 October 1953:
H.eport by the Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision
Organization".

2. TJIsceSSIO:-I BV TilE SECURITY COUNCIL

51. The representative of the UNITED KINGDOM
stated that his Government was very seriously disturbed
by the incidents that had recently occured at various
places along the demarcation line between Israel and
its neighbours. It was particularly distressed and
shocked by the events culminating· in the tragic acts
of violence in the neighbourhood of Qibya. Leaving
aside the question of responsibility, there was no doubt
that incidents such as the one at Qibya represented
a grave threat to the security of the area and could
110t be allowed to pass unnoticed by the Council. How
ever, to deal with the matter, the Council must have
before it the best available information as to precisely
what had occurred; the Chief of Staff of the Truce
Supervision 0rbonnization was obviously the most
qualil1ed person to provide it with the essential informa
tion. Following the report of General Bennike, the
Council could go into the whole affair in detail with
a view to arriving at constructive proposals. In con
clusion. the representative of the United Kingdom
urged that Jordan and Israel, meanwhile, take what
ever steps were possible to avoid further incidents and
to reduce existing tension.

52. The representative of the UNITED STATES OF
A~l ERICA declared that his Government was concerned
over the reports coming from the Near East concern
ing violations of the General Armistice Agreements
between Israel and the Arab States. If those reports
were confirmed by the official representative of the
Council. General Bennike, immediate consideration by
the Council would be necessary to prevent the further
spread of violence and a possible threat to the security
of the area. In those circumstances, his Government
believed that an immediate and full report by the
United Nations Chief of Staff in Palestine on the
situation prevailing there was necessary to enable the
Council to consider what action should be taken. Reports
coming from the area disturbed the United States
Government. which, as a IHember of the United Na
tions. was concerned with the maintenance of inter
national peace among all nations. The individual 11em
ber States had bound themselves, in signing and adher-
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ing to the Charter, to refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force and to settle
their international disputes by peacdul means in such
a manner that international peace aad security and
justice were not endangered. Nations should not take
the law into their own hands.

53. The reprt'sentative of FRANCE declared that,
in agreement with the Pnited Kingdom and United
States Governments, co-sil-,'11Utories of the Tripartite
Declaration of 27 May 1950, \.he French Government
had considered that the incident~~ of ever-increasing
<Travity which for some time had been occurring more
~nd more f1equentlv on the df~marcation lines between
Israel and the neighbouring States had been creating
a situation in that area threatening not only local
but even international peace and security. Although
they could not, at that stage. decide upon the question
of responsibility for those incidents. the French delega
tion, together with the United Kingdom and the United
States delegations, had thought it necess~ry and proper
to brin<T that situatif'n before the Security Council so
that th; latter shou1J he in a position to indicate, after
due consideration, the measures it deemed most ap
propriate. The Council's t1rst duty was to obtain
accurate information concerning the facts through the
Chief of Staff of the Truce Supen'ision Organization.
Until such a report was in the Council's possession, it
could not usefully prolong the debate.

54. The representative of LEBANON agreed that
any extensive remarks should await the arrival of the
Chief of Staff so that the Council might have the
benefit of his observations in connexion with the recent
acts of violence and with special reference to the act
of aggression which :1ad occurred at Qibya. He declared
that the Arabs welcomed the shedding of the maximum
possible amount of light on that situation; indeed they
insisted upon it. He added that everybody knew that
Israel had shot its way to self-establishment. Israel
now proposed to shoot its way to !:iurvival. namely,
to the establishment of normal relations with its im
mediate world. By attacking the Arabs with its armed
forces ?.nd by killing sixty-six innocent civilians in the
previous \veek, Israel intended to achieve three things:
( 1) to terrorize the Arabs at the frontiers. which were
delimited by the Armistice Agreements; (2) to throw
the o-eneral political situation in the Near East into
a ne~v fluid state; and (3) to attempt, through its
supporters abroad, to impose upon that new fluidity
a new conge2 1ment favourable to Israel. But the Londi
tions of s'Urvival and of real peaceful relations with
one's neighbours were not the methods of the gun;
they were of an entirely different order.

55. At the 630th meeting (2i October), the Presi
dent invited Major-General Vagn Bennike, Chief of
Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision Or
ganization in Palestine, and the representative of
Israel to take their places at the Council table.

56. Before introducing the Chief of Staff of the
Council, the SECRETARY-GENERAL made a statement
expres",ll1g his special concern regarding the outbreaks
of violence and the recent incidents which had taken
place in Palestine. creating new tensions in the Middle
East. Those incidents constituted serious violations of
the General Armistice Agreements concluded by the
parties in 1949. He considered it his duty to recall
to the parties concerned that those Agreements had
included firm pledges against any acts of hostility be-
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tween the parties. He also expressed the hope that
the parties concerned would give full consideration
to their obligations under the Armistice Agreements
and that they would refrain from :uty action, contrary
to the Agreements, prejudicial tu the attainment of
permanent peace in Palestine. which was the ultimate
aim of the United Nations in the Middle East. He
concluded by making a strong appeal to the parties
concerned to refrain from sprc:ding rumours and from
provocative acts which would contribute to a widen
ing of tension in the area, and especially to avoid any
premattlre actions which could jeopardize the Council's
current endeavours.

57. The CHIEF OF STAFF OF TilE U"lTED NATIONS
TRl'CE SUPER\'lSION ORtiA"'lZATION read a detailed
report concerning the acti\'ities ami decisions of the
Mixed Armistice Commissiolls. including a description
of the situation along the armistice demarcation line
between Israel and Jurdan. Before dealing with the
Qibya incident, he referred to prcvious incidents which,
he believed. had alsu constituted grave violations of
the ccase-fire between Jordan and Israel.

.5t\. Regarding the Qibya incident. he stated that,
folluwing the receipt of a Jordan complaint that a raid
on the village of ~Jihya had been carrietl out by brael
military forces during the night of 14-15 October, a
U'lited Nations investigation team had departed from
Jertl~;alem for Qibya ill the early morning of 15 Oc
tober. On reaching the vilIage. the Acting Chairman
of the Mixed AfI1 :ce Commission had found that
between thirty a. iorty buildings had been COll1-

pleie!y demolished. By the time the Acting Chairman
had left Qibya, twenty-seven bodies had been dug
from the rubble. \\'itnesses had been uniform in de
scribing their experience as a night of horror, during
which Israel soldiers had moved about in their village
blowing up buildings. firing into doorways and windows
with automatic weapons and throwing hand grenades.
A Humber of unexploded hand grenades, marked with
1Iebrew letters indicating recent Israel manufacture,
and three hags of T:\T had been foul't! in and about
the village. An emergency meeting of the Mixed
Armistice Commission had been held in the afternoon
pf 15 O.-tober and a resolution condemning the regular
Israel army for its attack on Qibya, as a breach of
article Ill, paragraph 2 of the Israel-Jordan General
Armistice Agreement. had been adopted by a majority
vote. The Chief of Staff statetl that he had discussed
with the Acting Chairman of the Mixed Arm:stice
Commission the reasons why the latter had supported
the resolution condemning the Israel army for having
carried out the attad:: the technical arguments giVt'l1
hy the Acting Chairman in his memorandum appea;'ed
to the Chief of ~taff tu be convincing.

59. The Chief of ~taff revie\'.·ed the history of the
10t'al commanckrs' agreement ancl its implementation.
He ohserved that since 22 January 1953, when the
agreement on measures to cl1rb intiltrations had heen
ended, the 11t1lnher of cOll1plaints reaching the Mixed
Armistice Commission had steadily increased. How
ever, efforts had heen made to persuade the parties
to accept again the procedure of local commanders'
mt't'tings which. iu the past, hacl proved to be of great
assistance in dealing rapidly with local incidents, in
cluding minor cases of infiltration. I re concluded that,
from a practical vie\\·Jloint. local commanders' meetings
hacl continued to be more useful than formal meetings
oj the Mixed Armistice Commission. Despite the
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useful work done in local commanders' meeting, how
ever, tension had not subsided; the situation was still
clangerous ancl should be watched closely.

60. In commenting upon the Qibya incident, the
Chief of Staff said that that incident, as well as others
to which he had referred, should he considered not
as isolated, but as culminating po:nts or high-fever
marks. They indicated that tension had increased to
breaking point, either locally or generally between the
two countries. He :\Iso said that a review of the inci
dents he had mentioned showecl that each uf them had
been preceded by a period of growing tension.

61. He then described the problems besetting the
three n'maining Mixed Armistice Commissions. The
main difficulties concerning the Egyptian-Israel Mixed
Armistice Commission had arisen along the demarca
tion line of the "Gaza Strip" as well as in connexion
with the EI-Auja demilitarized zone. Most of the dif
ficulties in the area concerned infiltration into Israel
with the purpose of stealing materials, cattle and crops
from the settlements in the Negev. The Egyptian au
thorities had taken measures to cope with the problem
of infiltration but the presence oj two hundred thousand
Palestine refugee" in the area had, rendered their task
particularly difficult. The application of the Israel
Lebanese General Armistice Agreement had given rise
to relativelv few and minor difficulties, due to the fact
that the de;narcation line coincided with the Lebanese
Palestine international frontier. There had been cases
of infiltration. almost all from Lebanon into Israel,
but such cases were normally settled by the sub
committee on border incidents. As for the implementa
tion of the General Armistice Agreement between
Israel and Syria, the difficulties which had arisen were
connected with the application of the provisions relat
ing to the demilitarized zone. Apart from the recent
difficulty concerning the Israel canal project within
the demilitarized zone, the other difficulties remained
still those reported upon by the previous Chief of Staff
during the past two years, namely, the economic situa
tion~ of the Arabs in the demilitarized zone, encroach
ments on Arab lands, the control exercised by the
Israel police over the great part of the zone and
Israel opposition to the fulfilment by the Chainnan
and the United ;\;ations observers of their responsibi
lity for ensuring the implementation of article V of the
<3eneral Armistice Agreement. He indicated that those
difficulties could be solved if the provisions of article V
of the General Armistice Agreement were applied in
the light of the Acting 1\Iediator's authoritative com
ment. accepted by both parties in 1949, regarding the
restrictions imposed upon civilian activities, and the
total exclusion of militarv activities within the de
militarized zone. Total adhesion to those two principles
\'iould greatly ease the situation. It would mean, in
particular, recognition of the special powers of the
Chairman of the 1\1 ixetl Armistice Commission anli of
the observers in the demilitarized zone.

62. In stllllming up, the Chief of Staff declared
that the current situation on the Israel- Tordan demar
cation line was due to a large extent to the problem
of infiltration. The prohlem was partiL'ularly difficult
because the line was about (l20 kilometres long and
because it divided the former mandated territory of
Palestine. haphazardly separating. for instance, many
Arab villages from their lands. To solve that problem,
thert: were two methods available to the parties: the
first was for both parties to take measures against
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ini1ltration and to co-operate with each other regarding
the transmittal of information. That method could be
carried out by local commanders' meetings. the results
of which might not be spectacnlar but which were ef
fective to the extent actually possible. The second
method was resort to force. It reflected impatience with
the slow results of peac,- iul means and a preference,
instinctive or deliberate, ,'dr retaliation.

63. In conclusion, the Chief of Staff said that he
was aware of the existence of other problems which
greately contributed to the tension. There was in
Israel an impatience with the General Armistice Agree
ments due to the fact that they had not yet been re
placed by final settlements. That impatience extended
to the personnel of the Truce Supervision Organiza
tion, especially when it tried to exercise supervisory
powers in the demilitarized zone. On the Arab side,
the usual niticism was that the General Annistice
Agreements had not given them security and that the
Truce Supervision Organization was too weak to pre
vent what they considered to be Israel breaches of the
Armistice Agreements. However, those opposite crit
icisms should not lead to the conclusion that the Gen
eral Armistice Agreeements should be discarded before
they could be replaced by peace settlements. Those
agreements had lasted too long not to have lost part of
their effectiveness. They still constituted, however, a
barrier to breaches of the peace in the Middle East.

64. At the 632nd meeting (29 October), a number
of detailed questions were asked by the representatives
of the UNITED KINGDOl\r, FRANCE, the UNITED STATE:')
GREECE, LEBANON and ISRAEL concerning a variety of
subjects covering the general conditions and imple
mentation of the Armistice Agreements, the function
ing and improvement of the supervision machinery
operation and the efficacy of the local commanders'
agreement, the causes and effects of the tension along
the demarcation line as well as clarification of certain
points in l>eneral Bennike's report.

65. At the 635th meeting (9 November). the Coun
cil invited the representative of Jordan to take part in
the debate. It also received the answers of General
Bennike and decided to annex them to its official rec
ords (S/0R,635, Annex). The following is a summary
of the main answers of the Chief of Staff:

66. In answer to a question by the representative
of the United States of America concerning the use
fulness of the local coml1landers' meetings, the Chief of
Staff said that he was confident that a continuation of
those meetings. with the parties paying particular at
tention to the calibre l"f men appointed as local com
manders. would result in better co-operation, less ten
sion and fe'over incidents along the border.

67. In answer to a question by the representative
of the United Kingdom concerning the action taken
with regard to the killing. allegedly by infiltrators, of a
woman and two children in the village of Yahud, which
incident, it had been alleged, might have provoked the
retaliatory raid all Qibya, General Bennike replied
that no evidence had been found to indicate who had
committed the crime. and that Jordan had given full
co-operation in trying to trace those responsible for
the attack, who had apparently crossed the demarcation
line into Jordan. Replying to another question, General
Bennike believed that improved contacts between the
police on either side of the frontier would improve
conditions along the border. Police officers were fa-
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miliar with the local situation and could co-operate
professionally with success. The Jordan authorities had
for several years ach'ocated that the settlement of dav
to-day incidents along the demarcation line should ile
decentralized to local police officers all along the border.
They also felt that would-be criminals, seeing the police
forces of the two countries acting in dose co-operation,
would be constrained greatly to reduce their activities.
To further questions concerning the operation of the
observer corps. General Bennike repliell that he cur
rently had nineteen military observers on his staff.
Some of them were serving as Chairmen of the :'1'1 ixed
Armistice Commissions. He added that only tive ob
servers had been assigned to the Jordan-Israel :\Tixed
Armistice Commission. \Vith 620 kilometres ot demar
cation line to cover between Israel and Jordan and the
fact that 345 complaints hall been handled sa far that
year, it was easy to see that the task 0 f the observers
was not an easy one.

68. In answer to a question by the representative
of France about the current functioning of the various
organs, General Bennike stated that the operation of
the Mixed Armistice Commissions would be improved
if, instead of actir:6' as lawyers defending a case in
court, delegates of the parties Hcted in conformity with
the spirit and tb~ letter of the Armistice Agreements.
Another unsatisfactory aspect of the procedure in the
Commission was the fact that voting was on the basis
of a draft resolution presented by either side. While
in some respects the Chairman's position might be com
pared to that of a judge, he was at a disadv~ntage in
that he could not formulate the verdict by submitting a
draft resolution of his own. since that would be tanta
mount to announcing his vote in advance. He offered
several suggestions which might assist in improving
the operation of the Commissions.

69. In answer to a question from the representative
of Greece concerning the advisability of strengthening
the observer corps in such a way as to permit it to
play a preventive role, particularly at psychologically
dangerous points along the frontier, General Bennike
said that the eX1,Jerience of the Truce Supervision Or
ganization in its early years tended to support the view
that the presence of observers at certain points along
the ceas~-fire line was helpful in preventing possible
incidents. His intention was to station a small number
of observers along both sides of the Israel-Jordan
demarcation line. But the extent to which they could
assist in preventing frontier incidents would depend
on the increased effectiveness of the local commanders'
meetings and the co-operation extended to them by the
authorities of both parties. He hoped that by such de
ployment of observers he could assist both parties in
preventing incidents.

70. In answer to a question by the representative
of Lebanon as to whether the life of the Chief of Staff
or of any of his group had ever been threate"ed, Gen
eral Bennike said that he was adhering strictly to the
position that he and the personnel of the Organization
were in Palestine by virtue of the Council's resolutions
and that they must rely upon the Governments con
cerned to take the necessary measures to safeguard the
lives of the agents of the United Nations. He was satis
~eci that those Governments were aware of their re
sponsibilities in that respect. He added that the Israel
authorities had felt recently that they must insist upon
having him accompanied by a police escort in their
territory and that, shortly afterwards, the Jordan au-
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army of Israel had no bearing on the case. In either
event, it had been a disciplined, organized and well-
armed Israel military force. In the view of Her IVIaj-
esty's Government, therefore, it was very difficult for
the Israel Government to escape responsibility for the
attack; the further information that had come to hand
and the increased toll of life could only confirm his
Government in condemning it and reinforce its opinion
that the attack had constituted a threat to the security
of the entire area. Moreover, the apparent unwilling-
ness of the Israel Government to punish those respon-
sible could only encourage other such incidents, as well
as the growth of a spirit of violence in its citizens
which might bode ill for the future. It had been al-
leged that the Qibya incident had been due to provoca-
tion by infiltrators. \ Vhile no one could deny the
existence of the problem of infiltration or that the
Israel Government were justified in usiilg strong meas-
ures to check it, not everyone who crossed the armis
tice denJarcation line did so vvith criminal intent. While
he knew no evidence to prove the allegation that the
movement across the line had been organized and en
couraged by Jordan, there was ample evidence to prove
that trespassers crossed the line on their own respon
sibility and in the full knOWledge that they might pay
for doing so with their lives. The trouble with a re
prisal raid such as that on Qibya was that it would
probably only result in a growth in the number of
persons who decided to cross into Israel to take re-
venge. The only way to control that vicious circle was
by local co-operation between the police and defence
forces of the two countries. For that reason. the United
Kingdom Government had always viewed with favour
the existence and operation of local commanders' agree-
ments, and had used its good offices to have them re-
stored whenever they had been broken off.

7-1-. Finally, his Government considered it of the
highest importance that the parties to the Armistice
Agreement should respect the officers of the United
~ations Truce Supervision Organization and give them
full facilities in the performance of their duties. Com
bined with the proper observance of the local com
manders' agreements, that freedom of investigation
might well result in a marked improvement of the
general atmosphere. In conclusion, the representative
of the united Kingdom said that if the small liberal
democracy which the sons of Israel had been seeking to
establish in Palestine was to preserve the sympathy of
its friends throughout the world, then it would cer
tainly be \vell advised not to try to show, as some of
the Israel Press had sought to show, that the destruc
tion of a village in Jordan territory and the slaughter
of its inhabitants, 1110St of whom had undoubtedly been
quite innocent, had been thoroughly justified and in
deed the logical and final result of a chain of incidents.

75. The representative of the UNITED STATES OF
AMER1CA declared that, as had been made clear by the
United States Government shortly before the Council
had decided to inscribe the item on its agenda, there
appeared to be no doubt concerning the facts of the
military action which had taken place in Qibya. The
testimony by General Bennike confirmed the fact that
that action had been a violation of the cease-fire resolu
tion of the Security Council of 15 July 1948 and of the
Jordan-Israel General Armistice Agreement. His dele
gation, therefore, subscribed to the statements by the
representative of the United Kingdom bearing on that
point.
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thorities had requested his permission to patrol the
grounds of his house at night. because of its proximity
to the demarcation line. He said that he had given his
concurrence in both cases but that he was not inclined
to be influenced either by rumours or threats or by any
precautionary measures which the Governments con
cerned might find it necessary. in their own interest, to
tak~. In a further reply. General Bennike agreed that
his organization had sometimes been prevented from
performing its functions. He cited various obstructions
encountered from brael civilians and over-zealous of
ficials in the demilitarized zones.

71. In reply to questions by the representative of
Israel concerning the types of arms used by raiders
on the frontier, General Bennike said that the records
of complaints and inquiries of the Israel-Jordan Mixed
Armistice Commission since 1949 contained no evi
dence to show that border villages had ever been furn
ished with Bangalore torpedoes. 2-inch and 81 111m.
mortars and demolition charges. ~or did the history of
incidents show the necessity of border villages being
furnished with such weapons. Moreover, the records
showed that attacks against villages and persons in
Israel took th~ pattern of raids carried out by small
armed groups llsing hit-and-run tactics. For defense
against that type of action. he could see the usefulness
of machine guns. small automatic weapons and even
hand grenades, but certainly not of mortars, Bangalore
torpedoes and demolition charges. Furthermore, United
Nations observers. who had visited many border vil
lages, had never reported, seeing weapons other than
machine guns. grenades, rifles. automatic weapons such
as Bren guns. Sten guns and Thompson submachine
guns, and side arms. In answer to another question as
to whether he had called the attention of the parties
concerned to a paragraph in the Armistice Agreement
calling for a peace settlement in Palestine, General
Bennike said that he had not done so except in so far
as any of those principles might have a bearing on the
actual implementation of any Armistice Agreement in
a concrete case.

72. Finally, in answer to questions submitted by
the representative of Jordan, General Bennike said that
in the light of events since the beginning of the year
attacks by regular forces of Israel on Jordan territory
were becoming more frequent and had had more ser
ious results so far as loss of life was concerned.

73. The representative of the UNITED KINGD{)~I

declared that the information made available by the
Chief of Staff would enable the Council to arrive at a
correct assessment of the circumstances surrounding
the tragic events in Qibya. Having considered the de
tailed report of the Acting Chairman of the Israel
Jordan :Mixed Armistice Conlmission, as well as the
supplementary information contained in the answer
of General Bennike. the United Kingdom Government,
on the evidence so far submitted, was in full agreement
with the view expressed by the Chief of Staff, namely,
that the technical arguments tending to show that
Israel military forces had been implicated in the Qibya
raid were completely ,=onvincing. The statement made
by the Israel Prime Minister on 19 October 1953 did
not in itself preclude such a conclusion since that state
ment had only denied the allegation that 600 men of
the Israel defence forces had taken part in the action
and asserted that no unit had been absent from its
base on the night of the attack on Qibya. Whether the
attack had been undertaken by militia or by the regular
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lined in Mr. Ben Gurion's statement of 19 October
1953. He dealt extensively with the problem of in
filtration and marauding and described Israel's efforts
to secure a transition from the armistice stage to a
permanent peace, offering Israel's ideas as to the pros
pect of a final solution.

80. He stated that the Israel Government had re
peatedly declared its willingness to find a solution for
the deteriorating security situation along the Israel
Jordan border, and for that purpose had expressed
willingness on several occasions to enter into discus
sions with representatives of the Jordan Government.
Those proposals had been made because the established
channels of contact and procedure had not proved ef
fective or sufficient in the light of the growing com
plexity of the situation. Consequently, his Government
proposed that senior political and military representa
tives of Israel and Jordan should meet at United Na
tions Headquarters without delay to discuss armi"tice
problems, and especially the prevention of border in
cidents and the co-operation of the respective authori
ties in maintaining border security.

81. In conclusion, he believed that the Council
should take the following measures: (1) The tension
should be diagnosed in truthful terms as a threat to
security arising from the absence of peaceful relations
between Israel and the Arab States. To that primary
cause, the Council should justly ascribe the whole se
quence of violence which had come to its notice and
should remind the parties of their duty under the
Charter to harmonize their efforts for the establish
ment of peace. (2) Attention should be drawn to the
fact that the main objective of the Armistice Agree
ments, mainly the transition to permanent peace, had
not been met, and that the fulfillment of that armistice
provision had a clear priority and urgency over all
other subsidiary provisions, which, however, should
still be maintained. (3) Attentiop should be drawn to
the fact that the Security Council's own past resolu
tions on peace and security, including especially the
resolution on blockad~ and belligerency adopted on 1
September 1951, had not been implemented. The Coun
cil should also refer to the absence of any effort to im
plement article VIII of the Israel-Jordan General Arm
istice Agreement, notwithstanding the text of that
Agreement itself, and of the Council's injunction of
17 November 1950. (4) The Council could take note
of the only conclusion agreed to by the Israel and the
Arab countries, and indicated very clearly in General
Bennike's report, namely, that the most specific source
of current tension was marauding and infiltration into
Israel territory, especially from the Hashemite King
dom of the Jordan. In expressing its deep concern at
all acts of violence which had been committed, the
Council would surely be entitled to express special con
cern about that movement of infiltration which was the
source of the original bloodshed and of reactions which
had son:etimes gone beyond all due and proper limits
and whIch were regrettable and deplorable in them
selves. But it should urge special attention to article
IV, paragraph 3, of the Agreement requiring the re
straint 0 f illegal border crossings. (5) The Chief of
Staff and the Chairmen of the :Mixed Armistice Com
mis~ions should be asked to pursue their high objectives
for I:1t~rnational peace in assisting the operation of the
Anmstlce Agreements, devoting their special attention
to those provisions of the Agreements and the Coun
cil's decisions which had not yet been implemented,

77. At the 637th meeting (12 November), the rep
resentative of ISRAEL, reviewing the history of the
Armistice Agreements and their operation, declared
that a broad and fundamental discussion on peace and
security in the Middle East was long overdue. He
described in detail Israel's security problems, declaring
that Israel was within easy reach of its hostile neigh
bours, and that the Arabs refused to live at peace with
Israel and to comply with the calls of the Security
Council to negotiate final peace settlements. He added
that the political hatred on Israel's frontiers was reir..
forced by a violent economic war and that upon that
foundation of geographical vulnerability, political en
mity and economic warfare, there was superimposed
a campaign of hostile menace.

78. He then gave a detailed historical background
of the tension along the armistice lines, particularly
along the Israel-Jordan frontier, up to the Qibya in
cident. After describing the various attacks that had
been condemned by the Israel-Jordan Mixed Armis
tice Comission, he said that all those incidents had been
launched in the small sector of which Qibya was the
centre, together with scores of others with less tragic
results but with great effect on tension in the area. It
was his duty to have the Council understand that
strange, unique and tormented picture of Israel's se
curity: geographical vulnerability, political warfare of
unexampled ferocity, economic blockade, the absence
of peace as an article of policy, constant threats of
violent invasion; and, frol11 across the central sector
of the Jordan frontier, a campaign of organized mur
der affecting the whole atmosphere of Israel's national
life. That was the situation and those the conditions
under which the people of Israel, and especially the
frontier settlers, were called upon to work and live.
Because there was no parallel for that situation in the
life of any other State, Israel had no means of know
ing whether others would have met those fearful
provocations with greater patience or success, or with
fewer failures or breakdowns of restraint than the
Israelis. Thus, the mood and background of the Qibya
incident could only be understood in the light of that
atmosphere in which Israel's hard struggle for security
and peace was conducted.

79. He explained that his Government regarded
the loss of innocent life at Qibya with profound and
unreserved regret. The Qibya incident was an act re
sulting from a most unfortunate explosion of pent-up
feeling and a tragic breakdown of restraint, but the
circumstances of the incident were precisely those out-
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her 76. The President, speaking as the representative
ell- of FRANCE, said that his delegation was in full agree-
laj- ment with the general lines of the statement made by
for the United Kingdom representative and shared his
the feelings about the grievous and tragic incidents which
and ~ had led to the Council's meeting. If there was one
his nation which had less than any other the right of tak-
lion ing vengeance on innocent people, it was the one linked
rity J by racial and spiritual bonds to the millions of innocent
ng- victims of Nazism during recent years. It was with all
on- the greater sorrow but with no less firmness than other
"ell delegations that the French delegation \vas compelled
ens ~ to associate itself with the condemnation already ex-
al- pressed in the Council for the action undertaken. by the

Ica- armed forces of Israel against the inhabitants of the
the village of Qihya. The fact that such an action could
the not be lifted out of its general historical context was

no extenuation of it.

11
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"Takes note of the fact that there is substantial
evidence of crossing of the demarcation line by un
authorized persons often resulting in acts of violence,
and requests the Government of Jordan to continue
and strengthen the measures which they are already
taking to prevent such crossings;

"Recalls to the Governments of Israel and Jordan
their Obligations under Security Council resolutions
and the General Armistice Agreement to prevent all
acts of violence on either side of the demarcation
line;

"Calls upon the Governments of Israel and Jordan
to ensure the effective co-operation of local security
forces;

B

"Reaffirms that it is essential in order to achieve
progress by peaceful means toward a lasting settle
ment of the issues outstanding between them that the

3. RESOLUTIO~ OF 24 NOVEMBER 1953

85. At the 640th meeting (20 November), the rep
resentative of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA intro
duced the following draft resolution submitted jointly
by France, the United Kingdom and the United States
of America (S/3139/Rev.2):

"The SeCllrity Council,

"Recalling its previous resolutions on the Palestine
question, particularly those of 15 July 1948, 11 Aug
ust 1949 and 18 May 1951 concerning methods for
maintaining the armistice and resolving disputes
through the Mixed Armistice Commissions,

"Noting the reports of 27 October 1953 and 9
November 1953 to the Security Council by the Chief
of Staff of the United l\ations Truce Supervision
Organization and the statements to the Security
Council by the representatives of Jordan and Israel,

A

"Finds that the retaliatory action at Qibya taken
by the armed forces of Israel on 14-15 October 1953
and all such actions constitute a violation of the
cease-fire provisions of the Security Council resolu
tion of 15 July 1948 and are inconsistent with the
parties' obligations under the General Armistice
Agreement and the Charter;

"E.rpresses the strongest censure of that action
which can only prejudice the chances of that peace
ful settlement which both parties in accordance with
the Charter are bound to seek, and calls upon Israel
to take effective measures to prevent all such actions
in the future;

and horror of that action of the Israel arnled forces;
(2) that Israel be asked to proceed with the trial and
punishment of all Israel officials, be they military or
civilians, responsible for that horrible crime; (3) that
Israel be asked to prevent the repetition of any kind
of aggression by its military forces or other armed
forces against Jordan; (4) that no military aid or
financial assistance be granted to Israel without specific
guarantees that such help would not contribute to
further Israel aggressions; and (5) that all other pos
sible measures to check Israel aggressive and expan
sionist policy be taken without delay.
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particularly the provisions for a transition to permanent
peace. (6) The signatories of each Armistice Agree
ment should be called upon to enter into direct negotia
tions with a view to the replacement of the Armistice
Agreements by final peace settlements.

82. The representative of LEBANON rejected the
arguments adduced by the representative of Israel, es
pecially those concerning the Israel and Jordan record
of co-operation \\'ithin the Mixed Arn~istice Commis
sion. by quoting several excerpts from the answers
given by the Chief of Staff to the various questions put
to him, particularly by the representative of Israel.
The following findings 'were fully justified by the in
dubitable facts found in documents \vritten by the
agent of the United :\'ations in Palestine: (1) that Is
rael military forces had planned and carried out an
attack on Qibya in Jordan, on 14-15 October 1953;
(2) that the attack constituted an act of aggression
against Jordan; (3) that that act of aggres~ion was not
an isolated incident but the culmlnation of a planned
and calculated policy of violation of the General Arm
istice Agreements carried out by the Israel armed for
ces; (4) that that policy and that act of aggression had
disturbed the peace in the Near East; (5) that unless
that policy was curbed and that act of aggression was
properly punished, the maintenance of international
peace and security in the Near East was likely to be
endangered; and (6) that the recurrence of such an
aggression by Israel would certainly lead to a breach
of the peace in the Xear East. In the circumstances,
therefore, the Council might find it appropriate (a)
to request Israel to take all the necessary measures to
bring to justice the perpetrators of that act; (b) to
make a general reqnest that no military or economic
assistance be given ;:0 Israel without proper guarantees
that it would refrain from such acts; and (c) to make
it clear to Israel that any repetition of such acts would
lead the Council to consider the appropriate measures
to be taken under Chapter VII of the Charter.

83. At the 638th meeting (16 November), the rep
resentative of JORDAN made a statement commenting
briefly on the statement made at the previous meeting
by the representative of Israel. He then commented
upon the Qibya case and other aggressions and viola
tions of the Armistice Agreement, which, he stated,
had been committed by Israel. He also explained the
difference between individual Jordanian infiltration and
the aggression carried out by organized military forces
of Israel against Jordan and reviewed briefly the ef
forts of his Government as well as the extraordinary
and emergency measures already taken to prevent in
filtration. As for the Israel proposal concerning the
meeting at United Nations Headquarters between Is
rael and Jordan senior political and military represen
tatives to discuss armistice problems, he explained that
his delegation had been empowered to express its
Government's views on the Qibya massacre and pos
sessed no credentials to enter into any other discus
sions. Moreover, it seemed to him that if Israel had
some proposals to submit to Jordan, the proper channel
would be thrnugh the Chief of Staff. In the event of
agreement, the most suitaLle place for such discussions
would in all likelihood be Jerusalem because of its
proximity and the facility of communication with the
two Governments.

84. In conclusion, he requested the following: (1)
that Israel be condemned for the Qibya massacre in
the strongest of terms, which should match the atrocity
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parties abide by their obligations under the General
Armistice Agreement and the re~olutions of the Se
curity Council;

"Emphasizes the obligation of the Governments of
Israel and Jordan to co-operate fully with the Chief
of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization;

"Requests the Secretary-General to consider with
the Chief of Staff the best ways of strengthening the
Truce Supervision Organization and to furnish such
additional personnel and assistance as tl1<:: Chief of
Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization may
require for the performance of his duties;

"Requests the Chief of Staff of the Truce Super
vision Organization to report within three months
to the Security Council with such recommendations
as he may consider appropriate in compliance with
and enforcement of the General Armistice Agree
ments with particular reference tL the provisions of
this resolution, and taking into account any agree
ment reached in pursuance of the request by the
Government of Israel for the convocation of a con
ference under article XII of the General Armistice
Agreement between Israel and Jordan."

86. In introducing the joint draft resolution, the
representatives of the Ur-aTED STATES explained that,
by joining France and the United Kingdom in spon
soring the joint draft resolution, his Government had
given effect to the belief that the Council must sustain
the General Armistice Agreement between Israel and
Jordan. It was obvious that rect.nt events had brought
the situation in Palestine perilously close to a breach
of the peace. The Security Council, as the primary
body of the United Nations responsible for the main
tenance of international peace anC. security, must, in
the opinion of the United States delegation, deal ef
fectively with that immediate and over-riding problem.
He then explained in some detail the various para
graphs of the joint draft resolution, pointing out that
part A recognized that the incident at Qibya was one
among many which were prejudicial to the establish
ment of peace in the area, that part B took note of the
fact that violence was a common result of failure to
maintain the security of the demarcation line, and that
part C expressed the views of the three sponsoring
Governments that it was only by strict adherence to
the obligations of the parties under the General Arm
istice Agreement and the resolutions of the Security
Council and of the General Assembly that progress
towards settlement of the outstanding issnes between
the parties could be made.

87. In conclusion, he said that the Unikd States
realized that there were grave and difficuL problems
which even the strictest compliance with the Armistice
Agreements might not necessarily solve. His Govern
ment felt a deep concern with respect to those basic
and over-riding problems and a sincere desire to be
helpful in arriving at an equitable solution. But the
established machinery for the maintenance of security
in the area must be upheld and strengthened if those
fundamental problems were to be solved in a spirit of
justice and goodwill. While adherence to the Armistice
Agreement would not alone bring peace, peace was im
possible without that adherence.

88. In subsequent statements, the representative
of the UNITED KINGDOM and the President, speaking
as the representative of FRANCE, expressed their full
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agreement with the reasons given by the representative
of the United States for the submission of the joint
draft resolution.

89. The representative of PAKISTAN analysed the
statement of the representative of Israel, and then
reviewed the history of the Palestine question, em
phasizing the responsibility of those who had originally
supported partition and consequently the present st~te

of affairs in Palestine. He also discussed the respectIve
responsibility of each side in connexion with the re
cent incidents. He then dealt with the Qibya incident,
quoting extensive excerpts from the reports of the
Chief of Staff which, he stated, proved the absence of
any desire on the part of Israel to co-operate in the
maintenance of the Armistice Agreement, as well as
that the raid against Qibya had been carried out by
the regular army of Israel. As for the joint draft reso
lution, he found the first paragraph of part A wholly
inadequate, and, therefore, unacceptable. Moreover, he
found no provision in the joint draft regarding com
pensation to those who had lost their lives and those
who had been wounded at Qibya.

90. At the 642nd meeting (24 November), the
representative of ISRAEL informed the Council that,
on 23 November, he had addressed a letter to the
Secretary-General (S/3140) declaring that, since his
proposal for a meeting between senior political and
military representatives of Jordan and Israel made at
the 637th meeting of the Council had not been accepted
by the representative of Jordan in the course of his
statement made at the 638th meeting, he formally in
voked article XII of the J ordan-Israel General Armis
tice Agreement, requesting the Secretary-General to
convoke a conference of representatives of the two
parties for the purpose of reviewing that Agreement
as envisaged in paragraph 3 of the aforesaid article.
Article XII made the paliies' participation in such a
conference obligatory. He explained that his Govern
ment had been led to take that action through the
existence of a sense of growing concern for the future
of the security of the area, a concern greatly aggravated
by the negative elements found in the joint draft reso
lution and especially by the absence for the first time
in a Security Council resolution of a direct call for
peace negotiations. Apart from that immediate motive,
there was the general one which was fully in accord
with the consistent policies and convictions of Israel,
namely, that there was no radical method of improving
the situation in the Middle East except by processes of
direct contact and negotiation either for the achieve
ment of a total peace settlement or at least for a re
view of the system of relations between Israel and its
neighbours. After commenting in detail on each section
of the joint draft resolution, he concluded by stating
that it was inac<:urate in certain respects, notably in
its finding in part A; that it was selective in other re
spects, notably in the omission of any special reference
in its preamble to those resolutions which laid obliga
tions upon the Arab Governments, and thus operated
in a selective and unobjective spirit. Moreover, he be
lieved that, in part A, the description of the action of
Qibya fell outside the framework of Security Council
practice and tradition and dealt, therefore, dispropor
tionately with that admittedly regrettable incident,
thereby depreciating all other actions, many of which,
unlike Qibya, had been of a sustainedly aggressive
character and had had a far greater toll of innocent
life as their price. Furthermore, his delegation took
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the most severe objection to ",hat r.ame close, in part
B, to an acceptance and a condonation of existing
Jordan policies in respect of those infiltrations or in
cursions which were the source of Israel':; pre:sent se
curity problems. Finall)" his Govermnent believed it
to he an e-ror of monunH:ntal proportions and of his
torie effect for the Council at that most important
stage in the life of the 1Iiddle East, and at a time
when the first step had I>een taken forwarcl from the
Armistice towards permanent peac':> to abandon hs
invariable polic)' of calling upon the l;')vernments con
cerned to negotiate a tinal settlement of ail questions
ol1tstanding between them.

91. Before proceeding to a ,"ote, the President,
speaking as the representative of FRA:-:CE, made the
following observations: (1) Any act similar ta that of
Qibya ,....hich might be committed by other parties in
the future should be condemned; (2) The armistice
agreements did not authorize, justify or excuse repri
saIs; (3) The parties concerned shol1ld in the future
comply with the obligations imposecl upon them by
the General Armistice Agreement and the resolutions
of the Security Council; (4) The Chief of Staff of
the Truce Supervisit n Organization should be pr(
vided with the material menns enabling him ta dis
charge his functions: (5) The Chief of Staff of the
Truce Supervision Organization shol1ld he requested
to report in three months' time on the obsen'ance and
execution of the General Armistice Agreement.

Decision: A t the 6-1:?nd mceting, on 24 N01.'ember
1953, thc COll1lcil adoptr:d the rC'è.'Îsed jOÙlt draft
rcsollltÎOIl (S/3139/Ne1'o2) by 9 1'otes in fa1'01lr, none
against and 2 abstentions (Lebanoll and USSR).

92. At the 643nl meeting (25 N ovemher), various
representatives made statements explaining their votes.
The representative of LEBANON drew attention to an
analysis of the Qibya raid in a study entitled "The
System of Qihya", and requested that the text be
annexed to the record of the Council's proceedings.
He added that an honest examination of the fourteen
propositions found therein would reveal that the con
demnation of Israel by the Council had been very mild
and that a much stronger condemnation would be fully
justilied by the objective evidence. As for the larger
question of peace in the Middle East, he wished to
make the following ohservations: (1) The representa
tive of Israel had invoked article XII of the Jordan
Israel Armistice Agreement allegedly ta review the
relations between the two countries; but such a review
would, however. reveal the fact that the Armistice
Agreement had been systematically flouted by Israel.
(2) The Arab States would not talk ta Israel, regard
less of pressure, except after it had undergone a pro
found modification of spirit and outlook. (3) The
representative of Israel had threatenetl that adoption
of the three-Power draft resolution would be prejudi~

cial to peace and would affect adversely the entire
atmosphere of and effort toward peace, but the truth
was the exact opposite. (4) Israel's c1amour for a
negotiated peace settlement was possible only if (a)
Israel scrupulously respected the Armistice Agree
ments; (b) Israel implemented the standing decisions
of the united Nations regarding boundaries, the inter
nationalization of J erusalem and the Arab refugees;
and (c) the Arabs were strengthened sa that they
would not feel themselves at the mercy of Israel. (5)
Sa long ;:; boundless ambition and arrogance persisted
in the pollcy and outlook of Israel, there were three
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ultimate and irreducible facts which absolutcly gov
erned the situation, n&:nely. (a) the Arabs did not
trespass on anybody's territory; the Jews had come
and taken away a piece of Arab territory and had
drivcn away the original Arab inhabitants of that
territorv; (b) Israel nee~:~d tilt' Arabs, wlIen'as the
Arabs did not neecl Israel; and (c) Israel, bCCatlSl' it
was now strong, could fume and threaten, but the
Arabs were not going ta n'main eternally weal\. (fI)
Peace was the fruit of justice. firmness and truth \Vith
respect bath ta Israel and to the Arabs. Thus, peace
in the Ncar East was a function of the moral crisis of
the world.

93. Turning to the resolution, the representatil'l' of
Lebanon said that it had the following deficiencies:
( a) it did not request Israel ta bring to justice those
responsible for the Qibya massacre; {b) it did not
request Israel to pay compensation for the loss of life
and damage to property caused by that aggression;
(c) it did not contain a warning to Israel that, if such
attacks were repeated in the future, the Council would
have to deal with the matter under Chapter VII of
the Charter; (d) it did not refer to compliance with the
General Assembly resolutions on Palestine as a con
dition for the peaceful and lasting settlement of the
issues outstanding between the parties; (e) it did Ilot
emphasize the fact that it was only the Government of
Israel which \Vas not co-operating fully with the Chief
of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organizationo On
the other hand, the adopted resolution had the follow
ing decided merits: (a) it condemned the Qibya in
cident as a violation of the cease-lire provisions of the
Council's resolution of 15 July 1948, of the Arnlistiee
Agreement and of the Charter; (b ) it called upon
Israel alone to take effective measures to prevent ail
such actions in the future, thereby showing that only
Israel was able and willing ta repeat such action;
(c) it recognized the fact that the Government of
Jordan had already taken measures ta prevent the
border crossings; (d) it adopted the thesis of Jordan
and General Bennike on the usefulness of the co
operation of local security forces to curb infiltration;
(e) it emphasized the fact that respect for and com
pliance \Vith the General Armistice Agreement was the
only condition towards a lasting peaceful seulement
of the issues outstanding hetween the parties; and (f)
it provided for the strengthening of the Truce Super
vision Organization.

94. The representative of GREECE said that, in pre
senting their joint draft resolution ta the Council, the
three sponsoring Powers had endeavoured ta make
the best of a bad situation. They had tried to he im
partial and fair by adding in the second revis ion of
their text the paragraph concerning Israel's proposaI
regarding the imple'ientation of article XII of the
Israel-Jordan Armistice Agreement. It was an axiom
that the Security Council was an instnlment for the
promotion of the cause of peace. a peace not based on
the prevalence of the interests of either party. To
achieve that, the parties concerned should make an
effort to cali a haIt .to their dangerously recurring
resentments, however right a.nd justifiable the latter
might appear in their l'yeso In the hopeful expectation
that a final Palestine settlement was not far off, the
resolution which the Council had adopted took stock
of the present situation on the strength of the existing
Armistice Agreement and from the tragic angle of the
Qibya incident. Finally, his delegation fervently hoped
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B. Complaint by Syria against Israel concerning
work on the west bank of the River Jordan
in the demilitarized zone

1. INCLUSION OF THE ITEM IN THE AGENDA

101. In a letter dated 12 October 1953 (S/3106),
addressed to the Secretary-General, the Permanent
Representative of Syria to the United Nations charged
that, on 2 September 1953, the Israel authorities had
stc:.rted works to change the bed of the river Jordan
in the central sector of the demilitarized zone between
Syria and Israel with the purpose of diverting the
river into a new channel in order to make it flow
through territory controlled by the Israel authorities.
Those acts had been accompanied by military opera
tions in the central sector and by partial mobilization
behind it. By acting in that manner, the Israel author
ities had violated the provisions of the Israel-Syrian
General Armistice Agreement, in particular article V.
According to the very clear and explicit text of that

particular direction received from its Government. HIS

delegation had been confirmed in that conclusion by a
complete absence of any explanation by the represen
tative of 1srael, in the light of investigations by the
Government of Israel, as to the identity of those who
had carried out that expedition.

99. The representative of DENMARK said that the
initiative taken by the three sponsoring Powers in
asking for an urgent meeting of the Council as a
consequence of the terrible action at Qibya had been
a proper step. The adopted resolution seemed to be
the logical conclusion of that initiative. Since no right
of retaliation was given by virtue of the General Arm
istice Agreement between Jordan and Israel, the con
demnation of the action had been bound to take a
strong form. The resolution, while referring to Qibya,
declared correctly that all such actions constituted a
violation of the Council's resolution of 15 July 1948,
as well as of the General Armistice Agrer-nelll. The
Government of Jordan, therefore, had acted in con
formity with its obligations by not reacting with re
taliatory measures in its turn. In so far as part B was
concerned, he found it correct for the Council to request
the Government of Jordan to continue and strengthen
the measures which it had already taken to prevent
those crossings of the demarcation line. The dynamic
part of the resolution was, however, contained in
part C. He hoped that the additional personnel that
would be placed at the disposal of the Chie! of Staff
would be sufficient and of practical importmclC. He
also hoped t~at the Chief of Staff, when refJrting to
the Council within three months, might be able to tell
the Council of improvements in the atmosphere so
that the Council could regain its confidence and belief
in the willingness of both parties to move towards a
peace born of a vision of a future rich in possibilities
for diminishing human misery and sufferings.

100. The representative of CHILE said that his
delegation, in voting for the joint draft resolution,
expressed its sincere desire for the earliest possible
attainment of a permanent settlement of all the prob
lems dividing Israel and the Arab States. His Govern
ment cherished sincere friendship for all those coun
tries and earnestly desired that peace and international
co-operation might prevail among them; the adopted
resolution left the way open to those aims.
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that the resolution might bring the parties to a fuller
and more far-reaching realization of their real interests.

95. The representative of COLOMBIA said that, in
voting for the joint draft resolution, his delegation had
wished to place on record its view that the sanguinary
events which had occurred at Qibya had been deplor
able and, as the n'ports of the Chief of Staff indicated,
had constituted a gross violation of the Armistice
Agreement. He added that Colombia had no particular
poli~ical or economic ties with ~ither of the countries
involved and had considered the matter with complete
impartiality. Finally, his delegation trusted that it
would be possible in the near future for a peace treaty
to be "igned between Israel and Jordan in accordance
with article XII of the Armistice Agreement, thereby
bringing to an end the current anomalous and dis
turbing sitnation and providing a permanent solution
of all the problems which impaired good relations be
tween those two countries.

%. The representative of CHINA said that the fac
tual information available to the Council on the Qibya
illcident, though incomplete, was considerable and re
liable. Th3.t information justified, in his opinion, part
A of the adopted resolution. Although there had been
other incidents on the Israel-Jordan border, Qibya
stood by itself both in its gravity and in its foolishness.
The Council was fully justified in singling out that
incident for special censure. Moreover, the representa
tive of Israel had repeatedly pleaded with the Council
to take some action with a view to promoting a final
prace settlement. His delegation stood ready to make
a contribution towards that objective. \Vhen the arm
istice regime was prolonged beyond a reasonable period
of time, it became abnormal. However, he felt that the
present moment was not opportune because the Qibya
incident had damaged the prospects for a peace settle
ment. If the Government of Israel should itself inves
tigate the circumstances of that incident, find out those
responsible, mete out due punishment to the guilty and
offer due compensation to the victims, it would, in his
opinion, be a step towards creating an atmosphere
conducive to a peace settlement.

97. The representative of ISRAEL did not believe it
necessary for him to say anything in elaboration of
the criticisms which he had submitted with respect to
the adopted resolution. However, he believed it his
duty to express satisfaction with the fact that the
Council had introduced into its decision a reference
to the invocation by his Government of article XII of
its Armistice Agreement with Jordan. His Govern
ment's initiative had been taken partly to correct what
it felt to be a basic defect in the current operation of
international organs and, indeed, in the whole state and
atmosphere of regional relationship, namely, the ab
sence in the Middle East region of direct processes of
contact and the absence from recent decisions of a clear
call for the establishment of such contact.

98. The representative of PAKISTAN recalled that
he had characterized the resolution as unsatisfactory in
some of its features and had promised to submit his
own suggestions with regard to its strengthening.
Nevertheless, his delegation had voted for the resolu
tion without putting forward any amendments. The
reason was that its first objection had been met by the
firm conclusion that the Qibya aggression had been
undertaken by the army of Israel, presumably in pur
suance of general directions based upon policy or a
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agreement, no military force might be stationed in
the zone. 1n addition, the administration of that zone
was made the responsibility of the local authorities
under the Chairman of the :l\lixed Armistice Commis
sion. Thus, the zone was not subject to the authority
of either of the parties. Consequently, the Israel
authorities had not been entitled to undertake any
works in any sector of the demilitarized zone. The
effect of the works ,vas to deprive the riparian inhab
itants along the Jordan of the water they needed to
irrigate their land. Article V of the General Armistice
Agreement explicitly provided for the exercise of nor
mal activities by the population of the demilitarized
zone. To deprive them of water, a vital necessity, was
to prevent them from carrying on their normal daily
occupations in peace. The letter stated that the rights
of Syrian riparian landowners to the Jordan waters
were of long standing and had never been disputed.
However, those landowners had been deprived of the
water to which they were legally entitled.

102. Furthermore, article II of the General Arm
istice Agreement provided that neither of the parties
should gain any military advantage; by attempting to
change the course of the Jordan, the Israel authorities
had gained such an advantage in contravention of
article lI.

103. The ~yrian Government had brought the
above facts to the attention of the Ch:ef of Staff of
the Cnited Nations Truce Supervision Organization
in Palestine, who, in his capacity of Chairman of the
Israel-Svrian l\Iixed Armistice Commission. and in
accorda~ce with provisions of the Armistice Agree
ment, had requested the Israel authorities to ~all a
halt to the operations begun in the demilitarized zone
on 2 September 1953. Despite the explicit terms of
that request. the Israel authorities had refused to com
ply with it. Such an attitude was both arbitrary and
illegal and constituted proof that the Israel authorities
did not mean to respect the Armistice Agreement
which they had signed on 20 July 1949,

104. In another letter dated 16 October 1953
(S/3108/Rev.1), the Permanent Representative of
Syria addressed a similar ccmplaint to the President
of the Security Council, requeEting him to convene a
meeting of the Council so that the question might be
placed on its agenda and a prompt decision taken.

105. On 23 October 1953, the Chief of Staff of the
Truce Supervision Organization forwarded to the Sec
retary-General, for the information of the Security
Council, a report (S/3122) containing the text of a
decision he had taken on 23 September 1953, to the
effect that the authority which had started work in the
demilitarized zone on 2 September 1953 was instructed
to cease working in the zone so long as an agreement
was not arranged. The report also contained a letter,
dated 24 September, from the Israel Foreign Minister
and the comments made thereupon by the Chief of
Staff. In his report, the Chief of Staff stated that it
had been explained on the Israel side that the work
in question, begun in the central sector of the demilitar
ized zone, was preliminary to the digging of a canal
between the Jordan River and Lake Tiberias. By far
the greater part of the canal would be to the west of
the demilitarized zone. A reservoir would be con
structed at a height of 40 metres above sea level. The
power station would be erected about 2 kilometres
west of the mouth of the Jordan :1t a height of 200
metres below sea level. The water drop of 240 metres
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from the reservoir to the power station would gellerate
electric power of 24,000 kilowatts per hour. The p:l>ject
was spon.:iored by the Israel Government Water Pllm
ning Authority and was being carried out within the
framework of the concession granted on 5 March 1926
to the Palestine Electric Corporation for the utilization
of the waters of the Jordan and the Yarmuk for gen
erating and supplying electrkal energy. After conduct
ing a general inquiry and considering the views of the
parties to the Armistice Agreement, the Chief of Staff
had arrived at the following conclusions:

(0) \\'ork had been started on the west bank of the
Jordan allegedly on no lands other than Israel lands,
but that fact wm being disputed;

(b) The allegations that Arab water mills in the
area had ceased to operate, due to lack of water re
sulting from Israel.work in the bed of the river,
appeared to be plausIble;

(c) As regards the likelihood of interference with
normal civilian life in the demilitarized zone resulting
from the construction of the projected canal, the lower
ing of the waters of the Jordan would affect the life
of the Arab villages depending on the river. It would,
in particular, interfere with the ":orking of the water
mills which they used;

(d) In that connexion the question of the irrigation
of lands belonging to Syrian landowners was of par
ticular importance. The rich lands of Buteiha Farm,
with their three annual crops, dependeri on an elaborate
irrigation system. In October 1951, during a two-day
test by the Israelis of checking gates south of Lake
Huleh, that irrigation system had lost 70 per cent of
its water. Though the Government of Israel had stated
that the full volume of Jordan water now being used
by Arab landowners ror irrigation purposes would be
assured, the Syrians had objected to the irrigation of
their lands depending in the future on Israel's good
will. Irrespective of that Syrian viewpoint, it might be
said that the waters in the bed of the river were
already very low during the dry season, and it was
likely that, unless special arrangements were made, the
projected canal and power station would sometimes
leave the Jordan with very little, if any, water.

(e) As regards the military aspect of the que~.tion,

the Jordan in its deep valley was a serious obstacle for
any troops, particularly motorized troops, which might
attempt to cross it. A party to the General Armistice
Agreement which, by means of a canal, could control
the flow of the Jordan in the demilitarized zone, chang
ing it or possibly even drying it up at will, could alter
at will the value to the other party I)f the demilitarized
zone, which had been "defined ,,'ith a view toward
separating the armed forces of the two parties in such
manner as to minimize the possibility of friction and
incidents ... "

106. In view of the above, both on the basis of
the protection of normal civilian life in the area of the
demilitarized zone and of the value of the zone to both
parties for the separation of their armed forces, the
Chief of Staff did not consider that a party should. in
the absence of an agreement, carry out in the demilit
arized zone work prejudicing the objects of the zone,
as stated in article V, paragraph 2, of the General
Armistice Agreement.

107. In commenting (S/3122/Annex II) upon the
decision of the Chief of Staff, the Minister for For
eign Affairs of Israel declared that the substance of
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the Chief of Staff's views and their underlying assump
tion appeared to be at marked variance with the posi
tion so far maintained by the competent organs of the
United Nations as regards works of that nature in the
demilitarized zone. He recalled that the Acting Me
diator's letter of 26 June 1949 had assured both Israel
and Syria that the United Nations would ensure that
the zone would not become a vacuum or wasteland.
Also, the former Chief of Staff, General Riley, had
declared, in the COurse of the discussion by the Security
Council on the Huleh question in 1951, that the Mixed
Armistice Commission's jurisdiction would be involved
only in connexion with Arab refugee land within the
demilitarized zone itself. Moreover, the present works
were conducted on the basis of existing private rights,
within the demilitarized zone, including the concession
held by the Palestine Electric Corporation, which the
United Nations Truce Supervision Organization was
called upon to safeguard. Full care had been taken to
ensure that the work should in no way infringe upon
any private Arab land in the area, or curtail the use
of water for irrigation by landowners and cultivators
within the demilitarized zone. In those circumstances,
it had been only natural that the Chairman of the Com
mission, when informed of the commencement of the
project, should have expressed his concurrence with it.

108. As regards the Buteiha Farm, the decisive
consideration was that the Armistice Agreement pro
vided for the restoration of civilian life-and, by im
plication, for the protection of private rights-only
within the demilitarized zone and not outside it, either
in Syria or in Israel. The undertaking given by Israel
that the volume of Jordan water used by the Buteiha
Farm for irrigation purposes would be assured for th~

future had been an ex gratia, act. As for the operation
of the checking gates, that again had been a matter of
internal administration of the demilitarized zone and
not cne of concern to Syria.

109. In the circumstances, the Minister for Foreign
Affairs wished to offer the following observations: (1)
In view of the repeated assurances given by Israel that
the works had not involved, nor would they in the fu
ture involve, the use of Arab-owned land in the demili
tarized zone, it was evident that that possibility con
jured by Syria was purely hypothetical; that obstructive
attitude provided no valid reason for discontinuing a
vital scheme. (2) As for the water mills, no claims
had ever been advanced, either by the United Nations
or by Syria; that water from the Jordan River was
required for the operation of mills on the east bank.
Despite the fact that two of the mills had actually not
been in operation for years, the canal leading to those
mills branched off from the Jordan north of the point
from which the contested new canal was being dug,
so that the digging of the canal and the diversion of
water into it couid have no possible effect upon those
mills. (3) The point concerning the likelihood of inter
ference with normal civilian life in the demilitarized
zone as a result of the construction of the projected
canal was fully met by Israel's definite assurances that
the volume of Jordan water now used by Arab land
owners or cultivators for irrigation purposes would
remain available in the future. (4) As regards the
absence of military advantage to either party within the
zone, the possible effect of the digging of a canal run
ning parallel to the Jordan river bed could only facilitate
the separation of the armed forces of the two parties,
since a party bent upon aggression would find yet
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another obstacle to overcome. (5) Syria's title to raise
the question of military advantage must be challenged
in principle, since according to article Il, paragraph 1,
of the Armistice Agreement the principle that no
military advantage must accrue to either party had been
valid only during the truce period which had preceded
the conclusion of the Armistice.

110. In the Government of Israel's interpretation
of the Armistice Agreement, borne out by former
United Nations practice and pronouncements, the only
question of agreement that could arise was with local
inhabitants of the demilitarized zone, bearing on their
private rights. In the specific circumstances of the
present case, no issues existed which called for such
agreement, and, consequently, the continuation of the
work could not be made conditional thereon. Finally,
Israel believed that the functions of the Chairman of
the Commission, which was an organ established as a
result of the agreement of the parties, were precisely
those which they had defined. Thus he could not oper
ate by mandatory requests directed to the very Govern
ments which had defined his fUilctions.

111. In his comments upon the letter of the Min
ister for Foreign Affai:-s of Israel (S/3122/Annex Ill)
the Chief of Staff said that he had studied the relevant
decisions and statements by the competent organs of
the United Nations si!lce 1949 and that he thought
that his position with regard to the canal project was
consistent with them. After visiting the area and study
ing the Israel project, he had found not only that
there had already been some interference with normal
civilian life, but also that the completion of the project
was likely to bring about greater disturbances unless
definite obligations were entered into with a view to
avoiding them. In the absence of such obligations,
some Arab land, which for many years had depended
on the water of the Jordan for irrigation, might become
a vacuum or a wasteland.

112. Although he had taken into account the obliga
tion to ensure such protection he did not agree with
the contention that, under the Armistice AgreemeIlt,
the sole concern of the United Nations representative
throughout had been to ensure that, in the course of
the execution of development projects, established pri
vate rights in the zone should be adequately protected.
He recalled that the question of the military advantages
which the execution of the Huleh scheme might have
given to Israel had been settled in the negative, follow
ing an agreed procedure between the parties, by re
questing the Chief of Staff for an opinion. However,
the absence of an agreed procedure in the case of the
present Israel project, which would considerably alter
the flow of the Jordan in the demilitarized zone, did
not, in his view, relieve the Chairman of the Mixed
Armistice Commission of the responsibility for con
sidering the military consequences of such a project
in the light of the provisions of the General Armistice
Agreement.

113. He believed that the question of assurance
regarding the use of water was one of the questions
which should have been discussed before starting work
on the project. He was convinced that, unless definite
obligations were entered into to protect existipg water
rights, the canal project would leave the present river
bed with very little, if any water, during the dry
season, when the lands would be most in need of
irrigation.

I
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2. RESOLUTION OF 27 OCTOBER 1953

122. At the 6291h meeting of the Security Council
(27 October 1953), the representatives of Syria and
Israel were invited to the Council table.

123. The representative of PAKISTAN stated that it
would be a wise precaution if the Council were to
endorse the request made by the Chairman of the
Israel-Syrian Mixed Armistice Commission of 23 Sep
tember 1953 so that the works might be suspended
pending the consideration of the case by the Security
Council. He then submitted the following draft resolu
tion (S/3125) :

"The Security Council,

"Having taken note of the report of the Chief of
Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization dated
23 October 1953 (S/3122),

"Desirous of facilitating the consideration of the
question, and without prejudice to its merits,
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114, The value of the demiIitacized zone., a huffer 118. As to the-eonte:t;on tha:n~~rah-:~~-;:nd" - ~:-I-
zone would be different if one party controlled the flow had been affected, it had been proved that the Arabs h' ~qtt~s ~
of the Jordan in the zone by means of a canal. From owned four plots of land located on the right bank of w IC s ar
a purely military viewpoint, the existence of such a the Jordan where the Israel engineers had constructed 2 September
canal would permit the party controlling it to economize the dyke necessary to start the canal project. Moreover, ~le thons pe
its forces in the area and to increase them elsewhere. despite Israel assurance in that respect, that land had y e ecUl

been used during conhtruction of the dyke. 124. At th
115. As to the contention that the principle that . f I

no military or political advantage should be gained 119. The Chief of Staff stated that since his inspec- sentatlve ~ t S
under the truce was no longer valid due to the signature tion of the two Arab water-mills had been rapid, one empowere 0

of the Armistice Agreement, the Chief of Staff recalled of them might have been idle, but the other had been !O t~radnge 'I~Utc
. . hAll I I h d .. d 111 (le eml I athat, in February 1951, both Israel and Syria had 111 operatlOn t at season. ctua y, wlen le a vlslte th'C '1'

agreed to seek the opinion of the Chief of Staff on the it, he had found that the canal leading to i~ had not e. d~un~l ~1
question whether the Huleh project would give either contained enough water for its operation; the United preJu Ice 0 1

party any military advantage. Whereas Lake Huleh Nations observers had confirmed that the water level 125. The
and the Huleh marshes were outside the demilitarized had fallen to one-third of its former level, following the statement
zone, the Jordan river. between Lake Huleh and Lake the destruction by Israel workmen of the dyke which to have rendel
Tiberias, flowed into that zone. Accordingly, the Chief had been built in the liver bed to divert water into the tion. He felt t
of Staff had considered the military aspect of the project canal prior to the construction of the new dyke across form of a res
in accordance with his powers under article V and its western branch. Israel delegati
not in reference to paragraph 1 of article II of the 120. As regards the Buteiha Farm, the Syrian also request t
Agreement. The Chief of Staff's position on estab- h d b b d h f h I F supervise its
lished private rights remained the same as that of his agreement a een ase on t e act t at t le ranco- deliberations.
predecessors, i.e., the rights involved in the concession British agreement of 1923 had maintained the existing tion (S/3128)
granted by the High Commissioner for Palestine to rights of the inhabitants of Syria over the use of the "The Sect
the Palestine Electric Corporation Ltd. in 1926 did waters of the Jordan. Therefore, that right did not
not fall within the jurisdiction of the Mixed Armistice depend on what, in the Israel opinion, had been an "Having
Commission or its Chairman. He was only concerned ex gratia act. Staff of the
with the implementation of article V of the General 121. Finally, as regards the Israel contention that 23 October
Armistice Agreement. which included the protection of the Chairman could not have more authority than had
the rights of Arab owners, whose lands should not be been given to him by the two parties to the Armistice
worked upon, flooded or deprived of water without Agreement, the Chief of Staff believed that that view
their consent, and also the protection of acquired rights could not be taken to imply that it remained for either
to the water of the River Jordan which flowed in the party to decide whether the Chairman acted in con-
zone and which had been used up to then for irrigating formity with the functions conferred upon him by both
lands, watering cattle, or operating mills. parties. In case there was a difference on the inter-

116. There was a considerable difference between pretation of the provisions of article V, or of any other
H article, paragraph 8 of article VII of the Agreement

the uleh drainage scheme and the present canal stated that, where interpretation of the meaning of a
project. The execution of the former had not dimin-
ished the quantity of water flowing in the bed of the particular provision of the Agreement was at issue,
Jordan in the demilitarized zone, nor had it caused the Commission's interpretation should prevail. Also,

as regards the Israel contention that the Chairman of
damage to irrigated land. The construction of the pro- the :Mixed Armistice Commission should not operate
jected canal would, however, alter the flow of the
J

by mandatory requests directed to the very Govern-
ordan permanently and, unless definite obligations ments which had defined his functions, the Chief of

were entered into, it would in all likelihood adversely Staff wished to recall that, on two separate occasions,
affect the life of the people depending on the water General Riley had made such requests and that they
of the river.

had been cumplied with by Israel.
117. Regarding the contention that it had been

natural for the Chairman of the Israel-Svrian Mixed
Armistice Commission, when informed ~f the com
mencement of the project, to have expressed his con
currence with it, the Chief of Staff pointed out that
the Acting Chairman of that Commission had been
informed of the commencement of the project on 2
September, when the work had already started. On
3 September, the Acting Chairman had received a
letter from the Israel representative requesting him
to confirm, in writing, his concurrence with the project.
The Acting Chairman had asked for more details about
the project and had been shown, on 7 September, the
proposed route of the canal. On 9 September, he had
sent to the Israel representative a note informing him
that due to the importance of the project, and to the
fact that he was only Acting Chairman, he had put
the whole matter into the hands of the Chief of Staff.
It did not result from the above that the necessarv
concurrence had been expressed with regard to th'e
canal project.
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civilian life of the demilitar~zed zone, under Israel
contro!. That was being done to the detriment of mili
tary and other considerations involved. (2) The works
were being carried out in defiance of the Armistice
Agreement and the decision of General Bennike and
entailed serious consequences which had motivated the
Chief of Staff's decision as explained in his report.
(3) Those works manifested a policy on the part of
Israel defying the United Nations machinery and dis
regarding the Armistice Agreements.

128. He then indicated that the Council might tell
Israel to behave in a way which did not factually or
lega!'y influence the rights, claims or positions of the
other side, safeguarded by the Armistice Agrfements.
The situation in the demilitarized zone in general and
in particular with regard to the unwarranted works
under consideration, might be brought back to its
original status and condition. Moreover, the interna
tional machinery to help supervise and implement
the General Armistice Agreement could be locally
strengthened 50 as to enable it to fulfil its functions
properly, promptly and effectively. One wa:r to
strengthen that machinery was for the CounCIl to
uphold the local international authority by practical,
clear and unambiguous decisions; the second way was
to build up that machinery in membership and means
at its disposal so as to render it apt and adequate to
achieve its purpose.

129. The representative of ISRAEL gave a brief
history of the matter and recalled that the Security
Council had already rejected the notion of a Syrian
veto power over Israel's legitimate development proj
ects in its decision in the case of the Huleh marshes
in 1951. His ddegation attached great importance to
that rejection. The armistice system could not operate
honestly or effectively if there was to be no consistency
and continuity in its jurisprudence. In 1951, it had
been held lawful for a conr.essionaire holding statutory
and legal property rights in the demilitarized zone to
al~er the Jordan bed for drainage, provided that private
land interests were respected. It was, then, equally
lawful for a legitimate concessionaire now to construct
a canal for electric power in the same area and under
an equally valid title, provided that other private rights
were not prejudiced. If Syria's objections to work in
the demilitarized zone, leading to the drainage of
marshes outside the zone, had been rej~cted in 1951,
then equally they could not be accepted at the present
time with regard to work in the demilitarized zone
leading to power and irrigation development outside
the zone. If the drainage project had been subject only
to the reservations of private rights in 1951, then an
other project in the same area could not be subject to
new and more far-reaching reservations at present.
The Council could not, in all honour and justice,
transform the law of yesterday into the illegality of
today; it could not be selective in the application of
principles. If the United Nations and the Governments
concerned would show fidelity to the ideas and prin
ciples which they had enunciated in the summer of
1951, there was no insuperable obstacle to the peaceful
execution of the hydroelectric project, with the full
protection of other legitimate interests.

130. In conclusion, he stated that: (1) The hydro
electric project involving the construction of the
Jordan canal was a legitimate civilian project which
the Palestine Electric Corporation had a legal right to
execute. The project itself was of vital economic
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3. VIEWS OF THE PARTIES AND OF THE MEMBERS OF
THE COUNCIL

127. At the 633rd meeting (30 October), the repre
sentative of SYRIA explained why his Government had
requested the inclusion of the item in the agenda. He
gave a short history of the development of the dispute,
dealing with the nature' of the Armistice Agreement,
and particularly article V thereof, recalled the history
of the demilitarized zone, and described the military
advantages to Israel accruing from the project. In
conclusion, he said that: (1) The object of the works
was to divert the Jordan River, draw it to Israel-held
territory, and make it a military factor within Israel
borders, putting its waters, an es,ential element of

"Requests the State of Israel that tht :'luthorit'j
which started work in the demili'.arized zone on
2 September 1953 be instructed to cease working in
the zone pending the consideration of the question
by the Security Counci!."

124. At the 631st meeting (27 October), the repre
sentative of ISRAEL informed the Council that he was
empowered to state that his Government was willing
to arrange such a temporary suspension of the works
in the demilitarized zone for the purpose of facilitating
the Council's consideration of the question, without
prejudice to the merits of the case itself.

125. The representative of FRANCE declared that
the statement of the representative of Israel appeared
to have rendered pd'ltk;;,; the Pakistan draft resolu
tion. He felt that the Council should take note, in the
form of a resolution, of the undertaking given by the
Israel delegation, express its satisfaction with it and
also request the Truce Supervision Organization to
supervise its implementation during the Council's
deliberations. He submitted the following draft resolu
tion (S/3128):

"The Security Council,
"Raving taken note of the report of the Chief of

Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization dated
23 October 1953 (S/3122),

"Desirous of facilitating the consideration of the
question, without however prejudicing the rights,
claims or position of the parties concerned,

"Deems it desirable to that end that the works
started In the demilitarized zone on 2 September
1953 should be'.uspended during the urgent exam
ination of the question by the Security Council,

"Notes with satisfaction the statement made by
the Israel representative at the 631st meeting re
garding the undertaking given by his Government to
suspend the works in question during that examina
tion,

"Requests the Chief of Staff of the Truce Super
vision Organization to inform it regarding the fulfil
ment of that undertaking."

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted unan
imo~tsly.

126. At the 633rd meeting (30 October), the PRESI
DENT informed the Council of the receipt of a letter
from the Clief of Staff of the Truce Supervision
Organization, pursuant to the Council's request of
27 October, informing it that the work on the project
had stopped on 28 October at midnight.
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posItive result, namely, the possibility for hrael to act inlT its object
unil~t.era~ly in the whol~ matter and to pr~ceed in the Sl~ch a stat
den11htanzed zone to. dIvert the Jordan nver. Mor~- creating incr
over, the representatIVe of Israel had not based IllS Israel wishe<
~rguments on the Armistice Agreement. t';l which he then it shoul<
had hardly made any reference. Unable to Imd reasons the Aareeme
in the international agreements or in the decisions of it sho~ld ava
General Bennike, he had discarded them and had paid It took the
lip-service to international authority. To Israel, the fications of t
project was to be considered solely on the basis of its nitely be del
economic and military benefits to the Israelis, to the with all its I
exclusion of many other p()ssible international economic the AOTeeme
projects whidl were being contemplated. The current sions £<1r the
project was relevant to the discussion only as much naturallv be
as its military, juridical, economic and other conse- The various
quences and effects influenced the implementation of ities the Unit
the Armistice Agreement and its provisions concerning mi"llt have d
civilian life in the demilitarized zone and rights of he&lre the
Syria. Had the Israel authorit;es been undertaking interests milT
such a project by using the resources of Israel-held and the ricrl
territory and not those of the demilitarized zone, Syria the AlTreen~e
would have no reason to object. at by the nll

133. He contended that Israel had sought but had to that Agre
not obtained the prior consent of the Chief of Staff. He 134. At
emphasized that the projected canal was incompatible representativ
with the so-called Unified Project of the Tennessee objective ex,
Valley Authority concerning the Jordan. The repre- Staff. as well
sentative of Syria also stressed the attempt by Israel Coullcil, est,
to deform and denature the authority of the United facts: (1) I
Nations Chief of Staff, as well as the military implica- demilitarized
tions of the existing situation. In conclusion, he stated istice Agreel
that: (1) The Israel action to divert the Jorclan river j'0rted and c
from its bed without any prior arrangement based on and the wor!
the consent of each of the two sides to the Armistice without the
was an unwarranted. unilateral action with grave without prio
military and other consequences. Both the action <'.nd been started
the consequences were a breach of the Armistice. (2) without a pr
The current Israel project was not the only one that who was res
the Israel authorities or other authorities could embark V of the A
on for utilizing the Jordan waters. There were many (3) The wo,
other projects which the current project, if executed. tarized zone
would thwart and render impracticable. All those of the inhabi1
projects and plans. whether emanating from Syria, the been started
Israel authorities or the United States of America, or them about
any other country. should be kept tentative until such properties. (-
time as suitable international arran~ell1ents were arrived the demilitar
at by the conseEt of the authorities legitimately con- modification
cerned. Syria had no quarrel with projects as such; as evidenced
its opposition ,vas only to unilateral actions which S/3122. (5)
unjustly affected each and every other project under which were
consideration as well as its wish to safeguard rights was the onl
under the Armistice Agreement. (3) Once the Armis- question. to
tice was fully, unhesitatingly and unequivocally imple- ment. (6) T
mented, two fundamental results would have been a definite int
obtained as a prerequisite to the maintenance of peace hydroelectric
in the area: (a) The door to arrogant unilaterai actions Armistice Ao
and accomplished facts would be closed. Once that stipulated in~

door was definitely dosed, then thought might really The work w
be turned to seeking arrangements which could effec- elsewhere a
tively take into consideration the legitimate rights of an internatio
all those concerned. (b) The second result would be
that the full implementation' of the Armistice would
not only maintain peace but would also contribute
confidence in international arrangements and in the
authority of international institutions and law. Such
confidence was badly needed and was an essential pre
requisite for dealing with Near Eastern issues. (4)
The Israel authorities undoubtedly sought to free them
selves of the Armistic~ while interpreting it or modify-

2{)

benefit, and the canal, when completed, could easily
be integrated either into national or into regional water
projects conducive to the general welfare. (2) The
waters concerned at no point passed through Syrian
territory, so that Syrian complaints were ill-founded.
Moreover, the principles and practices adopted by the
Security Council and General Riley in 1951 committed
the llnited Nations I1rmly to the view that Syria did
not have a lawful right of veto in connexiol1 with
legitimate development projects in the demilitarized
zone. As a matter of general equity, Syria. wh:,..h itself
had no physical abi;ity to use the Jordan and which
had vast water resources, should not be encouraged to
deny access to Jordan waters for Israel, in whose
territory that river did flow and for whom it was the
only source of water supply. ("~) The powers of thf'
Chief of Staff in the matter were defined in General
Bennike's letter of 20 October in terms of protecting
land and water interests in the demilitarized zone and
ensuring that the zone fulfilled its role under the
Armistice Agreement. That letter clearly st••ted that
those were the only issues which determined the right
to continue the project. \~Tith reference to land rights,
the execution of the project did not necessitate any
encroachments on Arab lands without the permission
of their owners. In cases where any encroachments by
passage, however slight, had been proved, the Israel
Government undertook the avoidance of any such en
croachment in the future. \Vith reference to water, it
was an undoubted fact. that the hydroelectric project
under discussion could be reconciled with the full
satisfaction of all existing irrigation needs. The Gov
ernment of Israel was pr ~pared to give an undertaking
to that ':::ffect and to discuss procedures whereby such
an undertaking could be statutorily invoked, even in
an area where Israel had no legal duty to make such
provisions. \Vith reference to the military aspects of
the de:r:ilitarized zone, the Government of Israel
adhered to the terms of the Armistice Agreement,
according to which the consideration of military advan
tage was relevant only to the truce, which had been
replaced by the Armistice. Subject to the reservation
that no one had the right to raise that matter at all
without discrediting the basic assumptions of the Arm
istice Agreement, his Government pointed out that the
practical effect of the new canal would be to make the
aggressive movement of armed forces in either direction
through the demilitarized zone more difficult than it
was at present, and that the maintenance of the exact
topography of the zone was not something which
either party was entitled to invoke.

131. At the 636th meeting (10 November), the
Council invited Major General Vagn Bennike, Chief
of Staff of the tTnited Na~:ons Truce Supervision
Organization in Palestine, to take part in the Council's
deliberations.

132. The representative of SYRIA emphasized the
difference between the Huleh situation in 1951 and
the case under discussion. He stated that the Israel
thesis appeared to consist of the following: No right on
the part of Syria to object or consent to Israel actions;
no real authoritv of the "Cnited Nations Chief of Staff
to make Israel -abide by his decisions; no restoration
of normal civilian life in the demilitarized zone except
to ensure its control by Israel; no international rights
of other countries on the international river; and no
relevance of military considerations in an armistice.
Those were a set of negations which all led to one

•
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those seven indubitable facts had been Syria or Israel,
that party would have been guilty of a violation of
both the spirit and the letter of the Armistice Agree
ment; that party should not be allowed by the Council
to resume the work in the demilitarized zone before it
reached an understanding with the other party to the
Agreement.

136. Those views might appear to go beyond the
precedent established by the Council in a similar case
-the H uleh case. The reasons were the following: the
difference between the two cases had been pointed out
by the Chief of Staff in conformity with his rights and
duties under the Armistice Agreement, which had been
confirmed in the resolution of the Council on the Huleh
case. The works started and completed prejudic~d the
ultimate settlement. a prejudice completdy excluded
by the terms of paragraph 2 of article V of the Arm
istice Agreemcnt. Thev aLm went heyond the mere
interpretation of the Agreement because they raised
the problem of the objective of creating and maintain
ing the demilitarized zone, and affected the question of
sovereignty in the zone. They conseqnently amounted
to a unilateral alteration of some clauses of the Agree
ment. 1\loreover. the decision of the Council in the
H uleh case had proved ineffective. Inclted. an objective
inquiry into the manner in wbich Israel had imple
mented that decision would show that Israel had not
implemented it faithfully.

137. The representative of Lebanon then dealt with
the military aspects of the canal project and the relation
of the project to. and effects on, the recognized legal
status of the demilitarized zone. He endeavoured to
prove the existence of a contradiction in Israel's posi
tion concerning the alleged principle that military occu
pation of an area did not give rise to legal sovereignty
over that area. First, regardless of Israel or Syrian
claims to sovereignty over the demilitarized zone, the
interpretations given by United Nations officials and
by the Council to the Armistice Agreement stipulations
concerning the zone established the fact that. until a
final settlement was reached between Syria and Israel,
no State had sovereignty over the zone. Secondly,
since no State had sovereignty over the zone, there
was no single authority at that time which was entitled
to consider itself heir to the British mandatory author
ity, and which could use its sovereign right to decid~

whether, under the new conditions created in Palestine,
the concession of the Palestine Electric Corporation
was or was not stilI applicable in the zone or whether
it \vas in the interest of the inhabitants of the zone.
Thirdly, the United Nations Truce Supervision Organ
ization was not exercising in the demilitarized zone the
rights of a sovereign State; it was limiting itself to
the task of supervising the implementation of the clauses
of the Armistice Agreement relating to the zone.
Fourthly, since it was not yet decided whether the
zone would become Svrian or Israel territory. a modi
fication in its conditi~ns as radical as that ~vhich was
planned by the Palestine Electric Corporation was to
the disadvantage of the State which had not given its
consent to it. It established a de facto situation which
prejudged, in favour of one of the two parties, the
question of sovereignty over the zone. Therefore, the
Lebanese delegation held that the work of the Corpora
tion in the demilitarized zone should be suspended
either until the question of sovereignty in the demili
tarized zone was decided in a final settlement bet\veen
Syria and Israel, or until Syria and Israel had agreed
on the legality and the usefulness of the work.
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act ing its objects whenever it did not suit their purposes.
the Such a state of affairs could not continue without
)r~- creating increasingly grave and nefarious results. If
Ius Israel wished properly to ;nterpret the Agreement,
he then it should find remedy in article VII; if it wanted

ions the Agreement or its objects properly modified, then
; of it should avail itself of article VIII. Israel did neither.
mid It took the W2.)· of unilateral interpf:.'tations and modi-
.t~e fications of the Agreement, a way which should defi-
• Its nitely be deharred by the Council. (5) The Council,
t~e with all its high authority, certainly would not alter
lUll' the Agreement by its decisions or suhstitute its deci-
'ent sions for the consent of the parties; its decisions would
uch naturally be intended to implement the Agreement.
1se- The various interests which Syria, the Israel author-
I. of ities. the United States of America or any other country
ltng might have did not constitute the elements of the issue
. of before the Council, except to the extent that those
:Ing interests might arTed the Armistice Agreement itself
le~d and the rights, claims and positions safeguarded by
fna the Agreement until other arrangements were arrived

at by the mutual and free consent of the two parties
to that Agreement.

134. At the 639th meeting (18 November), the
representative of LEBANON said that a thorough and
objective examination of the report of the Chief of
Staff, as well as of the various statements made to the
Council, established the follO\ving seven indubitable
facts: (1) Large-scale work had been started in the
demilitarized zone created by the Israel-Syrian Arm
istice Agreement. That work had been sponsored, sup
j''1rted and defended by one party to the Agreement
and the work had been started and pursued not only
without the approval of the other party, but even
without prior consultation with it. (2) The work had
been started and prosecuted in the demilitarized zone
without a prior authorization from the Chief of Staff
who was responsible for the implementation of article
V of the Armistice Agreement relating to the zone.
(3) The work which had been started in the demili
tarized zone affected the water, lands and properties
of the inhabitants of the zone. However, the work had
been started without any previous arrangement with
them about their rights in those waters, lands and
properties. (4) The work which had been started in
the demilitarized zone would bring about a substantial
modification of the geophysical features of the zone,
as evidenced by paragraph 4 of annex III of document
S/3122. (5) The work had military consequences
which were all, according to the Chief of Staff. who
was the only objective and neutral authority on that
question. to the advantage of one party to the Agree
ment. (6) The work would bring about. if continued,
a definite integration of the zone into the economic and
hydroelectric system of one of the two parties to the
Armistice Agreement, an integration which was neither
stipulated in the Agreement nor permitted by it. (7)
The work would produce in the demilitarized zone and
elsewhere a total change in the flow of the waters of
an international river, the Jordan river.

135. Those incontrovertible facts constituted in
their negative aspects a violation of the Israel-Syrian
Armistice Agreement; they amounted in their positive
consequences to a radical alteration of the conditions
in the demilitarized zone, an alteration which, according
to the Armistice Agreement itself, should not take
place without the mutual consent of the two parties to
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138. To that legal approach to the problem, an
extralegal, apparently dynamic, economic approach
had been vigorously opposed. It had been contended
that the whole economic picture of a State hung on
the canal project. In that connexion, he recalled the
emphasis placed on the question of principle in the
discussion of the Huleh question. The respect of inter
national obligations was as vital and as important
to the survival of the State as its alleged economic
dynamism.

139. The representative of ISRAEL stated that the
absence of a Syrian right to affect the canal project
was established by geography and history; by the texts
of the Armistice Agreements and related documents;
by all the international treaties and agreements which
had ever affected the Middle East; and by the aims
and principles of regional development. In amplification
of those theses, he pointed cut that the Jordan was a
river which flowed through Israel and never through
Syria, passing at some points through the demilitarized
zone, which was itself specifically non-Syrian, and in
which established civilian rights were subject to the
duty of the United Nations Chief of Staff to protect
other valid civilian rights. Moreover, the Armistice
Agreement between Syria and Israel had required the
withdrawal of Syrian troops from the demilitari::-ed
zone. The Franco-British Agreement of 1923 had com
pletely excluded the Jordan river from any territory
under Syrian control. As to the allegation that the
canal was incompatible,with the proposed TVA proj
ect, he stated that the Israel Government had sought
the counsel of three eminent authorities on water
problem~, and they had declared that the projected
canal was completely compatible with the TVA plan
or any other plan for irrigating the Jordan valley.

140. The representative of PAKISTAN submitted a
number of questions which he believed either the
Chief of Staff or the Secretariat of the United Nations
might find themselves in a position to answer. He re
quested information on the present and past uses, in
respect of irrigation or any other advantage enjoyed
by Syrian nationals within the boundaries of Syria,
deriving from the stretch of the River Jordan which
was in dispute. In particular, he wished to know the
area of the Buteiha Farm receiving irrigation from the
Jordan, the total area of that farm and that part of it
capable of receiving irrigation if there were no inter
ference with the flow of the river, and whether there
existed other lands-not merely Arab-owned lands in
the demilitarized zone, but any other lands within
Syria-which received irrigation from that part of the
River Jordan or derived any other advantage from the
river. Assuming that the canal project was carried out,
he wished to know: whether it would be possible at
any later stage to convert it into an irrigation project;
in that event, whether the volume of the water in Lake
Tiberias would be affected to any degree, and if so,
whether the degree of salinity of the waters of Lake
Tiberias and of the River Jordan below that lake would
in any manner be affected. Finally, if any such change
were brought about, how would the current uses based
on the Jordan, or any advantages currently derived
from that river by the State of Jordan, be aff~cted?

141. The representative of SYRIA said that the ques
tion before the Council was not, as the representative
of Israel had contended, that of social and economic
progress; it was peace as established by the Armistice
Agreement. The wishes of Israel and the benefit that
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it might draw from any project were not at issue.
There were many other constructive projects that could
be of use to the area provided they were executed law
fully and in accordance with the standards of inter
national behaviour. The issues were whether inter
national behaviour should be subjected to international
agreement, whether the Armistice Agreement should be
applied, whether international treaties should be re
spected Rnd whether the United Nations authority was
to be respected instead of being flouted. The represen
tative of Israel had spoken of the demilitarized zone
as Israel territory. But the status of that zone had been
established by the Armistice Agreement and by the
Acting Mediator's letter, and that situation had to con
tinue until such time as the parties themselves agreed
to alter it.

142. As for the contention that the projected canal
could be integrated into the proposed TVA plan, the
difference was that, whereas the TVA plan was to be
based on an international arrangement of some kind,
the current Israel project was to be based on unilateral
action and would leave little or no water flowing in
the Jordan.

143. At the 645th meeting (3 December). the
CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE TRUCE SUPERVISION ORGANI
ZATION replied to some of the questions submitted by
the representative of Pakistan. He explained that water
from that stretch of the River Jordan which would be
affected by the completion of the projected canal was
being used for irrigating lands, watering cattle and
operating mills within the boundaries of Syria. The
lands under irrigation and the water mills in operation
-seven altogether-were in the area of Buteiha Farm.
He had been informed that the area of that farm at
present under irrigation was 18,280 dunams, or ap
proximately 4,570 acres; the area under irrigation was
only a small part of the total area of the farm. He was
not in a position to state to what extent the area which
was not irrigated currently was capable of receiving
irrigation. To his knowledge the irrigated lands of
Buteiha Farm were the only lands in Syria which re
ceived irrigation from the stretch of the River Jordan
in question. 'With regard to the demilitarized zone, he
had been informed that approximately 5,000 dunams
of land-2,924 of 'which belonged to the owners of
Buteiha Farm-received irrigation from that stretch
of the river. He was not in a position to give an ade
quate answer to the last questions. However, under
the Israel scheme which had been outlined to him, the
water of the River Jordan which would be diverted
into the projected canal would be returned to Lake
Tiberias, so that the completion of the canal would af
fect only the stretch of the river north of Lake Tiberias.
In such circumstances, the problem which arose was
that of existing uses based on, and advantages re
ceived from, the stretch of the river north of Lake
Tiberias. Another problem would arise if, following a
conversion of the Israel project into an irrigation proj
ect, the volume of the waters of Lake Tiberias and of
the River Jordan below that lake were reduced and
their salinity consequently increased. In that event, the
interests of the State of Jordan would be affected.

144. The representative of PAKISTAN observed that
the basic question was not whether the project was
beneficial to Israel, but whether or not the project con
travened the Armistice Agreement. The question of
sovereignty over the demilitarized zone, he pointed out,
was in abeyance, under the Armistice Agreement, un-
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less there was an agreement to the contrary between
the parties. Likewise, only such an agreement could
modify any of the conditions of the Armistice. The
Chief of Staff had stated that the carrying out of the
project within the zone would amount to a serious
contravention of the Armistice Agreement and had
noted that the project would give Israel military ad
vantages by allowing it the control of the flow of the
river through the use of the canal, so that the military
value of the river to Syria would be destroyed. He also
emphasized that the project would adversely affect the
irrigation of Arab lands and water mills, and that
Israel police were still exercising sovereignty in the
demilitarized zone in contravention of the relevant
provisions of the Armistice Agreement. He concluded
that the request of General Bennike that the work on
the project should be stopped until the parties could
come to an agreement with respect to it was more than
justified and should be confirmed by the Council.

145. At the 646th meeting (11 December), the
representative of LEBANON emphasized that to allow
the work on the canal project to be resumed in the
demilitarized zone without a mutual agreement between
Israel and Syria was to give de facto recognition to
the annexation of the zone by one party to the Armis
tice Agreement. To condition the resumption of the
work upon a prior agreement between Israel and Syria
would not dishonour the past jurisdiction of the Coun
cil in the Huleh case, but would be consistent with that
jurisdiction and with the provisions of the Armistice
Agreement which were applicable to the present case.
For the Council to allow the work to be resumed with
out the consent of the two parties to the Armistice
Agreement was to further, or at least to condone, the
expansionist ambitions of Israel with regard to the
waters of the at;ea. It was obvious that the canal proj
ect was a s~ep toward the implementation of the uni
lateral plan of Israel for the diversion of the waters of
the Jordan. Any encouragement of that project was
thus an encouragement of the principle of unilateral
exploitation of those waters and would undermine any
possibility of eventual regional co-operation. Finally,
he stated that to allow the work to be unilaterally re
sumed was to play into the hands of those who, for the
sake of self-justification, h[;...l advanced the dangerous
doctrine of progress at any price, even if that price be
human rights, international order and the sanctity of
international agreements.

4. DRAFT RE,OLUTIONS SUBMITTED TO THE COUNCIL

146. At the 648th meeting (16 December 1953),
the representative of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
introduced, on behalf of France, the United Kingdom
and the United States, the following joint draft reso
lution (S/3151) :

"The S ec1trity Council,

"Recalling its previous resolutions on the Palestine
question,

"TaJ~ing into consideration the statements of the
representatives of Syria and Israel and the reports
of the Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision Or
ganization on the Syrian complaint (S/3108/Rev.l),

"I. Notes that the Chief of Staff requested the·
Government of Israel on 23 September 1953 'to en
sure that the authority which started work in the
demilitarized zone on 2 September 1953 is instructed
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to cease working in the zone so long as an agreement
is not arranged';

"2. Endorses this action of the Chief of Staff;
"3. Recalls its resolution of 27 October 1953,

taking note of the statement by the representative of
the Government of Israel that the work started by
Israel in t:le demilitarized zone would be suspended
pending urgent examination of the question by the
Council;

"4. Declares that, in order to promote the return
of permanent peace in Palestine, it is essential that
the General Armistice Agreement of 20 July 1949
between Syria and Israel be strictly and faithfully
observed by the parties;

"5. Rell/inds the parties that, under article VII,
paragraph 8, of the Armistice Agreement, where the
interpretation of the meaning of a particular pro
vision of the Agreement other than the preamble
and articles I and II is at issue, the Mixed Armis
tice Commission's interpretation shall prevail;

"6. Notes that article V of the General Armis
tice Agreement between Syria and Israel gives to
the Chief of Staff, as Chairman of the Syrian-Israel
Mixed Armistice Commission, responsibility for the
general supervision of the demilitarized zone;

"7. Calls upon the Chief of Staff to maintain
the demilitarized character of the zone as defined in
paragraph 5 of article V of the Armistice Agree
ment;

"8. Calls upon the parties to comply with all his
decisions and requests, in the exercise of his author
ity under the Armistice Agreement;

"9. Requests and authorizes the Chief of Staff to
explore possibilities of reconciling the interests in
volved in this dispute including rights in the de
militarized zone and full satisfaction of existing ir
rigation rights at all seasons, and to take such steps
as he may deem appropriate to effect a reconciliation,
having in view the development of the natural re
sources affected in a just and orderly manner for
the general welfare;

"10. Calls upon the Governments of Israel and
Syria to ca-operate with the Chief of Staff to these
ends and to refrain from any unilateral action which
would prejudice them;

"11. Requests the Secretary-General to place at
the disposal of the Chief of Staff a sufficient nuniber
of experts, in particular hydraulic engineers, to sup
ply him on the technical level with the necessary
data for a complete appreciation of the projE:ct in
question and of its effect upon the demilitarized zone;

"12. Directs the Chief of Staff to report to the
Security Council within ninety days on the measures
taken to give effect to this 'resolution."

147. The representative of the United States of
America said that his delegation had followed the de
velopment of the debate on the question with intense
interest. It had come to the following conclusion: first,
strict compliance with the Armistice Agreement en
tered into between Israel and Syria was of vital im
portance to the peace of the area. Secondly, the primary
responsibility of the Council in the matter was to up
hold that Armistice Agreement, which it had endorsed
in its resolution of 11 August 1949 as superseding the
truce and facilitating the transition to permanent peace;
the agent of the Council for those purposes was the
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Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization.
Thirdly, development projects which were consistent
with the undertakings of the parties under the Armis
tice Agreement and which were in the general interest
and did not infringe upon established rights and ob
ligations should be encouraged. The decision of the
Chief of Staff for continuance of the Jordan River
diversion project would be subject to those considera
tions. The Chief of Staff, as the authority responsible
ior the general supervision of the demilitarized zone,
was the proper authority to determine whether the
project in question met those conditions. Any unilateral
action, from whatever side, which was not consistent
with that authority of the Chief of Staff threatened
the effective operation and enforcement of the Armis
tice Agreement. Similarly, no Government should. in
the opinion of his delegation, exercise a veto power
over legitimate projects in the demilitarized zone. On
the basis of those conclusions, his delegation had joined
with France and the United Kingdom in submitting
the above-mentioned draft resolution. His delegation
believed that the joint draft made clear the following:
(G.) the Chief of Staff, as Chairman of the Israel
Syrian Mixed Armistice Commission, was the respon
sible authority with respect to questions affecting the
demilitarized zone under article V of the Armistice
Agreement; (b) the issues raised by the Jordan river
diversion project should be decided by the Chief of
Staff in accordance with his authority under the Arm
istice Agreement; and, (c) in those and other questions
concerning the status oL the demilitarized zone, an im
portant consideration should be the just and orderly
development of the natural resources affected, with due
regard for the general welfare and the interests of the
parties and individuals concerned.

148. The representative of the UNITED KINGDOM
considered that the report of the Chief of Staff as well
as the various statem Its made to the Council had
established the followillg' basic facts: (1) The Palestine
Electric Corporation had begun to dig in the demili
tarized zone a canal which would take water to a
power station on Israel territory. (2) Having been in
formed of the work some time after it had started,
General Bennike had asked the Government of Israel
to ensure that the authority which had started work
should be instructed ~o suspend working in the zone
so long as an agreement had not been arranged. (3)
After an exchange of communications with General
Bennike, the Government of Israel had not complied
with the request. It was unfortunate that Israel should
have seen fit to ignore General Bennike's request. As
a result, the Council was faced not with the question
whether the canal was in itself a good and useful proj
ect, but solely with the question of the failure by one
party to the Israel-Syrian Armistice Agreement to
comply with a request on the part of the Chairman of
the Mixed Armistice Commission-the only authority
in the area which stood for some sort of order and
which was probably the only barrier against complete
chaos. It was his Government's view that General
Bennike had been fully entitled under the Armistice
Agreement to make the request that he had made to the
Government of Israel and that the Council was justi
fied in expecting that the Government of Israel would
not resume work on the canal without General Ben
nike's authorization. His delegation had not been con
vinced by the argument which had endeavoured to
show that the work could not proceed without the
consent of the Government of Syria. The question was
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whether the work was admissible under the terms of the
Armistice as they stood. Under the Armistice Agree
ment, that was a question for General Bennike to in
terpret. Therefore, it was important that the Council
should endeavour to give General Bennike the best
guidance and all the help it could for the further
handling of the problem. While he believed that neither
party to the Armistice Agreement could carry out any
work, however beneficial they thought it to be, which
was contr, "y to the terms of the Armistice, it seemed
to him that a determined efrort should be made to
reconcile .conflicting interests whenever that could be
done without infringing those terms. Indeed, as a gen
eral proposition, he believed that the longer the tem
porary armistice arrangements continued, the more
desirable it was that some way be found which would
allow constructive projects in the are::a to be undertaken,
provided that it could be demonstrated that no interests
would suffer tllereby.

149. The representative of FRANCE stated that the
Council was faced with the very obvious duty of con
firming the decision of the Chief of Staff. While it was
gratifying that the defendant party should have an
nounced before the Council that it would suspend the
work during the discussions, it must be unders\.00d
that, in the view of the Council, the suspension should
not be limited in time: the work should be stopped,
not only until the end of the discussion ill the Council,
but until the decision given by the Chief of Staff on
23 September 1953 ceased to have effect. The Council
was bound to support the authority of tlK' Chief of
Staff with the full weight of its own authority. 1£ it
acted in any other way, it would seriously endanger
the interests of the parties and the paramount interests
of peace in the Middle East. The authority exercised
by General Bennike was in fact that of the Security
Council and, though under the Armistice Agreement
the Council was the supreme arbiter, it could not per
mit the parties to call the authority of the Chief of
Staff in question before it.

150. Divested of its political element, the problem
to be resolved by the Chief of Staff was that of the
utilization, in the best interest of each of the parties,
of one of the rare sources of water in that part of
Palestine. It was of course necessary that the rights
of each should be respected, and those rights were in
termingled in a very complex manner. Syria and Israel
alike were entitled to have the Armistice Agreement
strictly applied; private persons were entitled to re
spect for their property; riparian owners, such as the
owners of Buteiha Farm, were entitled to use the
water for irrigation. Finally, the discussion showed
that satisfaction of the rights of one party was not
necessarily opposed to satisfaction of the rights of the
other. Part of the waters of the Jordan river might
be diverted while at the same time the influx of water
into the irrigation channels was assured by control.
The water catchments might be so arranged as not to
prejudice the rights of any owner without his consent.
There might also be a solemn undertaking, if con
venient under the guarantee of the Security Council,
that no authorized installation would have the legal
status of an undertaking capable of giving any of the
States involved a vested interest at the time of the
final territorial settlement which must one day be made
between them. His delegation did not even discard the
possibility of a partition of those demilitarized zones
the status of which so often ,caused the difficulties with
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which the Council was familiar; indeed, his Govern
ment viewed such partition as highly desirable. One
of its consequences might be the settlement of that
very case of the waters of the Jordan.

151. For all those reasons, it seemed to his delega
tion that an effort should be made to explore at least
the possibilities of a peaceful settlement, having regard
to all the interests and rights involved; the Chief of
Staff alone was qualified for that task. The French
delegation would be glad if experts could be placed at
his disposal and if the latter could receive the co-opera
tion of the parties concerned in the performance of
their task. In selecting such experts, the Secretary
General would no doubt wish to secure the collabora
tion of technicians whose authority would be unques
tionably recognized by both parties. There were few
difficulties that could not be overcome in a spirit of
genuine understanding and co-operation. Doubtless, if
there were less water in the Jordan river, it would
constitute a less serious military obstade. But, after
all, the experience of the last war had shown how
easily a trained army could cross water lines much
wider than the Jordan. In his delegation's opinion, it
would be unjust and contrary to the spirit of the
United Nations if the future and the economic develop
ment of a region were to be decided by theoretical mili
tary exercises carried out on maps. Surely Israel, 1:>y
planning the construction dose to its frontier of hydro
electric installations essential to its economy, was
demonstrating its faith and confidence in the peaceable
spirit of its neighbours.

152. At the 649th meeting (17 December), the
representatives of ISRAEL and SYRIA stated their Gov
ernments' views on the draft resolution just submitted
by the United States, United Kingdom and French
delegations. •

153. The representative of ISRAEL stated that his
delegation regarded the joint draft resolution with
mixed feelings since, despite its various imperfections,
it did seem to express an intention on the part of the
Council that tIle matte" should be reopened in a con
structive spirit and with emphasis not on any prospect
of war but rather on the principles of progressive
civilian enterprise.

154. The representative of SYRIA made a number
of comments on the joint draft resolution, in the course
of which he enumerated various points which his dele
gation had stressed in earlier statements and which
should be covered by any resolution which the Security
Council might adopt.

155. At the 650th meeting (18 December), the
representative of CHINA, analysing the joint draft
resolution, expressed his delegation's readiness to up
hold the authority of the Chief of Staff. However, he
was not sure that the procedure recommended in para
graph 9 of the draft was the proper one. That para
graph should be more definite in meaning and more
limited in scope. The Council should specifically say
that it was the duty of the Chief of Staff to seek the
agreement of the two parties by way of reconciliation;
if he failed to obtain the necessary agreement of the
two parties, the Chief of Staff should report to the
Council for a final decision. The representative of
China also believed that the second part of paragraph
9, in which mention was made of the development of
natural resources, might well constitute a separate
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paragraph using the words of the representative o~ the
United States to the effect that development projects
which were consistent with the undertaking of the
parties under the Armistice Agreement and which were
in the general interest and did not infringe upon es
tablished rights and obligations should be encouraged.
The Chief of Staff, in making his decision of 23 Sep
tember, must have thought that the objections of ~yria

to the development scheme were reasonable and senous,
and a similar attitude was implied by the Council's
resolution of 27 October. Therefore, it was only right
and proper that the Council's first effort in solving
the problem should be to secure the agreement of Syria,
particularly since it had been stated in the Council
that the objections of Syria could be met, at least to a
very great extent. It would be most unfortunate and
unnecessary if any resolution should contain language
which might i"nply that the Chief of Staff ."uld au
thorize the continuation of the development scheme
without the agreement of Syria. The spnnsors of the
joint draft resolution were apparently d.)prehen~ive

lest Syria might resOli to tactics of shee~ c, structlOn.
He did not believe that the conduct of the GovFmment
of Syria, up to that time, could be called obstructionist.
Though he agreed with the representative of Lebanon
that the dangerous doctrine of progress at any price
should not be accepted by the Council, it seemed to be
a fact that in all modern history those nations which
adopted progress inherited the earth :md those which
did not lost even that which they possessed. The only
hope open to the Council was to see to it that such
progress should be orderly and in accorda~ce with i~

ternationallaw and the Charter. In concluslOn, he sald
that paragraph 9 was unsatisfactory and that, unless
changed, that paragraph would affect the att~tude of
his delegation towards the whole draft resolutlOn.

156. The representative of PAKISTAN said that he
was not authorized to support the joint draft resolution
in its existing form. The two main reasons for his
delegation's negative attitude were that, in the circum
stances of the case as presented to the Council by the
Government of Syria, it was evident at first glance
that the draft resolution was irrelevant, and that, when
examined closely, it was full of most dangerous am
biguities. It said nothing about the Syrian complaint
that the Armistice Agreement had been contravened.
It concentrated on an economic solution of a question
which had been submitted to the Council as one re
lating to security. Moreover, the joint draft resolution
seemed to ignore the contents and meaning of General
Bennike's report and did not take into account the
military aspects of the matter which had been an im
portant element in the Chief of Staff's decision. Failure
to deal with th2t point would scarcely uphold the mili
tary authority of the Chief of Staff.

157. Paragraph 9 was a masterpiece of obfuscation.
He could not, for example, understand what were the
interests referred to in that paragraph: were they the
interests of the people in the demilitarized zone or the
interests of Syria? If the interests in question were not
those of Syria, the joint draft resolution was lamen
table, for the Council was considering the complaint of
Syria.

158. He did not believe that the discussion in the
Council had done anything at all to guide General
Bennike; on the contrary, the Council had ignored not
only his advice, but also the Idilitary implications of
the situation. The Security Council could not, by
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161. The representative of the UNION O!' SOVIET graph must delim
SOCI.\LIST REPUIlLICS said that, aft~" careful considera- words "interests it
tion of the joint draft resolution, it was impossible not affected". In that
to agree ,. :th the critic'srn which had already been any notion that tl
levelled against it in tr e Council. Almost half of the draft resolution 0

preamble consisted of . eferences to other material and, Armistice Agreem
consequently, had no independent significance. The extend his investig
operative part contained such unsatisfactory para- matters appertaini
graphs as paragraph 9, which could not be adopted in sisted that the tex
its existing form. He did not see how it could be im- fare". Paragraph
proved, because the whole drafting from beginning to not accept it beca
end was completely unsatisfactory. It ignored what, tions, of which his
in his delegation's opinion, was an exceedingly im- for paragraph 11,
portant condition for the settlement of any question Staff to decide h
connected with the aims and purposes of the demili- objection was that
tarized zone, namely, that any particular measures pointment of the
could be carried out only with the agreement of both agreement of the
parties. Nowhere in the draft resolution was any he pointed out the
reference made either to Syria or to Israel, although to change an) pro
it was primarily the interests of those parties which its consent was a
were involved, or to the dispute which had caused the change in the de
whole question to be considered by the Council. Para-
graph 9 made a sufficiently clear reference to the need 164. At the 6
for adopting measures calculated to reconcile the in- Council decided tc
terests involved in the dispute, but if the interests were tending the meeti
those of Israel and Syria, why net say so openly? If his headquarters i
any other interests were involved, it should be stated 165. Despite tl
precisely what interests were envisaged. That it was
not exactly the interests of Israel and Syria which agreement could b

acceptable to the p
were involved, but the interests of some other States, nevertheless lioted
was emphasized further on in that paragraph, where on several occasio
reference was made to the necessity of the development
of the natural resources for "the general welfare". No
one of course would object to the promotion of the
general welfare, but it was obvious that paragraph 9
completely failed to meet the problem facing the
Council, which had undertaken to settle certain out
standing questions which had arisen between Israel
and Syria in connexion with the construction of a
canal in the demilitarized zone. His delegation con
sidered that, in view of those serious defects in the
three-Power draft resolution, its adoption, in the
absence of agreement between the two sides on the
disputed points, could lead only to a further deteriora
tion in the relations between those States, and that
would be contrary to the interests of the maintenance
of peace in the area.

162. The representative of FRANCE pointed out that
it was difficult to accept the view advanced by the
representative of the USSR that the problem could be
sol~ed only by direct agreement between the parties,
whIch could not be compelled to adopt any given solu
tion. The French delegation pointed out that tb dis
cussions which had been in progress for two months
did not give the impression that the parties were pre
pared to discuss the problem between themselves. There
was little hope that such negotiations would be opened
except at the instigation of the Security Council. The
procedure laid down in the Armistice Agreement spe
cifically applied to situations in '.vhich, since the parties
were not in agreement, the need for the imposition of
a solution by the Security Council and the Chief of
Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization had to
be recognized.

163. The representative of LEBANON, in the course
of a detailed analysis of the joint draft resolution, said
that he saw no reason why paragraphs 9, 10 and 11
shoulci, at that stage, be included at all. Should the
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stressing only tne economic problem, pretend that the
political difficulties did not exist. Anyone who thought
of the prosperity of the region in question ami who
had the welfare of its people at heart ,;hould apply
himself to the political difficulties involved.

159. The representative of LEBANON said that his
delegation was unable to support the joint draft reso
lution in its existing form. He believed that at that
stage of the deliberations th,~ following three basic
objectives should be safeguarded; first, the inviola
bility of the Armistice Agreement ought to be stressed
to the utmost; secondly, as part of that inviolability,
the inviolabiiity of the status of the demilitarized zone
must be emphasized because that zone was part and
parcel of the Armistice Agreement; thirdly, whatever
economic development was contemplated for the area,
particularly the exploitation of its water resources,
car~ should be taken not to .c1ose the door to any
regIOnal arrangements that mIght be developed sub
sequently. Consequently, he submitted the following
draft resolution (S/3152):

"The Security Council,

"Recalling its previous resolutions on the Pales
tine question,

"Taking note of the statements of the representa
tives of Syria and Israel and the reports of the
Chief of Staff of the Vnited Nations Truce Super
vision Organization on the Svrian complaint (S/
3108/Rev.1), . . .

"Recalling the <:onclusion of the Chief of Staff in
paragraph 8 of his report (S/3122) that both on
the basis of the protection of normal civilian life in
the area of the demilitarized zone and of the value
of the zone to both parties for the separation of their
armed forces, he does not consider that a party
should, in the absence of an agreement, carry out in
the demilitarized zone work prejudicing the objects
of the demilitarized zone as stated in article V, para
graph 2, of the General Armistice Agreement as
well as his request to the Israel Government to' en
sure that the authority which started work in the
demilitarized zone on 2 September 1953 is instructed
to cease working in the zone so long as an agree
ment is not arranged,

"1. Endorses that action of the Chief of Staff
of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organiza
tion and calls upon the parties to comply with it;

"2. Declares that the non-compliance with this
decision and L:le continuation of the unilateral action
of Irrael in contravention of :he Armistice Agree
ment is likely to lead to a breach of the peace;

"3. Requests and authorizes the Chief of Staff
to endeavour to bring about an agreement between
the parties concerned and <:aIls upon the parties to
co-operate in the Mixed Armistice Commission and
with the United Nations Cllie£ of Staff in reaching
that agreement."

tOO. At the 651st meeting (21 December), the
representative of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA sub
mitted, on behalf of the three sponsors, the following
additional para.graph to their joint draft resolutic,n
(S/3151/Rev.I) :

"Nothing in this resolution shall be deemed to
supersede the Armistice Agreement or to change
the legal status of the demilitarized zone therein."



interests involved in the dispute over the diversion
oi Jordan waters at Banat Ya'qub, including full
satisfaction of existing irrigation ribhts at all sea
sons, while safeguarding the rights of individuals in
the demilitarized zone, and to take such steps in ac
cordance with the Armistice Agreement as he may
deem appropriate to effect a reconciliation ;".

170. The representative of LEBANON stated that
the objections he had raised to the first revision of the
three-Power draft applied equally to the second re
-vision. Although he welcomed the omission of the
fermer paragraph, the redraft of paragraph 9, which
had become paragraph 8, was unsatisfactory, and left
the matter entirely outside the Armisti~e Agreement.
He subsequently submitted the following draft reso
lution (S/3166):

"Tlze Sec1t1'ity Council,
"1. Recalling its previous resolutions on the Pal

estine question;
"2. Taking note of the statements of the repre

sentatives of Syria and Israel and the report of the
'United Nations Chief of Staff of the Truce Super
vision Organization on the Syrian complaint;

"3. Endorses the actions of the Chief of Staff as
described in his report of 23 October 1953;

"4. Requests the Chief of Staff to explore pos
sibilities of bringing about a reconciliation between
the parties to this dispute, and to report to the Coun
cil on the results of his efforts within ninety days;

"5. Decides to remain seized with this item and
to keep it under consideration."

171. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS declared that his delegation did
not find any such radical improvements in the second
revised text as would permit it to change its previous
negative attitude towards the joint draft l·esolution.
The draft ignored the condition, which was basic for
the settlement of any question connected with works
in the demilitarized zone, that no action could be taken
without the consent of Syria and Israel. It contained
no reference to the obligation to secure the agreement
of both parties to the measures contemplated in the
new paragraph 8. Furthermore, to entrust such wide
power~ to the Chief of Staff was an incorrect method
of solving the problem.

172. The representative of BRAZIL reviewed the
position of his delegation towards the Palestine ques
tion since 1948. As regards the Syrian complaint, he
declared that it was true, as the representative of Israel
had stated, that the Jordan flowed through the State
of Israel alone, from the point where it entered Israd
territory, north of Lake Huleh, right up to the point
where it entered the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jor
dan, eight miles south of Lake Tiberias. It must, how
ever, be acknowledged that, even if the French-British
Ag-teement establishing the rights of Syria over the
waters of Lakes Huleh and Tiberias and the Jordan
were to be disregarded, it must not be forgotten that
article V of the' :eneral Armistice Agreement between
Israer and Syria provided for a demarcation line and
a demili<":;riz~d zone, in respect of which the rights of
the con.: ar-ing parties were explicitly defined. The
Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission and the
United Nations observers attached thereto were re
sponsible under the Agreement for ensuring the full
implementation of those stipulations. General Bennike's
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167. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS suggested that the sponsors of
the joint draft resolution should withdraw their text,
and endeavour to submit a new one which would an
swer the questions before the Council. His delegation
could not support the three-Power draft resolution
because it did not relate directly to the problem under
discussion but rather constituted ,m attempt to sub
stitute for that question the problem of how the United
States monopolies could obtain mastery over the econ
omy of the Middle East and Near East, using the
opportunity provided by the dispute between Syria
and Israe~ on the building of a canal and a hydroelectric
station.

168. At the 655th meeting (21 January 1954), the
PRESIDENT (Lebanon) for the month of January sug
gested, and the Council agreed, that, in accordance
with rule 20 of the provisio!1al rules of procedure, the
representative of New Zealand shoulu iemporarily as
sume the chair, during the discussion of the Palestine
question.

169. The representative of the UNITED KINGDOM
intruduced a second revision of the three-Power joint
draft resolution (S/3151/Rev.2) which omitted para
graph 7 of the original draft, with paragraph 9 (para
graph 8 in the new text) being revised to read as
follows:

"Requests and authorizes the Chief of Staff to ex
plore possibilities of reconciling the Israel and Syrian

I

166. At the 654th meeting (29 December), the
Council was inrormed by the representative of DEN
MARK that efforts made to find a text acceptable to all,
or almost all, members of the Council had been in
vain.

" sPot;;~:~='on retaining paragraph 9, that para
graph must define exa~tly what was meant by the
words "interests involved" and "the natural resources
affected", In that connexion, he completely repudiated
any notion that the Chief of Staff, under the joint
draft resolution or any resolution pertaining to the
Armistice Agreement between Syria and Israel, could
extend his investigations or explorations to include any
matters appertaining to Lebanon. Moreover, he in
sisted that the text define the words "the general wel
fare". Paragraph 9 seemed so general that he could
not accept it because of its very dangerous implica
tions, of which his delegation was genuinely afraid. As
for paragraph 11, it should be left to the Chief of
Staff to decide how to complete his report. Another
objection was that paragraph 11 did not make the ap
pointment of the proposed experts subject to the
agreement of the two parties to the dispute. Finally,
he pointed out that, if Syria's consent was necessary
to change an} provision: of the Armistice Agreement,
its consent was also necessary for any contemplated
change in the demilitarized zone.

164. At the 653rd meeting (22 December), the
Council decided to release General Bennike from at
tending the meetings so as to allow him to return to
his headquarters in Palestine.

165. Despite three suspensions of the meeting, no
agreement could be reached on the text of a resolution
acceptable to the parties. The representative of Lebanon
nevertheless noted that agreement .-.:·d been in sight
on several occasions.
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I~l. The representative of LEBANON, in reply, said
that the representative of New Zealand had raised the
thesis which the representative of Israel, together with
others, had been constantly hammering upon in the
Council, namely, that it was time for Israel to pass
from the present situation in which it found itself to a
more permanent settlement with the Arab world among
which it was situated. However, to go on merely re
peating that thesis without putting forward construc
tive ideas as to how that transition from a temporary
state of affairs to a more permanent settlement could
be effected was not going to bring about a settlement.
If the representative of New Zealand, as well as others,
beiieved that Israel could get away with what it had
already obtained, unconditionally and without making
costly concessions to its own world with which it
wanted a permanent settlement, they were mistaken.

182. Moreover, if no State had the right to veto
any development project within the demilitarized zone.
it was equally true that neither Israel nor Syria had
any right to go ahead with any unilateral change,
within the zone, which affected the treaties with respect
to that zone. As far as the preservation of the rights
and interests of both parties was concerned, the repre-
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tll(' rourse of the Jordan would result in 11 number of to determine the answers.

T~lili,t:lIY l1dv:lI1t,:l~~S.. for Isr,a.el. The eco~lO,mi~ il1l,p~)r- 17~. Ilowever, kfr)(c the question of principles
t,lllCe ,to t~lt 'l:e'l II.k(.IY,t~), f(.~ult fr~Hl1.t.ht. constr~ttt\(~n coulc.1 be deten!lim:d, a lIltmlx'f of practical questions
of Ihe . Pf(~P0!-O( ~I h) d I(l( lee tne POW( r st,t tIon I1lUst alsO requl reel exannnal IOn. ()ne important CJuestion was
be hOlm' III mlIHI. whether existing Syrian rights to Jordan water, prin-

173. The Bra/ilian d('legation had placed its hopes cipally for the' irrigation of the Buteiha Farm, could
ill a fOfl1lltla which he thought might be acceptable' to be' protected. III the course of the (133rd meeting, thc
the parties, ill:\Snlllcll as it amrlHkd paragraphs ~ and representative' of Israel had declared his (;overnlllent's
12 of the revised tlllTeO-I'ower eiraft resolution. After readiness to protect those rights and to embody them
Illeeting with some initial success, his elTorts had en- in a formal instrument which rould be invoked inter-
count ered inSlIlIllOuntahle cl iflicul tit's which had pre- nat ioually hy the parties concerned. If the th ree- Power
v('nted fu r[her progress. elra ft resolution were adopted, (;eneral Bennike would

no doubt examine not only the immediate implications
17-1. The Chairman of the :\[ixe<! Armistice CO\H- of the ranal project, but also the ultimate effect of

mission, who had been able to judge the farts directly Israel's plans for the utilization of the diverted waters.
and whose exelnplary altitllc}{o had earned him well- The result of that examination and the nature of the
deserved prestige, would dOU;ltIeSS he ahle to induce guaran1('e alld safeguards which might he agreed upon,
~rria and Israel to acknowledge the advantage of reach- would "Iso he relevant factors in the final determina-
itig- <lgft'enH'nt, since the prohlem involved was of such til~n by (;e'neral llennike of the other principal issue
impllrtance. r,ii~ed hy him, namely, the diftirult question whether

17S. In those rircunlstalll'es, his delegation would tIlt' ('onstruction of the canal would so alter the mili-
ahstain from voting on paragraph X of the draft reso- tary situation as to infringe the relevant provisions of
lution. the ,\rtnistice l\greement.

17cl. At the hS()th meeting (22 January l. the at,ting 171). To resolve those prohlems required further
President. speaking as the representative of ~EW ZEA- examination on the spot, with the aid of expert advicc
LAND, stated that any party to an Armistice Agree- C)(\ the technical questions involved. In the circnm-
ment not ollly had an obligation III conI ply with the stances, his delegation agreed with the view that the
decisilln of rhe Chairman of the :\.Iixed Artni,;tice Com- question should he referred to General Bennike, that
mission, hut would he well advised to keep him in- the Chief of Staff should he authorized to take the
formed hefore' and not after the event of any signifi- steps proposed in paragraph X of the revised joint draft
cant at'livity which it 'I)roposed to undertake in, or rc'solution and that 11{' should be asked to report hack
encroaching on, a demilitarized zone. The Coullcil, for to the Council after an appropriate interval.
its part, must. where necessary, provide the required
harking for the decisions of the Chief of Staff and, IRO. A comparison of the successive versions of

I . IT . I I l' . I I tht, tI1re"- ['c}w"r cIr,"'t't resC)llttl'lln WCllllcl SI10'V' the J},'ll't1S
W 1err appropl'lntC', 0 er gUlC ance am ClrecllOn. ow- L L " - ,

I I I I ' I f I ("1 \vhiC'lt the S[)C)llSClr.S 11,"'cl t,"'I~etl t'n aT1 (·ffort to 111eet,ever, a t lOUg 1 t 1e' Itrst c uty 0 t 1e ,-ounct was to - - "" ,
uphold tht' authority of the United ;..rations in I'ales- within the framework of the essential principles to
tine, the matter should not be left there. The dispute which he had re ferred, the varyin~ points of view ex-
under conside'ration arose out of arrangements of an pressed during the debate. ~o doubt the revised draft
interim natllre, which looked to the \.'arly conclusion of resolution did not fully satisfy either party. Substantial
a final settlement. The un fortunate fact that there had improvements had nevertheless been made. He believed
been no such settlement and that there was no aPI>arent that the latest text was well adapted to the needs of

the situation.progress towards that end tended to vest the interim
arrangements with a permanence never intended for
them. That generated points of friction which it was
the responsibility of the Chie f 0 f Staff, with the sup
port of the Council, to remove.

177. The Council should not, however, deny the
possibility 0 f development in the demilitarized zone.
The provisions of the Israel-Syrian Armistice Agree
ment must of course be strictly applied; the interests
of both parties and established rights must be re
spected. But, subject to those considerations, develop
ment projects which were consonant with the general
advancement of the area should be encouraged rather
than prevented. vVhile such projects should be carried
forward on a co-operative basis, they should not be
held up altogether, if one party were to refuse, for
political reasons, to agree to anything being done at
all in the demilitarized zone by the other. It followed,
therefore, that the Council could not accept the view
that any development project encroaching on the de
militarized zone must command the agreement of both
parties, desirable though that agreement would be.
\Yhat was essential was that the rights and interests
of both parties should be preserved and :hat the Arm
istice Agreement should not be infringed. If those
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sentative of Lebanon contended that it was neither
right nor fail' to allow, at that stage, any third party,
not even the Chief of Staff himself, to determine the
rights ami interests of. b~)th parti~s; he sho~lld try to
bring' them together, wlthm the eXlstmg maclunery, and
sce ~vhat could he done about reaching an agreement
between them.

183. 1\s regards the protection of existing Syrian
irrigation right~, his delegation ra(~ic~l1y ~ejecte.d the
theory that Syna only possessed eXlstmg nghts 111 the
Jordan. If Israel had potential rights of development
in the waters of the Jordan within tlte demilitarized
zone, Syria too had potential rights 0 f development in
those waters.

IS·+' The representative of New Z:ealal1(~ did not
sufficiently take into account the fol1owl11g pomts: l.l)
that the Palestinian Arab refugees possessed the pnor
riuht to the Jordan waters within the demilitarized
Z(~le; (2) that the Israel project would effec~ Ju~da
mental alterations in the status of the denlllttanzed
zone from thl' military point of view in respect
of Syria's potential rights to. the waters ot ~he

Jordan and from th,e point of VIew ~f the prejudIce
with respect to any hnal settlement; (.)) that the pres
ent case was entirelv ditferent from that of the Huleh
marshes; (4) that it was absolutely useless to hope for
any kind 0 f regio~al co-ope:ative development ~cheme

while at the same tIme al10wmg Israel to take Unilateral
action; and (5) that Israel possessed no sovereignty
over the demilitarized zone which was not equally en
joyed by Syria.

185. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST I{EI'UBLICS reiterated hi5 earlier objections
to the three-Power draft resolution. He stated that
the revised draft was unsatisfactory because it con
stituted an attempt to by-pass the question and was
contrary to the fundamental principles which should
guide the Security Council in settling such problems,
namely, the principles of international law and the
Charter. He stated that his delegation's position on the
question was based on the principle of res~t for the
sovereign rights of States and the recogmtlOn .of the
need for mutual agreement on any measure whIch af
fected the interests of any other State, particularly in
matters such as the demilitarized zone. The Council
was confronted with a situation in which it was im
possible to maintain normal conditions in the demili
tarized zone or to eliminate the misunderstandings
which were inevitable if those conditions were dis
turbed without the agreement of both sides. He then
made a detailed analysis of the General Armistice
Agreement pointing out that the revised three-Power
d~aft resolution, in order to permit the Council itself
to evade the settlement of the question, would delegate
too much authority to the Chief of Staff in solving the
dispute, an authority which was not given him even by
the Armistice Agreement itself. Paragraph 8 of the
revised joint draft resolution not only failed to meet
his delegation's point of view on the principle of the
mutual consent uf both parties, but did not seek to
solve the pr001em at all. The Lebanese draft resolution
(S/3166) conformed more closely to the task con
fronting the Council.

186. After some discussion as to whether the joint
draft resolution should be voted upon paragraph by
paragraph or as a whole, the Council proceeded to vote.

Decision: At its 656th meeting, on 22 IG1llta:ry
1954, the COllllcil 'l'oted tlpon the rC'lJised three-Power
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draft resolution (S/3151/Re'lJ.2). There were 7 votes
1:n fa'l'ollr, 2 against (Leba1101I GIld USSR) and 2 ~b

stcntions (Bra:::il and Clu'na). As 01le of the llegatwc
votes was that of a perJIla/lc/lt member of the Co1l1lcil,
the resolution was 1/ot adopted.

Ib7. The representative of the UNITED KI~GDOM

said that the Council had witnessed once agam the
application by the USSR of a veto in the Sect1~ity

Council-now applied for the 6rst time in conneXlOn
"vith the affairs of the I\liddle East. This was a melan
choly and sinister occasion. A constructive proposal
made after weeks and months of negotiations, embody
ing some of the ideas of the USSR representative, had
failed because of that representative's own opposit~on.
The USSR representative had failed to apprecmte
that the question was not capable of solutk n by the
simple consent of both parties, but was a complicated
matter arising out of the administration of the Israel
Syrian armistice in the demilitarized .zo.ne, solubl~ ~nly

by the Chairman of the Mixed Arnustlce CommISSIon.
The representative of the USSR was trying to muddy
the waters and to this end any argument was good.

188. The representative of DENMARK stated that
the idea underlying paragraph 8 of the joint draft
resolution had his sympathy, since it was oblig:a~ory

for the Security Council to take steps to facIhtate
conciliation in situations where Governments found
difficulties in negotiating between themselves. He also
particularly favoured parag:raph 10..f!e regretted the
rejection of a draft resolution contarmng elements so
close to the spirit and the letter of the Charter.

189. The SECRETARY-GENERAL stated that time was
becoming a very pressing factor .an~ that fu~ther delay
might introduce further comphcatlOns. Bemg deeply
concerned at the developments, he felt that, at that
stage, it was proper for him to point out that, from
the viewpoints to be represented by the Secre~ry

General, the whole issue called urgently for two thmgs:
a confirmation of the initial attitude taken by General
Bennike in consultation with the Secretariat, and the
opening of possibilities for General Bennike to try to
work out an agreement by which the question could be
prevented from uecoming a ~ource of co?tinued fric
tion between Israel and Syna. In the cm:umstances,
he requested the Council to consider most seriously
the possibility of a speedy decision givir;g the Chief
of Staff the necessary support and authority.

c. Israel and Egyptian complaints

1. INCLUSION OF THE ITEM IN THE AGENDA

190. In a letter dated 28 January 1954 (S/3168),
the Permanent Representative of Israel requested the
President of the Security Council to place the follow
ing item on the Council's agenda for urgent conside.ra
tion: "Complaint by Israel against Egypt concermng
(a,) Enforcement by Egypt of restrictions on the pas
sage of ships trading with Israel through the Suez
Canal; (b) Interference by Egypt with shipping pro
ceeding to the Israeli port of Elath on the Gt~lf of
Aqaba". The letter added that those acts constituted
violations of the Council's resolution of 1 September
1951 and of the Egyptian-Israel General Armistice
Agreeme!1t of 24 February 1949. In an explanatory
memorandum dated 29 January 1954 (S/3168/Add.1),
the representative of Israel, after reviewing the situa
tion concerning shipping through the Suez Canal since
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1 September 1951, stated that the practice of the
Egyptian Government in regard to shipments destined
for Israel had been cont.inued despite the Council's in
junction and that, recently, the list of contraband ma
terials had been extended by Egypt so as to cover food
and other <:ommodities. Dy so doing, the Egyptian
Government had defied the Security Council, the Char
ter of the United Nations and the General Armistice
Agrc.~ment between Israel and Egypt, first by main
taining regulations and practices ruled illegitimate by
the Cuuncil, and then by extending those regulations
to the Gulf of Aqaba, with a view to preventing the
passage of ships to the Israel port of Elath. The repre
sentative of Israel recalled that the Security Council
had already denied Egypt its alleged right of war,
thereby rendering the blockade practices illegal. In
conclusion, it was stated that the continued pradice of
those acts of war was bound to weaken the integrity
of the Armistice Agreement, to deprive the decisions
of the Security Council of their due authority, and to
aggravr'te the threat to peace and security in the
Middle East.

191. In a letter dated 3 February 1954 (Sj3172),
addressed to the President of the Security Council, the
Permanent Representative of Egypt submitted the
following item for urgent consideration: "Complaint
by Egypt against Israel concerning violations by Israel
of the Egyptian-Israel General Armistice Agreement
at the demilitarized zone of El Auja". Those violations
included, among other things, (a) the entering of armed
forces into the demilitarized zone and the attacks made
by those forces on the B~douins inhabiting the area,
killing them and their livestock and preventing them
from having access to the water supply in the area;
and (b) establishment of Israel settlements in the
demilitarized zone. Those acts, it was stated, constituted
a flagrant violation of the General Armistice Agree
ment and were in defiance of the Council's resolution
of 17 November 1950.

192. By a letter dated 4 February 1954 (Sj3174),
the Permanent Representative of Israel communicated
his delegation's comments on the complaint brought
by the Permanent Representative of Egypt (Sj3172).

193. At the 657th meeting (4 February 1954), the
Council had before it a provisional agenda containing
the Israel complaint only (SjAgendaj(557). After some
discussion, the representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA suggested that the Council's agenda should
be composed of the two complaints, brought respec
tively by Israel and Egypt, and that the two items
should be considereq consecutively. That suggestion
was adopted.

2. DISCUSSION IN THE COUNCIL

194. At the 658th meeting (5 February), the repre
sentative of ISRAEL, after giving a summary of the
history of the question, and reviewing the discussion
concerning the same complaint in 1951, which had led
to the adoption by the Security Council of its resolu
tion of 1 September 1951., stated that his Government's
complaint. against the restrictions imposed by Egypt
concerning shipping through the Suez Canal and the
Gulf of Aqaba covered the following fields: (a) the
freedom of the seas and the sovereign rights of mari
time nations to trade freely between and upon the
high seas; (b) fidelity to international conventions,
including international law and the Charter; (.~) the
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legal and political integrity of the Egyptian-hrael
Armistice Agreement; (d) the future of Israel-Egyp
tian relations; and (e) the authority of the Security
Council in matters affecting international peace and
security. In developing those five theses, he stated that
if certain sovereign countries desired to trade with
Israel and other sovereign countries made their ships
available for that purpose, then Egypt had no right to
impose its will upon those countries or to obstruct such
legitimate commerce by exploiting its propinquity to
the Suez Canal. The grave losses inflicted on the econ
omy of Israel and of other countries through those
restrictions constituted an outrageous injury by one
Member State against others.

195. Beyond the special provisions of the Armistice
Agreement and of the Security Council resolutions, the
Egyptian practice also violated general principles of
international law which protected the rights of all na
tions to navigate freely upon and between the high
seas. Since all Members of the United Nations had
permanently renounced armed force as an instrument
of national policy, no single State could seek respect
for belligerent rights, since belligerency was nothing
but a political and legal formula for regulating the
threat or use of force. There was, therefore, no room
within the regime of the Charter for the classic concep
tions of legitimate individual belligerency, especially in
respect of hostilities not sanctioned by the United Na
tions, and indeed undertaken against its explicit will.
Moreover, while the case against the Egyptian blockade
rested primarily and ciir~ctly upon the Armistice Agree
ment, upon the Security Council resolution and upon
the United Nations Charter, that practice was also, in
the view of many delegations, inconsistent with the
Constantinople Convention of 1888.

196. Egypt's action constituted a hostile act incon
sistent with article Il, paragraph 2, of the Egyptian
Israel General Armistice Agreement which the two
parties had voluntarily signed at Rhodes on 24 Feb
ruary 1949. There should be support for the view of
Dr. Bunche and General Riley that neither party re
tained, if indeed it had ever possessed, the rigbt to
exercise warlike acts, such as blockades, against the
other. Furthermore, Egypt's invasion of the State of
Israel in 1948, against the injunction of the Security
Council, did not endow Egypt with special privileges
and rights of war which the Security Council should
now be called upon to recognize. Egypt could not in
voke the rights of "self-defence" or "sej-preservation"
as justification of that action under the terms of Article
51 of the Charter, since no armed attack had been
made against Egypt nor had the Security Council
failed to deal with the situation in question. Finally,
irrespective of what armistice agreements in past or
present history had allowed or forbidden, the Armistice
Agreement of 1949 utterly forbade any action based
on the rights of war, or any presumption of renewal of
hostilities.

197. The Security Council, in its resolutions of
11 August 1949 and 17 November 1950, had correctly
defined the Armistice Agreement as a permanent pledge
to abstain from all hostile acts. Thus, if Egypt were
deemed free to commit hostile acts of its choice against
Israel, then Israel would be free to commit hostile
acts of its choice against Egypt and to invoke "a state
of war" as legal foundation for those actions. Accord
ingly, any acquiescence in the Egyptian practice or
doctrine or the ground on which it was based must
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-'inevitably lead to the collapse of peace and security
in the Middle East.

198. The Israel representative stated that for aIl
those reasons, the Sec\1rity Council had both the right
and the duty to require Egypt to abstain from such
interference with the trade of Israel and other coun
tries and with the rights of maritime Powers. More
over, the Council should give a verdict not only against
the Egyptian blockade obstructions as such, but also
against the very concept of belligerency in which the
Egyptian practice sought its sole justification. He added
that the regulations original1y denounced by the Coun
cil on 1 September 1951 had been retained in full force,
with the result that the deterrent blockade had become
increasingly tightened: there had been many active
interventions against the ships of many countries. In
the Suez Canal itself, new restrictions had been intro
duced, and wider categories of goods, including food
stuffs, had been brought under the abusive practice of
visit, search and seizure. Special regulations were re
ported to have heen instituted to interfere with ship
ping passing through the Suez Canal to Elath, through
the Gulf of Aqaba.

199. In conclusion, he requested the Council to
bring about the immediate and total cessation of aU
belligerent acts and restrictions both in the Canal and
in the Gulf of Aqaba. He urged the Council to safe
guard its own dignity by rescuing its previously adopted
resolution from contempt and said that the Council
could not pass, without the strongest censure, over the
fact that its verdict had aIready been defied for so long.
He believed the Council should establish machinery and
procedures with a view to enabling it to follow up the
course of its resolutio'l ~nd receive regular reports
thereupon.

200. In the- course of the 658th, 659th, 661st and
662nd meetings, the representative of EGYPT made sev
eral statements answering the Israel representative's
arguments as well as explaining the viewpoint of his
Government concerning the camplaint brought against
it.

201. He maintained that a state of war had existed
and continued to exist between Egypt and Israel and
that the Armistice Agreement had not ended that state
of war. Such a situation gave belligerents certain rights,
particularly the incontestable right of visit and search
of ships in territorial waters, in ports, in mid-ocean
and in enemy waters with a view to confiscating what
was legally considered as war contraband. When deal
ing with the situation in 1948, the Council had always
considered the situation in Palestine as an armed con
fiict between belligerents, and action had been taken
under Chapter VII of the Charter. If there had been
no state of war, there could naturally have been no
armistice. Finally. the Egyptian-Israel General Arm
istice Agreement had not put an end ta the legal state
ot war existing between the two parties. It was repeat
edly stated in the Agreement that it was only a step
from the truce to permanent peace, but that it was not
peace itself. Egypt had not contravened the Armistice
Agreement, nor the Charter. The final decision of the
Sp\~cial Committee of the Egyptian-Israel Mixed Arm
istice Commission, dated 12 June 1951, had stated
that that Commission had no right ta require the
Egyptian Government to refrain from impeding the
transport through the Suez Canal of goods destined
for Israel. Moreover, the Armistice Agreement had
not been intended to prevent one or both parties from
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exercising the right of visit and search; unless an
armistice agreement had expressly provided for such
restrictions, the right of both parties in that regard
must be fully respected. Besides, search and visit had
been carried out by dvilian customs officiaIs. Egypt
would certatnly like to be told which Articles of the
Charter it was violating by exercising the powers in
herent in its national sovereignty.

202. Egypt cantravened neither interna60naI law,
nor the Constantinople Convention of 1888. That Con
vention had not deprived Egypt of the rights of visit,
search and confiscation of war contraband passing, in
its own territory, through the Suez Canal. Moreove.. ,
articles IX and X of the Convention had reserved the
full rights of Egypt vis-à-vis the provisions of articles
IV, V, VII and VIII, concerning the measures which
Egypt might find necessary to secure the defence of
its territory and the maintenance of public order as
well as the execution of the Convention.

203. Egypt had never decreed or applied a block
ade, nor had it abused its right of visit, search and
confiscation for contraband; its action had been con
fined to boarding and inspection by customs emplayees
of a very small number of suspected merch?nt vessels.
It was untrue that all ships passing through the Canal
were subject to arbitrary arrest and search. Indeed,
since September 1951, only O.lï per cent of the total
number of ships that had passed through the Canal had
been inspected, due to suspicion, and out of 267 ships
that had passed through the Gulf of Aqaba, only three
had actually been visited and searched, and not a single
consignment of cargo had been confiscated. Further
more, according to modern conceptions of international
law, foodstuffs were undoubtedly regarded as contra
band of war and in making out the list of commodities
regarded as contraband, Egypt had confined the seizures
and confiscation procedures to those foodstuffs which
were intended for the use of Israel armed forces, ex
c1uding foodstuffs intended for the use of the civilian
population.

204. Par;.graph 3 of article l of the Armistice
Agreement had recognized "the right of each party to
its security and freedom from fear of attack by the
armed forces of the other". Due to the various acts of
aggression Israel had committed, Egypt had been com
pelled to take the necessary measures with a view ta
preventing foodstuffs and other articles capable of
strengthening Israel's war efforts from accruing to
Israel. Ulltil peace was established, and so long as
Egypt's very existence was threatened by aggressive
and hostile Zionism, his Government would use its
sovereign rights with a view to ensuring its self
defence and self-preservation.

205. The representative of Egypt further stated
that the Council's resolution of September 1951 had
been a political one. The Council had not pronounced
itself on Egypt's right to belligerency. Moreover, as
the representative of Egypt had declared in the course
of the 1951 debate, Egypt was convinced that that
discussion had not ended, that the question had not
been closed and that the decision of 1 September 1951
had rested neither on fixed or final foundations nor
on exhaustive studies and clear opinions. Besides, it
was not Egypt but Israel that had been reminded of
the need for implementing the long~standing decisions
of the Security Council and of the General Assembly.

206. In conclusion, he stated that the Council's
1951 decision had not failed ta accelerate the tempo of



Israel aggn'ssion and Zionist expansion. He trusted
that the Council's attitudl' would be determined only
by the facts bearing on the issue and that it would be
led to pass judgments on the right of sovereign Gov
ernments exercised within the scope of their own
jurisdiction and in c011formity with international law.

207. In reply. the representath'e of ISRAEL said
that the key to an understanding of the problem was
to concei,t' it not in the strict sense as an Erryptian
Israel contlict. but as a conflict between the bopinion
of the .security Council and the policies of hostility
towards Israel to which Egypt unhappily continued to
adhere. Egypt simply came to the Council and stated
~hat it intended to engage in active belligerency; that
It would exercise the right of visit. search and seizure;
and that, the opinion of the Security Council notwith
standing, it regarded itself as l)ossessin!! a Jerritimate.... ,--' 0

purpose of self-cleft-nce five vears after the termination
of hostilities by an agreemen't envisaged as a permanent
end of all warlike acts and two and a half wars after
the Council had den~ed and comprehensiveiy rejected
all the kgal assumptIOns on which those maritime re
strictions rested.

208. He said tbat 95 per cent of the trade which
would have passed through the Canal in the trade
volumes to which Israel had been acr.:ustomed for the
~eriod 1?-l-5-19-l-7 h,td heen throttled by Egypt's legisla
tion, which the Cot~ncil had lahekd an illicit injury to
Israel for the last five years. Also. in the case of oil,
all I~rael's import trade had been completely cut off.
for: .If the Canal had been. open ~lI1d if Israel hac! had
legitimate access to the tanker traffic throU<Th the Canal
to which all other countries had access, itwould have
pu~chased millions of tons of crude oil each vear for
J:Ialfa; that legitimate right of Israel had bee;l estab
lished by the resolution of the Council.

209: At the 661st meeting (12 March). the repre
sentative of LEBANON said that the basic issues of the
Palestine question were not on1\' those relatin rr to
decisions of the Security Council' but also those bthat
had been discussed and decided upon politicallv in the
Ge~eral Assembly and in the other organs' of the
Ul1Ited Nations. The problem was a total one. The
matters which the Council was dealing with. such as
tl;~ Jordan River, the complaint of the Hashemite
Kmgdom of the Jordan or the Suez Canal, were ab
stract aspects ?f a much greater and total problem
the roots of which went to fundamental decisions taken
by the General Asse~nbl}: time and again. The supposi
tIOn that the Palestme Issue could, in the future. be
settled on a ~easonable.basis by the force and the power
of the Security CounCil alone would never work.

. 210. He adde~ that peace would never be promoted
111 the Near East If Israel and its friends were <Toin<T to
tak~ advant~ge of every difficulty that arose

b

in b the
t~rrltory of Its A:ab neighbours. If the Security Coun
cIl wanted peace 111 the Near East, the important thin<T
was not so much to adopt a resolution, or to pleas~
!sra~l 0: the Arabs, as to keep the deeper and larger
l?1phcatlOns of the fundanlental issue in mind all the
time.

3. DRAFT RESOLUTION SUBMITTED BY NEW ZEALAND

211: At the 662nd meeting (23 March), the repre
sentatIve of NEW ZEALAKD stated that for maritime
nations which, like his own country, depended on their
overseas trade for their prosperity and existence, the
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preservation o~ fre~dom ancl passage on the high seas
ancl the recoglllzecl mternational waterways was a mat
ter of profound concern. He submitted to the Council
the following draft resolution (S/3188/Corr.l):

"The Secllrity Co 11 I/cil,

"1. H m'illg cOllsidered the complaint of Israel
against Egypt concerning

"(a) Enforcement by Egypt of restrictions on the
passage of ships trading with Israd through the
Suez Canal;

«( b) Interference by Egypt with shipping pro
ceeding to the Israel port of Elath on the Gulf of
Aqaba (S/3168),

"2. N otillg the statements made before the Coun
cil by the representatives of Egypt and Israel,

"3. Recallillg its resolution of 1 September 1951
(S/2298/Rev.1) ,

"4. Notes with grave concern that Egypt has not
complied with that resolution;

"5. Calls upon Egypt in accordance with its
obligations under the Charter to comply therewith;

"6. Considers that, without prejudice to the
provisions of the resolution of 1 September 1951,
the complaint referred to in paragraph 1 (b) above
should in the first instance be dealt with by the
Mixed Armistice Commission established under the
General Armistice Agreement between Egypt and
Israel."

212. The representative of 1 ~w Zealand pointed
out that the draft resolution was directed primarily to
the issue of non-compliance with the Council's resolu
tion of 1 September 1951; that non-compliance was not
nominal but substantial. The fact of non-compliance
had not been disputed by the Egyptian representative.
Although the latter had told the Council that his
Government was not pressing the measures it had
imposed to their full extent and although the Council
would welcome any steps alleviating tension, it re
mained an incontestable fact that the clear and precise
provisions of the 1951 resolution had not been com
plied with. The number of ships that had been inter
fered with was not inconsiderable and gave added force
to the argument that the existence of the restrictive
regulations had a deterrent effect on the shipping of
all nations in both the Suez Canal and the Gulf of
Aqaba. Amendments to the regulations enacted only a
few months earlier had extended both the scope and
the. apparent geographical extent of the restrictive
measures.

213. The New Zealand Government believed that
it was in Egypt's interest and in the interest of the
Arab wor1cl as a whole that the resolutions of the
Council should be complied with. The Council was
primarily responsible for seeing that peace was kept
in Palestine; if peace were not kept and if a state of
active belligerency were maintained, there could be no
real solution of the difficult problems associated with
the Palestine question, including those problems for
the solution of which the Arab States regarded as
essential some modifications of Israel's policy.

214. The validity of the assertion that Egypt was
entitled, on the ground that a state of belligerency
e....dsted, to impose certain restrictions on shipping had
been specifically denied by the Council's resolution of
1 September 1951. As for any reservations which
Egypt might have had, that resolution had been legally
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and properly adopted by the prescribed majority of
the Council, without the dissenting vote of any per
manent member. Under the Charter. it was the clear
duty of all Members of the Organization to observe
the Council's resolutions.

215. He recalled that, in 1951, the Chief of Staff
of the Truce Supervision Organization had declared
the Egyptian-Israel Mixed Armistice Commission in
competent to deal with the matter, since no Egyptian
military elements had been engaged in that interference.
However. if the Israel charge that the restrictions in
the Gulf of Aqaba were applied by the actual use of
artillery or armed naval units was well founded, the
one absent element of armed force which had denied
the jurisdiction of the Mixed Armistice Commission
in the Suez Canal was present in regard to the Gulf
of Aqaba.

216. In explaining the terms of the draft resolu
tion, the representative of New Zealand expressed the
opinion that the note of grave concern in paragraph 4
was the most moderate statement possible of the
Council's attitude to the admitted fact of non-<:om
pliance with the 1951 resolution. Paragraph 5 would
call upon Egypt to comply with the w:,ole of that
resolution, to terminate the restrictions and cease inter
ference with shipping in the Suez Canai and to observe
the principles of the resolution by adjuring all acts of
interference with shipping anywhere based on the
assertion of belligerency and self-defence. His delega
tion could not accept the arguments advanced by the
representative of Egypt in justification of the inter
ference with shipping in the Gulf of Aqaba. However,
the machinery established under the Armistice Agree
ment should be used whenever possible to deal with
the complaints of either party. The complaint in re
spect of the Gulf of Aqaba had not been submitted to
the Mixed Armistice Commission but the information
given to the Council suggested, p,'illla facie, a case
within the jurisdiction of the Commission. Paragraph
6 of the dra ft resolution which stated that the complaint
should be dealt with in the first instance by the Com
mission, did not diminish the Council's authority or
affect the statement of principle which it had already
made and, in fact, the full and continuing validity of
the statement of principle in the 1951 resolution was
made clear by the reference to that resolution in para
graph 6.

217. In conclusion, he stated that any impartial
survey of events since the adoption of the resolution
of 1 September 1951 must record that the Egyptian
Government, with every appearance of deliberation,
had ignored the injunctions of the Security Council.
Every member of the Council grieved over the troubles
which had so long disturbed the borders of Israel and
its neighbours. But neither their occurrence nor the
other grievances which Egypt and its allies might have
against Israel could serve to justify a continuing breach
of a resolution of the Council. affirming the free right
of passage for the ships of all nations on the seas and
through one of the greatest waterways of the world.

218. The representative of EGYPT said that the New
Zealand draft resolution, like the 1951 resolution, com
pletely disregarded the juridical element which was at
the root of the problem. He had been officially author
ized by his Government to state Egypt's preparedness
to reduce its restrictions in certain respects. However,
he had not been encouraged in that direction but had
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instead been confronted with the New Zealand te.xt.
In the circumstances. he wondered if the Council's
competence was in fact invoked in accordance with the
terms of the Charter. The Council did not act on behalf
of the Governments which sent representatives to the
Council, but on behalf of the whole international com
munity represented in the United Nations. The New
Zealand draft resolution was unacceptable to Egypt,
and his delegation rejected it with the utmost vigour,
just as it had rejected the 1951 resolution. Moreover,
it was convinced that the two resolutions did not deal
with the question in the manner it should have been
dealt with; the legal element, which was fundamental
in that dispute, was completely ignored in the two
resolutions.

219. Egypt was the object of continuous acts of
aggression on the part of Israel. An expansionist
attitude was at all times evident in Israel's behaviour.
Israel's readiness to resort to force was at the root of
the strong anxiety felt throughout the Near East. If
the measures taken by Egypt were to cease, Israel's
attacks and violations also had to cease, and Egypt
had to have £0rmal guarantees that such attacks and
violations would not be repeated.

220. The representative of LEBANON did not doubt
the good intentions of the representative of New
Zealand, but the draft resolution had proved to a large
extent to advocate the viewpoint of Israel. The element
of impartiality and of balance was lacking. The text
was constructed from beginning to end only with a
view to bringing pressure upon Egypt. It would have
been 1110re balanced. impartial and palatable if it had
contained a request to Israel to release the 12,000 mil
lion dollars worth of Arab properties seized by Israel
and used illegally by it for the last seven years. If that
were done, the Council would really be making a con
tribution to peace and to the adjustment of the differ
ences in the Near East.

221. At the 663rd meeting (25 March), the repre
sentative of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA stated
that the issue before the Council was the compliance
of a Member of the United Nations with a decision
taken by the Council two and a half years before. The
resolution of 1 September 1951 had been adopted by
the Council after an examination of the facts and the
arguments presented by both sides, and after the parties
themselves had entered into a general armistice agree
ment which had as one of its principal purposes the
promotion of permanent peace in Palestine. The basic
issues remained the same and nothing had happened
since 1949, when the Armistice Agreement had been
signed, or since 1951, when the resolution had been
adopted, to alter their validity or significance to the
peace of the area.

222. Throughout the history of the Palestine ques
tion, the United Nations had sought a peaceful, just
and equitable settlement of the many and complicated
problems arising out of the conflict. VVhile the decisions
of the various organs of the United Nations had not
always fully satisfied the views of the United States,
it had nevertheless consistently sought to respect and
to give effect to the combined judgment which those
decisions represented.

223. The United States also felt that the parties
concerned in those questions had an equal duty to
respect and to make every reasonable effort to give
effect to the combined judgment of the United Nations,
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whether expressed in the Security Council, in the by it could not be reconciled with the Armistice Agree- guardIan
General Assembly or in other competent organs. It ment, the general rules of international law concerning were no
seemed to the United States delegation that the parties the freedom of navigation and commerce, the Conven- the Arm
to the Palestine question, by disregarding the judgment tion of 1888 on the free navigation of the Suez Canal, to peace
of the majority of Member States, were losing sight of the Security Council's resolution of 1 September 1951 before th
the immendseSvalhue to
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. themsdelvefs w
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hiCch thi~l' pr~cess or, finally, with the Charter. 234.

represente. uc a Isregar 0 t e OttnCl s vIews affirmed
in one instance encouraged recalcitrance in another. 227. The representative of the U:-<ITED KINGDOM
The whole fabric of international co-operation inevit- stated that conditions in the area would doubtless general
ably suffered. deteriorate, with unforeseen consequences, if the Coun- there w

cH's authority in regard to Palestine were undermined, to encou
224. Moreover, differences arising between the par- either by the actions of the parties. or for some other point mi

ties to the Armistice Agreement should always be reason. Without the Council's support, for instance, 1951, bu
handled as fully as possible and in the first instance by the Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organiza- note that
the mixed armistice machinery. An exception to that tion could take no effective action. should
rule could weaken the effectiveness of that machinery. fact. In
His delegation believed that the Mixed Armistice Com- 228. The United Kingdom delegation wished to see New Zea
mission, in considering the specific complaint with re- a provision added to the New Zealand draft resolution and that
spect to action in the Gulf of Aqaba, must be bound which would provide for further consideration by the to its pI
not only by the provisions of the General Armistice Council within a limited period. He believed that ninety appeal to
Agreement, but should also act in the light of paragraph davs would be a suitable time. However, he did not tions in
5 of the resolution of 1 September 1951. For all those wish to press his suggestion if other members of the be broug
reasons, his delegation would support the New Zealand Council believed it unnecessary. In any case, the ques-
draft resolution. tion of compliance seemed so important that the Council

should be prepared to return to the matter in reason-
225. Th'~ representative of DENMARK stressed that able time, if that proved necessary.

smaller nations, like Denmark, Egypt or Israel, must
take a particular interest in the maintenance of inter- 229. He believed that the complaint concerning
national law-and above all the provisions of the interference with shipping in the Gulf of Aqaba should
Charter-since they could not to the same extent as be examined first by the Mixed Armistice Commis-
could the Great Powers rely on their military strength sion. If the Council were to make a practice of dealing
to safeguard their interests. Article 24 of the Charter with SllCh complaints in the first instance, it would
clearly showed that the Security Council, if and when undermine the whole machinery established by the
a decision was taken by it in conformity with the parties themselves in the Armistice Agreement.
relevant rules of the Charter, was acting on behalf of

h If 230. In conclusion, he stated that the most impor-
all Members of the United Nations, even on be a tant feature of the New Zealand draft resolution was
of the one against which such a decision was taken.
The obligation embodied in Article 25 for the Members that part of it which upheld the earlier resolution of
of the United Nations to accept and carry out the ded- 1951 and enjoined compliance with it. That resolution
sions of the Security Council was not limited to deci- had been well founded and he had heard no arguments
sions which the Members themselves agreed \vith or to ::;hake that opinion, or to justify Egypt's failure to
considered legal. In ratifying the Charter all Member comply with it.
States had agreed to a limitation of their sovereignty. 231. The representative of FRANCE said that no
If the Council accepted the thesis that a Member State new legal arguments had been adduced since the dis-
disagreeing with one of its decisions was not bound cussion of the same question by the Council in 1951.
by such decision simply by calling it illegal, the work The fact still remained that a resolution adopted by
of the Council would become chaotic, since any State the Council, in the full exercise of its jurisdiction, was
ready to shoulder the responsibility of aggression not being observed. That feature alone would determine
would surely be only too willing to accuse the Council the attitude of his delegation. He recalled that during
of acting illegally. As regards other principles of inter- the 1951 discussion his delegation had adhered to the
national law there could hardly be any doubt that all principles of international law, and particularly to the
nations must be greatly concerned in the maintenance principle of freedom of the seas and the international
of freedom of international shipping-not least through shipping lanes, and to the Convention of 1888 relating
the Suez Canal. to the Suez Canal. That position remained the same.

226. The Council had in 1951 exhaustively dis- 232. The French delegation still considered that
cussed a similar Israel complaint and there seemed to the 1888 Convention was valid. Nevertheless, it did
be no reason for the Council now to modify its stand. not base the Council's competence in the question on
It was most regrettable that Egypt had not complied that Convention for it was hardly the special task of
with the Council's resolution of 1 September 1954 as the Council to examine alleged violations of obligations
every Member State is bound to do under Artide 25 assumed under any and all treaties. Its essential task
of the Cbarter. The assertion that Egypt was a belli- was to avert threats to the peace; it did not exercise
gerent and that, as su,:h, it had a right of visit, search its jurisdiction unless such threats were noted under
and seizure, could in the opinion of the Danish Govern- the conditions laid down in Article 33 and subsequent
ment not be sustained. In this respect, the representative Articles of the Charter. It was on that basis that the
of Denmark would particularly refer to article Il, Council was justified in intervening in the dispute
paragraph 2, of the Armistice Agreement between between Egypt and Israel, concerning freedom of
Egypt and Israel and to the fact that five year:; had now navigation in the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Aqaba.
passed since the termination of hostilities. In the view
of the Danish Government, the measures decided upon 233. That dispute related to the application of the
by the Egyptian Government and the practice applied Armistice Agreement, of which the Council was the
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240. Egypt had not conformed to the Council's
resolution of 1951, and the Egyptian representative had
recently made a formal statement to that effect in the
Council, invoking the sovereignty of his country. But
it should be remembered that, in the exercise of that
very sovereignty, Member States had decided to abide
by the provisions of the Charter. Moreover. it had been
after the adoption by the Council of its 1951 resolution
that the Egyptian Government, in November 1953. had
added foodstuffs to the list of war contraband. How
ever, the representative of Egypt had stated before the
Council that he had been officially authorized by his
Government to announce its intention of easing restric
tions on certain products. That gave the Brazilian
delegation a hope that it would not be difficult to reach
final agreement on the subject.

241. As to the complaint concerning shipping in
the Gulf of Aqaba, his delegation admitted that, in
view of the Chief of Staff's statement on 12 June 1951,
paragraph 6 of the New Zealand draft resolution might
raise some difficulties. However, it would obviously be
for the Mixed Armistice Commission to find out
whether the interference in the Gulf of Aqaba had
consisted solely of acts committed by customs officers
or whether there had been intervention by armed forces,
in which case the Mixed Armistice Commission would
have jurisdiction over the matter. After obtaining the
Commission's views, the Council could take the final
decision on the subject. For all those reasons, his
delegation ''''''I)uld support the New Zealand draft resolu
tion.

compromise. For those reasons, his delegation found
itself forced to abstain on t'-,e draft resolution.

239. The representative of BRAZIL recalled that his
delegation had voted in favour of the 1951 resolution
hecause, although in principle an armistice was a tem
porary suspension of hostilities, it was self-evident that,
as long as it lasted, the parties to it were barred from
the exercise of any acts which might bring about the
resumption of the armed conflict. Also, the Council's
resolution of 11 August 1949 had made the armistiee
permanent.

242. The representative of COLOMBIA said that, al
though his country had not been a member of the
Security Council when the September 1951 resolution
had been adopted, Colombia was bound, in accordance
with Article 25 of the Charter, to support that resolu
tion. Moreover, owing to its special geographical situa
tion, with coasts on both the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans and consequent dependence on the Panama
Canal for its international trade, Colombia had always
upheld the principle of the free navigation of inter
national canals as part of its legal tradition. Friendship
with Egypt and with all the other Arab countries was
a traditional feature of his Government's foreign policy,
and nothing could be more pleasing to his country than
to see the dispute between Egypt and Israel settled in
such a friendly manner as to bring about peace and
good relations between the two countries. For those
reasons, his delegation would support the New Zealand
draft resolution.

237. At the 664th meeting (27 March), the repre
sentative of CI'IINA said that with reference to the
general rules of international law relating to belli
gerency and the right of visit and search, the represen
tative of Egypt had put before the Council some very
impressive arguments by its very nature, the Council
was rot qualified to deal with the complicated legal
issues involved in the dispute. Lacking a solid juridical
basis for its actions, the Council could, as in 1951,
turn to political considerations. That shift from legal to
political considerations had the full support of his
delegatio.. , hut he doubted whether the draft resolution
had found the proper approach.

238. A draft resolution purporting to seek a poli
tical solution should take due note of the important
developments in Egyptian policy. But the relaxation of
restrictions at the beginning of the year. as commu
nicated to the Council by the representative of Egypt
at the meeting of 15 February, had been totally ignored
and the offer to introduce further relaxations, as an
nounced by the same representative at the meeting of
2v March, had been dropped before it had been seriously
explored. Instead of simply reaffirming the existing 243. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
situation, the Council should recognize the good will SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that the New Zealand
exprr ,serl by the representative of Egypt and explore draft resolution, though clearly purporting from its
that d:~l' exhaustively. But the New Zealand proposal title to deal with the Palestine question, contained
confirmed the existing deadlock and closed the door to nothing related to the settlement of that question. The
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guardian. It was because the terms of the Agreement
were not being respected and because the violation of
the Armistice Ab"reement obviously involved a da:'ger
to peace that the matter had legitimately been brought
before the Council

234. Although the Egyptian representative had
affirmed that, despite the armistice, Egypt possessed
general rights of belligerency in relation to Israel,
there was nothing in traditional or conventional law
to encourage a State to continue warlike acts. That
point might perhaps have been open to discussion in
1951, hut could not be in 1954. The Council should
note that the 1951 resolution had not been applied and
should draw the unavoidable conclusions from that
fact. In conclusion, he said that the moderation of the
New Zealand draft resolution must be fully appreciated
and that it was the Council's duty to draw attenfon
to its previous resolutions and to make an earnest
appeal to the parties to act in the spirit of those resolu
tions in order to ensure that the question should not
be brought before the Council for a third time.

235. The representative of LEBANON said that the
real source of the trouble in Palestine was that there
had been solemn decisions, taken in each instance by
more than two-thirds of the United Nations, and
solemnly reaffirmed, which had been flouted by one
party to the dispute. The United States representative
had made a real contribution in cailing attention to
that larger aspect and in having the courage to call
attention, for the first time in the Security Council,
to the decisions of the various United Nations organs.

236. The central issue of the problem of Palestine
was how to make Israel acceptable to that part of the
world and to introduce conditions of understanding
and mutual trust among the parties to the conflict.
Apart from force, the juridically given decisions of the
United Nations relating to the boundaries of Israel, to
the internationalizatio.l of Jerusalem and to the Arab
refugees were the only available starting point.
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250. The representative of the UNITED KINGDOM
s<lid that, since the USSR representative had not vetoed
the 1951 resolution, it was difficult to understand why
he should want to veto a draft resolution which recalled
the earlier resolution, expressed the Council's grave
concern at the non-compliance of Egypt therewith, and
called upon Egypt in a firm but very moderate way to
comply with it. Such a veto might reduce the Council
to impotence on the Palestine question, as USSR
vetoes had reduced it to impotence on so many other
questions. Since the Council had been given no other
reason for that action, he was reluctantly driven to the
conclusion that that must be the wish of the USSR
Government.

251. The representative of LEBANON said that it
was hopeless to attempt to impose upon the Near East
a solution which was at variance with the views of the
overwhelming majority of the popUlation of that part
of the world. The moral to be drawn from the result
of the vote was not that there should be wringing of
hands as to the use or abuse of the veto, but that it
was necessary that everybody concerned should try
their best to bring about an agreed solution.

252. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS held that his vote had not under
mined the Council's authority but, on the contrary, had
safeguarded it. By adopting a worthless, inane, unsatis
factory resolution, the Council would have impaired its
prestige and its international authority. The best way
to solve the problem would have been to call upon the
representatives of Israel and Egypt to sit down together
and try to settle the questions which could not be
settled by the Council.

. and peac~ thatP~evale~~eOf·~·~O::··~;i:;:s·:~:~::::--r
be achieved.

248. The continuation of that dispute and similar
ones was not a healthy sign for the stability of the
Middle East. In the absence of a conciliatory settlement
between the parties, the Council was left with no alter
native but to request compliance with its previous
resolution. Accordingly, his delegation would vote in
favour of the New Zealand draft resolution.

Decision: At the 664th 1neeting, on 27 March 1954,
the New Zealand draft resolution (S/3188 and Corr.1)
received 8 votes in favour to 2 aga,inst (Lebanon and
USSR), 'with 1 abstention (China). Since one of the
negative ~Iotes was that of a permanent member of the
Council, the draft resolution was not adopted.

249. The representative of NEW ZEALAND believed
that the strong support obtained by his draft resolution
had shown its inherent reasonableness. At its very
heart had been the reaffirmation of the 1951 resolution,
and that reaffirmation obviously had required that the
Council should regard the continuing breach of the
1951 resolution as a grave matter and that Egypt
should be called upon to comply with the 1951 resolu
tion. The last clause of the draft resolution had followed
naturally from the terms of the Armistice Agreement.
His delegation could not fail to express grave concern
that a veto should again have been cast against a moder-
ate resolution designed to reduce tension in the Middle
East. Nobody who was concerned for the powers, the
prestige and the future of the Security Council could
regard that veto in any but the gravest light or other-
wise than as a veto that did not help and must harm
the future efforts of the Council.

unsettled state of the Palestine question was inevitably
engendering all kinds of misunderstandings, clashes
and disputes which were complicating those relations
and the general situation in the Near East to the
detriment of the vital interests of the peoples of the
Arab countries and of the people of Israel, as well as
to the detriment of the interests of all peace-loving
peoples and of the cause of maintaining peace and
international security. The two years that had elapsed
since 1951 had proved the correctness of the USSR
position that the 1951 resolution had followed a line
which would not ensure a satisfactory settlement of
the question.

244. The New Zealand draft resolution, though
supported by various representatives, had been strongly
opposed, and with sound enough arguments, by the
representatives of the Arab countries. Instead of help
ing the Arab States and Israel to enter upon conditions
of normal coexistence and to establish mutual peace
and friendship, the adoption of such a resolution would
only complicate the relations between Israel and Egypt.
In the opinion of the USSR delegation, the New
Zealand draft resolution ...vas based on a fundamentally
false premise, in that it disregarded the impossibility
of settling international problems by imposing upon
one of the parties a decision which had been stated by
that party to be absolutely unacceptable from the out
set. It would be more correct, therefore, to use the
generally accepted method of international law and the
Charter by appealing to both parties to take steps to
settle their differences c;m that question by means of
direct negotiations. Having adopted an unsatisfactory
resolution in 1951, the Council now intended to adopt
a. similarly inadequate resolution modelled on its pre
VIOUS one.

245. The USSR representative also stated that
while the principle of free navigation laid down by the
Convention of Constantinople of 1888 must, of course,
be respected, the adoption of measures to ensure free
navigation through the Suez Canal was a matter for
certain specific States that had signed that Convention
and not for a chance group of States, such as those
which constituted the majority of the Cuuncil. In con
clusion, he said that his delegation considered the
New Zealand draft resolution, like the 1951 resolution,
to be unsatisfactory and saw no justification for sup
porting it.

246. The representative of the UNITED KINGDOM
said that the question of compliance with resolutions of
the Security Council was so important that the United
Kingdom Government felt that the Council should
keep the question under review; and that if Egypt had
not within ninety days complied with the resolution,
the Council should stand ready to take up the matter
again.

247. The President, speaking as representative of
TURKEY, stated that it was highly desirable that the
parties directly concerned should agree between them
selves to a conciliatory solution of their differences.
The question that faced the Council was not one of
seeking to place the blame on either party, for it was
certainly desirable and necessary that the decisions, not
only of the Security Council, but of all the different
organs of the United Nations, should be complied with
by those parties. In that particular case, one should
'i.ry to make the principles of equity and justice pre
vail. Undoubtedly, it was under conditions of stability
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and no resolution at all, the qupstion whether there
existed the basic conditions of judicial equity, in which
Israel should have recourse to the Security Council,
was bound to arise for serious consideration in any
Government's mind.

258. The representative of EGYPT reiterated that
his Government was not satisfied that the 1951 resolu
tion was in accordance with the spirit of the Charter.
Had it been, Egypt would have been the first to respect
the Council's decision. It was not by means such as the
New Zealand draft resolution that the rift between
Israel and Egypt and the other Arab countries could
be healed, for the rift was too deep for that. Now that
Egypt was freed from the pressure brought to bear
through the New Zealand draft resolution and from
the threat of the United Kingdom proposal that the
item would be retained on the Council's agenda for
ninety days, Egypt would, of its own free will, move
towards tolerance.

1. COMMUNICATIONS DATED 30 MARCH AND

1 APRIL 1954

259. In a cablegram dated 30 March 1954
(S/3192), addressed to the Secretary-General, the
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Hashemite King
dom of the Jordan charged that on 28 March large
Israel military armed forces had attacked the Jordan
village of Nahhalin, resulting in the killing of nine
persons and wounding of fourteen civilians, including
women and children. On the same date, the Israel
Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission had adopted a
resolution condemning Israel in the strongest terms
for that aggression as a flagrant breach of article Ill,
paragraph 2, of the Armistice Agreement and had
called upon the Israel authorities to take the most
effective measures to prevent such and other aggres
sions against Jordan in the future and to apprehend
and punish those responsible. The cablegram added that
that brutal aggression coming four months after the
Qibya incident was sufficient proof of Israel's aggressive
intentions and was a direct challenge to the Security
Council's decision of 24 November 1953 and to the
authority and dignity of the United Nation". Unless
drastic and efficient action was taken immediately by
the United Nations, Israel would continue to defy,
ignore and flout any and all such decisions.

260. In a letter dated 1 April 1954 (S/3195), the
alternate representative of Lebanon on the Security
Council informed the President that, upon instructions
from his Government, he wished to submit, on behalf
of the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan, the following
complaint for urgent consideration by the Council:
"Flagrant breach of article Ill, paragraph 2 of the
General Armistice Agreement between Israel and the
Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan by the crossing of
the demarcation line by a large group of militarily
trained Israelis who planned and carried out the attack
on Nahhalin village on 28-29 March 1954".

261. In a letter dated 5 April 1954 (S/3196), the
representative of Israel requested the President to place
on the Council's agenda fer urgent consideration four
complaints by Israel against Jordan concerning what it
considered to be Jordan's repudiation of its obligations
under the Israel-Jordan Armistice Agreement, par-
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. , 253. The USSR delegation had the same l~gal right
as all the other members of the Coundl to vote in
favour of, to abstain, or to vote against a proposal,
and it would continue to avail itself of that right. It
had abstained on the 1951 resolution in the hope that
that proposal might produce some positive results. But
since no positive results had been achieved in the
course of two years, and since there was no hope for
such results now, his delegation could not sce why it
should have supported the New Zealand proposal.

254. The representative of FRANCE said that the
USSR representative was certainly entitled under the
Charter to cast 3. negative vote. But the frequent repeti
tion of such action led to the assumption that that
right was being abused to a certain extent. His delega
tion was alarmed by the fact that, after so much con
sideration and the passage of three years, the "USSR
had seen fit to veto a very moderate text which, in any
case, could not have repealed a legally adopted resolu
tion. Moreover, the USSR representative had contended
that if a resolution had not been accepted by the par
ties, it should be abandoned. Such an attitude was
absolutely contrary to the provisions of the Charter,
particularly Article 25. The USSR representative had
called for direct negotiations as a means of settling
the dispute, but the Council was well aware of the
difficulties encountered in that respect, particularly
since the USSR representative believed that the Pales
tine question as a whole should have been settled. The
USSR vote was imperilling the entire operation of the
Mixed Armistice Commission and the Council's part
in the settlement of disputes.

255. The representative of ISRAEL said that it ap
peared that, in any dispute between Israel and any of
its Arab neighbours, the Arab objection must prevail
against the views of Israel, irrespective of the objective
merits of the case and the majority will of the Council.

256. With reference to the two items on the Coun
cil's agenda, he said that the law of the United Nations
in the Suez Canal and in the Gulf of Aqaba was not,
as it might have been, the draft resolution of New
Zealand, but the valid Q 1d unrepealed resolution of
1 September 1951. That resolution denied Israel and
Egypt the right of active belligerency and especially
the right of visit, search and seizure, and called for the
termination of all restrictions which had been applied
against commerce and navigation on the grounds of
belligerency. In the opinion of the Israel Government,
both parties were under obligation to conform with
that decision. Accorc1;ngly, his Government would not
recognize, either in word or in deed, the right of
Egypt to exercise control or restrictions over Israel's
c?mmerce or navigation. It was the understanding of
hIs Government that nothing prevented any maritime
Power from exercising the freedom which international
law, including the 1951 resolution, conferred upon it.
Certainly Israel, as a maritime Power, intended to
bring cargoes into and out of its ports.

257. In conclusion, he said that the Israel Govern
ment would wish to examine with care the position
created by the fact that no resolution recognizing
Israel's fundamental rights under the General Armis
tice Agreement appeared capable of adoption by the
Security Council, even when the majority supported it.
Rl?solutions opposed strongly by Israel had, on the
other hand, been ailowed free passage. If the choice
were between a resolution acceptable to Arab interests
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ticularly by violation of articles I, III, IV, VIII and
XII of that Agreement, and by an alleged armed attack
on a bus near Scorpion Pass on 17 March 1954. In an
explanatory memorandulTi (S/3196/Add.1 ), the repre
sentative of Israel explained that Jordan had vk';],ted
its obligations under article XII of the Armistice Agree
ment by its refusal to attend the conference convoked
by the Secretary-General under the aforesaid article.
Moreover, Israel c.harged that the tracks made by the
attackers, together with the general circumstances
accompanying the attack at Scorpion Pass, proved that
its perpetrators had emerged from and returned to
Jordan. Jordan was responsible for "iolating articles I,
III, and IV of the Armistice Agreeme:lt by committing
various hostile acts, particularly in the neighbourhood
of Kissalon, which had resulted in loss of lives and
constant threats against Israel's security. Finally, Jor
dan was guilty of violating article VIII of the Agree
ment by its refusal to carry out its obligations under
that article.

262. Subsequently, the representatives of Egypt.
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen (S/~198) and
the representative of Pakistan (S/3204) associated
themselves with the complaint submitted by Lebanon
on behalf of the Government of Jordan.

2. INCLUSION OF THE ITEMS IN THE AGENDA

263. At its 665th meeting (8 April 1954). the
Council had before it a provisional ageuda containing
the complaint received from Lebanon as sub-item (a),
and the ~omplaints received from Israel as sub-item
(b) .

264. The representative of LEBANON inquired from
the President whether it was the Council's inten~ion

to deal with the sub-items separately, as in the case of
the Suez Canal question.

265. The PRESIDENT replied that all items were
normally discussed in the order in 'which they appeared
on the agenda and that, accordingly. the point raised
by the representative of Lebanon appeared to be un
necessarv for the moment since it was clp.ar that, in the
absence' of any proposal to the contrary, the items
should be discnssed in the order in which they appearpd
in the provisional agenda.

266. The representative of the UNITED KINGDOM
said that he had been prepared to agree to the adoption
of the provisional agenda on the assumption that. since
the two sub-items were inter-related. the Coundl would
consider thew as a whole.

267. He recalied that, during the previous autumn,
the Council had had a very full discussion of the situa
tion on the borders of Israel and Jordan and had
adopted a resolution in the hope that it would lead to
an improvement in the area. Howev~r, many deplorable
things had taken place. On the one hand, the efforts
of the Government of Israel to secure a conference
with the Government of Jordan under article XII of
the General Armistice Agreement had not been suc
cessful, in spite of the patient efforts of the Secretary
General to ensure that the conference would take place
under conditions acceptable to both sides. On the other
hand, some very serious acts of violence had continued
and had had alarming repercussions. Two of those
incidents were of an exceptionally serious nature. On
17 March, a bus in a lonely part of the Negeb had been
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waylaid and eleven Israelis had been murdered. That
had been a horrible crime, and the Council would under
stand th.lt it had aroused a wave of emotion in Israel.
The Mixed Armistice Commission had conducted an
urgent inquirv in which the JQl'dan authorities had
co-operated fully. However, for lack of conclusive
evidence, the Mixed Armistice Commission had been
unahle to establish who the perpetrators of that outrage
had been. Another organized attack had taken place
on 28-29 March against the village of Nahhalin, with
considerable loss of life. The Mixed Armistice Com
mission had found Israel guilty and one well under
stood the indignation caused in Jordan by the attack.
The United Kingdom Government considered that Jor
dan had acted with due sense of its international
responsibilities in bringing that attack to the notice
of the Council. It hoped that no further incidents or
attacks would occur while the Council was considering
the problem; the situation was grave enough without
that. But her Majesty's Government, which had a
treaty of alliance with Jordan and which desired to
preserve good relations with Israel, was very seriously
concerned with the situation which had developed on
the borders between them. That was why the United
Kingdom Government attached such importance to a
general consideration of the two items. In fact, as an
nonnced by Mr. Eden in the House of Commons, it
had itself been considering, in conjunction with the
French and the United States G0vernments, the desir
abiEty of an early meeting of the Security Council to
discuss the situation. However, in v.ew of the two sets
of complaints before the Council, the initiative of the
three Governments in the matter had proved unneces
sary.

268. The representative of LEBANON disagreed with
the thesis put forward by the representative of the
United Kingdom, stating that if any representative had
other complaints which he wished to bring before the
Council, he could do so by inscribing them in the order
in which they would properly come. He believed that
sub-item (a) should be discussed first and alone and
should bp disposed of on its own merits. He recalled
that when Israel had brought its complaint against
Egypt concerning navigation in the Suez Canal, the
United Kingdom represencative had insisted that that
item should be debated on its own merits without any
reference to the lalger issues, although that item had
not entailed loss of life and there had been no aggres
sion. The representative of the United Kingdom had
been so insistent on that point that he had been able
to get a ruling from the President to the effect that if
any representative went beyond the ~imits of the first
item, he would be caned to order by the President.

269. The representative of FRANCE said that his
delegation concurred with the views expressed by the
United Kingdom representative. Sub-items (a) and
(&) were part of the more general item, namely, the
Palestine question, and it would be wrong to prevent
any delegation from dealing with either of th{)se two
items in whatever order it cOllsidered appropriate in
the context of the general theme of the discussion. In
that connexion. he wished to recall that, in the course
of the discussion on navigation in the Suez Canal. the
representatives of Lebanon and of the USSR had both
insisted on the desirability of simultaneous discussion
of both the Egyptian and the Israel complaints.

270. The representative of the UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA said that anyone who han been following
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recent events in Palestine would be immediately aware
that the problem did not consist of mere findings by
the Armistice Commissions under individual complaints
of violations of the Armistice Agreements. The com
plaints listed on the agenda could not, therefore, be
separated into air-tight compartments. He wished to
make it clear that his Government was seriously con
cerned when any State, especially any Member of the
United Nations bound by agreements approved by the
Security Council and its obligations under the Charter,
presumed to take the law into its own hands in a policy
of reprisal and retaliation. That principle had been
made perfectly clear when the Council had discussed
the Qibya incident and the United States Government
continued to hold the view that the repeated resort to
the policy of reprisal and retaliation must stop.

271. Reference had been made by several represen
tatives to the findings of the Mixed Armistice Conmis
sion !'oncerning the attack on the village of Nahhalin,
which was, in the opinion of the United States delega
tion, a matter of the utmost gravity and of a type clearly
deserving condemnation. But it was not enough to
have discussions in an affair of that kind or to make
findings and to issue condemnations. The situation
along the Israel-Jordan border since the passage of
the resolution on Qibya on 24 November 1953 had not
improved. At that time, the Council had recognized the
obligations of both Israel and Jordan, under the resolu
tions of the Security Council 2nd the General Armistice
Agreement, to prevent all acts of violence on either
side of the demarcation line and had reaffirmed that it
was essential, in order to achieve progress by peaceful
means towards a lasting settlement of the issues out
standing, that the parties abide by their obligations.
It was in that co:mexion that the Council had recog
nized the necessity of strengthening the Truce Super
vision Organization and of considering such additional
measures as might be necessary to carry out the objec
tives of the Qibya resolution.

272. In the opinion of the United States delegation
it had become abundantly dear that complaints such as
those included in the provisional agenda were inter
related. If constructive action were to be taken which
would be helpful to the parties themselves and condu
cive to peace in the area, the Council must treat the
two sub-items as interrelated. While the Council need
not be bound by precedents in such matters, a sound
precedent was provided by the fact that, at its 514th
meeting (20 October 1950), the Council had decided
that reference could be made to each of the six sub
items, involving alleged violations of two different
armistice agreemepts, then on its agenda.

273. The representative of CHINA suggested that.
with the adoption of the agenda. the Council should
begin the discussion of sub-item (a). As the discussion
proceeded. resolutions covering either sub-item might
be submitted and it was open to any representative to
propose the postponement of the consideration and of
the voting upon those resolutions to a later date. He
believed that the Council should start discussing sub
item (a) and suggested that the various practical needs
that might arise could be resolved by recourse to the
rules of procedure. .

274. The representative of BRAZIL said that his
delegation's attitude regarding- the question was based
on a desire to be as impartial as possible. H an agree
ment could not be reached on the way in which the
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discussion should proceed, and if, indeed, the incom
patibility between the views of the representative of
Lebanon and those of other representa7ives persisted,
perhaps another approach could be tried on the lines
suggested by the representative of China. Although it
seemed to the Brazilian delegation that the matters on
the provisional agenda were closely related, the frontier
incidents could perhaps be dealt with jointly and, there
after, the Council could simultaneously discuss the
other two points which concerned the implementation
of th~ armistice machinery and we.e broader in scope.
H the Council were to group subjects for discussion,
.it would perhaps be desirable that no member of the
Council or representative of ~he parties involved be
precluded from referring in their explanations to some
aspects of the whole Palestine question.

275. TI-,e representative of NEW ZEALAND said that
his delegation favoured the United Kingdom proposal
for the simultaneous discussion of sub-items (a) and
(b), since that procedure would provide the oppor
tunitv for ;;]. timelv examination of the functioning of
the nlachinery esta'blished under the General Armistice
Agreement between Israel and Jordan. His delegation
believed that the two complaints submitted reflected
problems which had arisen in the day-to-day enforce
ment of the Armistice Agreement. It was common
knowledge that a state of tension existed along the
demarcation line between Israel and Jordan, and the
complaints before the Council reflected that state of
affairs. The situation called for a careful and balanced
study by the Council and joint discussion of the two
complaints would permit such discussion. His views
on the matter should not be interpreted as implying a
lack of concern over the issues raised in the complaint
submitted bv Lebanon. On the contrary, the position
taken by the New Zealand delegation on the question
of procedure reflected its very genuine concern over
the occurrence of the events which formed the basis of
the complaint on the provisional agenda. The objective
of the Council was to seek to avoid a recurrence of
such events. The Council was no longer de~',ling with
a single, isolated incident, or for that matter, with two
or three incidents, but rather with a state ~)f affairs
holding the possibility of serious developments.

276. The representative of TURKEY said that the
Council's past experience during the discussion of the
Palestine question had clearly shown that it was not
always possible for a speaker to remain within the
narrow limits of an agenda sub-item.

277. The representative of LEBANON pointed out
that the Council was dealing with the Nahhalin inci
dent, which had been acted upon by the competent
organ of the United Nations. The complaint had been
presented in due order and in the proper torm. But
everyone knew that the complaints which Israel had
submitted five days later were aimed at drowning the
Nahhalin incident, and it would not be fair for the
Council to condone that attempt.

278. The representative of DEN MARK said that the
deterioration of relations between Israel and the Hashe
mite Kingdom of the Jordan was such that the Council
should Ilot confine itself to the very regrettable cases
brought before it, but should have the possibility of
examining the problem in its wider aspects. Accord
ingly, he favoured the approach suggested by the repre
sentative of the United Kingdom.
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might Ill' discussed by the Council. If the Council
:lgreed to discuss each individual item in turn, that
did not mean that in discussing one item representatives
conld lIot say a si'lgle word about the other item, In
discussing the items separately, it was essential for
the Council to have all opportunity to refer. in reason
able 1I1l'asllt'e and within certai" reasonablt, limits so
as not to substitute one question for another, to more
general and comprehensive political issues.

2~3. The representative of the lTNITlm KINc;DOM
found himself in agrt'eml'l1t with the analysis made by
the l '~~R I'l'presentativl', but was surprised by the
conclusions arrived at hy that representative. The
representative of the USSR, in his analysis, had laid
stress. and rightly so, on the contention that the Coun
cil tllllst not bind itself rigidly to follow precelknt in
deciding to take related items separately or together.
] le had then procerded to give instances of otlll'r cases
in tIll' past when nll'mhers of the Council had argued
against comhining related items, while they now ul'!~ed

their comhination, contending that that showed incon
sistenC'y. Hut there ,vas no lack of logic in the t Tnited
Kill~dotll position, hecause his delegation helieved that
the circumstanC'es surrounding the trouhled borders of
Israd and Jordan cktllanded a gencral treatment of
the C'Omplaints before the Council.

284. It had not been the intention of the United
Kingdotll delegation to ask the Council to embark on
any discussion which might be regarded as an attempt
to work out a final solution of the Palestine question.
That goal. ttnfortunat< ly, seemed a long way off, and
a greater degree of confidence than existed between the
parties concerned must first be established: nor had he
suggested a special mel'ling of the Council. TIe believed
that a piecetlleal discussion of individual incidents was
not the hest procedure for the Council to follow. He
wished to tllake it clear to the renresentative of Lebanon
that the Nahhalin item. which ;tood first on the provi
sional agenda, should neither be smothered, nor in any
way ohstructed, hy a general debate on the whole
border prohlem. An incident such as the Nahhalin
attack, for which the M ixed Armistice Commission had
found Israel guilty, and which appeared on the face
of it to have the closest resemblance to the Qihya
incident. was certainlv a matter for the consideration
of the Council. Tlte t~vo complaints before the Council
provided it \vith an adequate starting POillt for a full
review of the situation. It was because he ~'nped and
believed that such a review would enable the Council
to reach helpful and practical conclusions, and thus to
open a way for an improvement of the border situation,
that Ill' supported the suggestion of Brazil and Colom
bia.

285. The representative of FRANCE believed that
the Brazilian-Colombian proposal would meet all the
legitimate demands of the Arab States, as explained
by the representative of Lebanon. He wished to join
with the representative of the United Kingdom in
assuring the Lebanese representative that it had not
be('n the intention of his delegation to lose sight of such
incidents as that of Nahhalin in a general debate. His
delegation's internion was certainly not to connive at
a procedure which would mean that that reprisal inci
dent would be censured less severely by the Council
than that of Qibya.

286. The representative of the UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA welcomed the proposal which had been made
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279. At the u()(Jth meeting- (12 April), the repre

sentative of HR.\ZII. said that he did not insist on his
earlier proposal. Ill' belie\'L'd that tIll' Council should
not. at that early stage, prejudg-e the substancl', terms
and character of its decisions. In other words, the
comprehensive natttre of the discussion could not pre
judge the separate or general character of the action to
be taken eventually by the Council. At the close 0 f the
general dehate. the Cllllncilmight Ill' inclined to consider
a ge Ill'ra I resolutiOl\ concerning all the matters on the
agenda; it might decide to adopt separate r~s()lutionson
the individual cOlllplaints; again, it might decide to
group the reslllutions according to the two sets of com
plaints concerning frontier incidents and armed contlirts
on the OIl<.' hand, and functioning of the machinerv of
thc Armisticc .\grecml'llts on the other. According!~:, he
proposed, on behalf of his delegation and of that of
Colomhia. first. that the provisional agenda should be
adopted; secondly. that a general discussion should be
held in which reference might be mac!t- to anv or all
of the items on the agenda: and thinllv, that tIle :-;ecu
rity Council should not commit itselF" at that stage to
the separate or joint character of its eventual resolu
tion or resolutiOlJ:,1.

280. The n presentative of COLmlllIA associated
himself with the vicws expressed by the representative
of Hrazil. .

281. Thc repn",entatin' of the lTNION OF SCWIET
SOCIALIST REl'l'IlLICS agreed that. in the cottrse of
th~ 657th meeting, he had ach'ocated that the two items
brought respectively by -Israel and Egypt should be
considered simultaneously. However he had adopted
that position hecausc both complaints hac! charged viola
tions of the Egyptian-Israel Gcneral Armistice Agree
mcnt of 24 February 1949. In the pre,;ent case, the
centre of gr;l\'ity was shifted to the alleged repudiation
by Jord:1n of its ohligations under the l;eneral Armis
tice Agreement, since the Israel complaint stated that
Jordan was conducting a general policy of hostility
against Israel, maintained and aggravated hy a cam
paign of hate and incitement to war. That position did
not mean that all complaints which mi~ht at any time
arise concerning relations between Israel and the Arah
Statl's should. without exception, be considered together
irrespectiye of their substance. Accordingly, he con
sidered it 1110re correct to discuss separately the two
items on the proyisional agenda, since they relatl'd to
different matters of substance: \Vhereas the crux of
Israel's complaint had to do with Jordan's general
attitude towards its obligations under the Armistice
Agreement. the Lebanese complaint, on behalf of ]01'
dan, stated that a flagrant breach of a particular article
of the Israel-Jordan General Armistice Agreement had
been committed and that a particular incident had
occurred. There was no mention of Israel's policy
towards ] ordan or any other State and there was no
mentlO11 of any general review, or of any ,videI' or
more general question.

282. Referring to the statement made by the United
Kingdom representative to the effect that the United
Kingdom Government had intended to propose a meet
ing of the Council for special consideration of the
Palestine question as a whole, the representative of the
USSR asked what logical ground there could then be
for discussion of the question as a whole in connexion
with separate incidents. He believed that, after prelim
inary consideration of the concrete facts, it might be
possible to draw certain general conclusions, at which
time the consideration of the general question of policy

I
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hv the representatives of Brazil and Colombia. The
r~'presentative of the USSR had endeavoured to show
that the llnited States representative, in the course of
the 657th meeting (4 February 1954), had !aken a
position. inconsistent with the position taken by the
United States concerning the provisional agenda. But
the lJSSR representative, in the course of the o57th
meeting, had himself advocated the necessity for the
combined discussion of the two items then under dis
cussion. The LTnited States representative observed that
there was nothing wrong in people or Governments
changing their minds and he was frank to admit t;1at
the thinking' of the United States Government on that
matter had indeed evolved. When the Council had been
con fronted with the 11rst violent incidents, such as the
Qibya incident, it had seemed proper and desirable to
take up each incident separatdy. Dut when a whole
rash of incidents had broken out all over the hody
politic in the Near R1.st, it hac! become obvious th"t
such an attempt coulc! not cure the amiction. The posi
tion of the United States Government had changed
because the situation itself had changed.

287. The representative of LEBANON stated that his
delegation had presented an orderly complaint and
wished it debated in an orderlv manner; it did not
want the basis of the debate to be enlarged because that
would smother the acuteness and horror of what had
happened at Nahhalin. In the second place, concerning
the precedent cited by the representative of the United
States, six distinct items had been lumped together at
the 514th meeting and no objection had been raised
hy any member of the Council against having such a
general debate. That was not true in the present case
where the strongest objection against that procedure
had been rais~d. Thirdly, he wished to remind the
members of the Council that they had been elected by
thp General Assembly for the purpose of representing
thl: interests of the United Nations as a whole. It was
not becoming for the members of the Council to try to
impose any solution without thorough debate char
acterized by Hexibility and unden,tanding. Fourthly, as
regards the assurances given by the representatives of
the United Kingdom and France concerning the attempt
to efface the incident at Nahhalin, that incident was a
su£ generis case; it had nothing to do, in itself, with
all the other matters to which the representative of
the United States had referred when he had said that
there had been a rash of incidents. Nahhalin had been
a calculated, militarily executed and centrally directed
incident, which must be faced by the Council on its
own merits. The representatives of the United King
dom and France had declared that it was not their
intention to obscure the Nahhalin incident. In that
connexion, he noted that the similarity bet\veen the
policy which the United Kingdom and French repre
sentatives were attempting to follow as regards' the
question of procedure and Israel's policy in that respect
was very strange.

288. Finally, he believed that there were people
who were of the opinion that the Arab States would
yield only to force and that in order to bring them to
the conference table one must execute another Qibya.
That belief was a complete fallacy. The United States
representative had told the Council that the conditions
had changed. The representative of Lebanon wished
that that statement might have been made before the
Nahhalin incident had occurred. To make that state
ment after Nahhalin was precisely to confirm the
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opinion of some persons that the Arabs would come
to the conference table only if force were used against
them.

289. As to the proposal of Brazil and Colombia,
although the initiative was welcome, he wondered
whether it would not be possible for the Council either
to hold a general debate first and then discuss sub
items (a) and (b) separately, or to discuss sub-item
(a) first and hold the general debate afterwards.

290. At the 667th. 668th and 669th meetings (22
and 29 April and 3 May), the Council continued its
discussion as to the advisability of considering sub
items (a) and (b) simultaneously or consecutively.

291. At the 670th meeting (4 May), the repre
sentative of LEBANON submitted some amendments to
the joint Brazilian-Colombian proposal.

292. The representative of CHINA declared that if
the Brazilian-Colombian proposal was put to the vote
paragraph by paragraph, his delegation would vote in
favour of paragraphs 1 and 3 and would abstain on
paragraph 2. However, he would abstain on the pro
posal as a whole.

293. The representative of COLOMBIA said that the
proposal submitted by his delegation and that of Brazil
was very different from the proposal of the United
Kingdom representative. The Colombian and Braziiian
delegations had been trying to make an intermediate
proposal which would seek to reconcile the different
points of view or combine the different opinions main
tained by the representatives of Lebanon and the
United Kingdom. Their delegations disagreed entirely
with the Lebanese amendments, since those amendments
would fundamentally change their proposal. However,
they agreed to have the vote on their proposal taken
paragraph by paragraph.

Decision: At the 670th meeting, on 4 May 1954,
the first paragraph I of the Brazilian-Colombiim pro
posal 7.uas adopted 1tnanhnoltsly. The Lebanese amend
ment to add a 1k~U paragraph after the first paragraph
a'Hd to modify the second paragmph was 'rejected by
4 7.'otes (Brazil, C01011lbia, Denmark, N C""& Zealand)
to 2 (Lebanon, USSR), with 5 abstentions. The third
paragmph of the Brazilian-Colombian proposal 7.uas
adopted by 9 7.'otes to none, with 1 abstention (USSR).
Finally, the proposal as a 7.t,!lole was adopted by 8
votes to 2 (Lebanon, USSR), with 1 abstention
(China).

294. Following the adoption of the agenda, the
President invited the representatives of Israel and
Jordan to take part in the discussion.

295. The representative of LEBANON observed that
little attention had b"en given to a number of impor
tant questions which he had raised in the course of
the debate. After six meetings on a purely procedural
matter, the Council had adopted a formal agenda which
could have been adopted by those who had sponsored
it at the very beginning of the debate. He also recalled
that his delegation had endeavoured to make some con
cessions and had made them in a spirit of compromise
and rapprochement. Nevertheless, those concessions
had not been taken up by any member of the Council.
His delegation regretted that fact because, if the con
sideration of the complicated matter before the Council
were begun in a spirit of discord and unnecessary mis-
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understanding, it might not proceed in the proper
spirit later on. It was absolutely useless to hope that
the Arabs would come to terms with Israel at the point
of a gun and it was hopeless for Israel or for any of
its advisers to expect that Israel could shoot its way
to a final settlement in the Near East; the only road
to a real and final settlement in the Near East was
the road of peace and good will. There was in the Arab
world a new will with which the world must reckon.
It was a will to independence, to dignity and sel£
respect, and to an absolute refusal to be lorded over
by anybody. That independent will required further
that the Middle Eastern States should be regarded as
equals, politically and morally. Thus, any expectation
that the political climate of 1947, in which the Powers
could manipulate Governments and peoples as they
pleased, could still exist, would be dashed. New, youth
ful 1eaders had arisen, leaders who had a fundamental
jealousy of their rights and the rights of their people,
worthy of all respect. In the Arab world, there was a
massive, general and fundamental awakening of the
people who were determined to rule themselves; to
secure their economic and social rights; to establish
as close a natural unity among themselves as possible
and to defend their rights in Palestine.

2%. Now that the Security Council had adopted
its agenda, Lebanon reserved complete freedom of
action, its attitude depending upon whether real and
demonstrable justice or injustice should finally prevail.

297. The representative of the HASHEMITE KING
DOM OF THE JORDAN stated that his Government had
submitted its complaint against Israel in regard to an
open aggression and a warlike attack on Jordanian
territory, which had resulted in death, bloodshed and
destruction in the village of Nahhalin. It was of vital
importance to his Government to see that the Council
gave its complaint full cons:;deration and separate dis
cussion in the general debate, terminating in an.
independent resolution on the N ahhalin incident. He
described in some detail the attack on NahhaJin and
said that the setting of the ambush, the approach to
the village and the organized withdrawal pointed to a
well-prepared military plan; pools of blood along the
route of withdrawal indicated that the invaders had
suffered casualties.

298. On 30 March 1954, the Mixed Armistice
Commission had adopted a resolution condemning
Israel in the stronb"est terms for the crossing of the
demarcation line by a large group of militarily trained
Israelis who had planned and carried out the attack.
The resolution had also called on the Israel authorities
to take the most effective measures to prevent such
and other aggressions against Jordan in the future and
to apprehend and punish those responsible.

299. Certain representatives apparently believed
that acts of violence on the Israel-Jordan frontiers were
symptoms, and not causes, of the existing tension. But
had it not been for those grave incidents, there would
have been no problem of tension. It was the incidents
that were creating the tension and not the tension
which was causing the incidents. Therefore, when the
Council dealt with those incidents, it was treating not
symptoms but the causes of the disease.

300. Why had Israel initiated that aggression and
carried out that attack? The truce supervision machin
ery, established by the United Nations, was a workable
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arrangement which had more or less satisfactorily
governed the frontier disputes between Israel and
Jordan. It had worked as long as Jordan and Israel
had abided by it. However, since Israel had adopted
new intentions and introduced new aims, that arrange
ment had been subjected to severe shocks designed to
nullify it. Israel, in the words of its Prime Minister,
considered the Armistice Agreements a success in so
far as they had established clear demarcation lines
which assumed the character of international frontiers.
Whether that Israel aim was consistent with the United
Nations resolutions or not was not a crucial issue for
Israel. Israel had with profit defied the United Nations
on the other aspects of the Palestine problem such as
refugees and nobody had brought it to task.

301. Israel considered the frontier question as the
last aspect of the Palestine question to be frozen on
the basis not of the United Nations resolutions but of
the statIM qtto. Thus, the 800,000 Arab refugees had
more or less been forgotten; Israel had declared Jeru
salem its capital; the Palestine Conciliation Commis
sion was paralyzed; contributions, compensations and
financial aid were continuing to pour into Israel; water
projects to satisfy Israel's needs were being planned.
Only the United Nations Truce Supervision Organiza
tion had remained a sore point as far as Israel policy
was concerned. Therefore, why not get rid of it at
once and for all. even if that meant many condemna
tions from the Security Council? Israel had actually
started executing that plan: on 31 March 1954, it had
announced its boycott of the Israel-Jordan Mixed
Armistice Commission in connexion with an uniden
tified attack on an Israel bus wi~hin Israel. A fe,\' days
later, Israel had made the predetermined attack on
Nahhalin.

302. An objective analysis of bord~r problems be
tween Jordan and Israel clearly revealed that Israel
tended to justify its own armistice violations or ignore
them, and exaggerate the military nature of the Arab
infiltration. But how could an individual act of a
borderland Palestinian refugee in crossing the demar
cation line to his own farm or house be compared to
an organized violation of an official or semi-official
character? Nevertheless, the Jordanian Government,
for its part, had not failed to take effective measures
to prevent its own citizens from crossing the demarca
tion line. Indeed, General Bennike had stated so in his
report of 24 February 1954.

303. Nahhalin and similar past and future attacks
were shaping into a venture of greater political mag
nitude. Whatever the paradox in the use of force, the
attack on Nahhalin had been meant to drive the Arabs
towards the acceptance of a new formula for a joint
solution with Israel. But no Arab country would accept
direct or indirect agreements with Israel either at the
point of a gun or at the expense of legitimate Arab
rights and Arab interests. If no separate and indepen
dent resolution was to be adopted on the Nahhalin
attack, then Israel would take advantage of that de
velopment by creating future incidents and planning
further attacks in order to ensure a general discussion
and to secure general resolutions on any subject it
wished to see considered. Such tactics would set a
serious precedent in other world disputes and would
diminish the power to subdue aggression.

304. The representative of ISRAEL said that the
statement of the representative of Jordan iilustrated
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the comprehensive and the intense hostility within
which the State of Israel struggled for security and
peace. In the future, his delegation would have much
to say about the events of Nahhalin in the context of
preceding events. However, at that stage, it wished
simply to say that it regarded the picture as fantastic
and grotesque to the extent that it isolated Nahhalin
from the long and sombre succession of Jordan aggres
sions and violations which had preceded it and, above
all, to the extent that it attempted to obscure the
central theme of the existing situation in the Middle
East, namely, the refusal of one of the signatories of
the Armistice Agreement either to implement that
agreement in its full integrity or to embark upon the
transition to permanent peace. Nobody who had listened
to the Jordanian speech would have imagined that since
the signing by Israel of tl-te Armistice Agreement v·:ith
Jordan, the people of Israel had suffered 218 killed
and 300 wounded, and that out of the 977 armed
clashes which had been organized by Jordan against
Israel territory during the armistice, 118 had taken
place during the period of four months since the Coun
cil had previously discussed the Palestine question.

305. The problem of the Israel-Jordan frontier was
primarily a problem of a purposeful hostility waged
against a small State by a powerful coalition which was
thirty times the size of Israel in population and three
hundred times its size in area. The spearhead of that
attack was the constant murderous harassment of the
Jordan frontier, which had had somber consequences
in terms of loss of life. The Israel delegation expressed
its deep concern at the increase of tension on the Jordan
frontier since the massacre of Israel citizens at Scorpion
Pass and Kissalon, and the repudiation by Jordan of
article XII ot its Armistice Agreement with Israel.
Those two events, the one an attack on Israel's physical
security and the other an assault upon its juridical
rights, had brought the peace of that frontier t) a
state of danger and had illustrated the precarious
balance on which the security of the Middle East rested.
World opinion looked expectantly to the Council both
for a review of past events and above all, for the
initiation of measures to improve the whole system
and atmosphere of relations between Israel and Jordan
under the Armistice Treaty. Accordingly, his delegation
would make specific proposals for eliminating tension
on the Israel-Jordan frontier by restoring the integrity
of the Armistice Agreement, which had been concluded
by the parties five years before as a provisional meas
ure designed as a transition to permanent peace.

306. He wished to invite the Council's attention to
a preliminary matter of great political and juridical
importance which should b~ clarified at an early stage.
Since the Charter laid down precise conditions for the
discussion in the Security Council of disputes between
Member and non-Member States, he wished formally
and officially to inquire whether, in inviting a Jordan
representative to the Council for the purpose of pre
senting a complaint against Israel, the Council had
satisfied itself that Article 35, paragraph 2, had been
complied with, namely, whether the Government of
JOl'dan had given notice, or would give notice, that it
accepted in advance the obligation of pa,.ific settlement
provided in the Charter. In that connexion, he recalled
that at the 511th meeting of the Council (16 October
1950), when Jordan had brought a complaint against
Israel concerning the alleged occupation of Naharayim,
the then President of the Council had stated that an
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appropriate document had been filed by the representa
tive of Jordan in conformity with Article 2 and Article
35, paragraph 2, of the Charter, wherein Jordan had
undertaken the obligations for pacific settlement pro
vided in the Charter.

307. The representative of LEBANON stated that
the figures quoted by the representative of Israel did
not correspond to those mentioned by General Bennike
in his report (630th meeting). Th~t report stated that,
from June 1949 to 15 October 1953, a period of four
years and several months, Israel had alleged that, as
a result of Jordanian attacks, 89 Israelis and 68 Jor
danians had been killed inside Israel, and that 110
Israelis and 18 Jordanians had been wounded inside
Israel. But the report of General Bennike had stated
that the Mixed Armistice Commission had verified that
only twenty-four Israelis and two Jordanians had been
killed inside Israel and only thirty Israelis and one
Jordanian wounded inside Israel.

308. The representative of Israel had spoken about
negotiation, review and modification which were likely
to emerge from the debate, but did he really think that
Jordan, or any Arab State, in the shadow of Nahhalin
and Qibya, was going to move toward any negotiation,
review or modification? In view of what the Council
had heard from the representative of Jordan and of the
possibility of future misunderstanding, the representa
tive of Lebanon submitted the following draft resolu
tion (S/3209) :

"The Security Council,
"Recalling its previous resolutions on the Pales

tine question, concerning methods for maintaining
the armistice and resolving disputes through the
Mixed Armistice Commissions,

"Recalling, in particular, its resolution of 24 No
vember 1953 finding that the retaliatory action at
Qibya taken by armed forces of Israel and all such
actions constituted a violation of the cease-fire provi
sions of the Security Council resolution of 15 July
1948, expressing the strongest censure or that action
and calling upon Israel to take effective measures to
prevent all such actions in the future,

"Noting the reports of 27 October 1953, 9 No
vember 1953 and particularly of 24 February 1954,
to the Security Council by the Chief of Staff of the
United Nations Truce Supervision Organization and
the statements to the Security Council by the repre
sentatives of Jordan and Israel,

"Taking note of the resolution adopted on 30
March 1954 by the Jordan-Israel Mixed Armistice
Commission,

"Noting further that Jordan has abided by the
provisions of the Security Council resolution of
24 November 1953 and has taken adequate measures
to implement them;

"Finds that the military action taken by the armed
forces of Israel on 28-29 March 1954 constitutes a
flagrant breach of the cease-fire provisions of the
Security Council resolution of 15 July 1948, of
article Ill,. paragraph 2, of the General Armistice
Agreement between Israe: and the Hashemite King
dom of the Jordan, of Israel's obligations under the
Charter, and of the Security Council resolution of
24 November 1953;

"Expresses the strongest censure and condemna
tion of that action;



"Calls upon Israel to take effective measures to
apprehend and punish the perpetrators of that action
and to prevent such actions in the future;

"Requests Israel to pay compensation for the loss
of life and damage to property sustained in Nahhalin
as a result of that action;

"Calls upon the Members of the United Nations
to apply, in accordance with Article 41 of the Char
ter, such measures against Israel as they deem neces
sary to prevent the repetition of such actions and
the aggravation of the situation,"

309. At the outset of the 671st meeting (12 May),
the PRESIDENT said that thE' Council should take up
the request made by the representative of Israel at the
previous meeting and repeated in a letter dated 5 May
(S/3210) before proceeding t6 invite the representa
tives of Jordan and Israel to the table.

310. He believed that it might be helpful if he
were to report to the Council on the precedents relating
to the assumption of obligations by non-Member States
invited to the Council table, indicating some of the
legal arguments which arose in that context. So far as
he had beeu able to determine, the Council had not
previously had to deal with a complaint brought to its
attention by a Member State on behalf of a Govern
ment which was not a Member of the United Nations.
There had been a number of cases where non-Member
States had either volunteered or had been invited to
assume obligations under, the Charter, either because
they tr1emselves had brought the disputes to the atten
tion of the Council or because they had been parties
to disputes under consideration by the Council.

311. It cot.ld be argued, on the one hand, that none
of those cases should be regarded as a precedent in
respect of the matter to which the representative of
Israel had drawn attention, since it had been the
representative of Lebanon, and not the representative
of Jordan, who had brought the complaint to the
Council's attention, and consequently that paragraph 1
and not paragraph 2 of Article 35 was applicable. If
the Council were to hold that paragraph 1 of Article
35 applied in the present case, it might wish to con
side;' whether or not conditions should be laid down
for the participation of the represeptat;ve of Jordan in
the discussion. On the other hand, it could be argued
that paragraph 2 of Article 35 applied, since a com
plaint could hardly be brought on behalf of a sovereign
State, whether or not it was a Member of the United
Nations, without the authority and consent of that
State. That line of argument would lead to tl',e con
clusion that the particular complaint on the Council's
agenda was, in substance, a Jordan complaint, and
therefore, that the Council should have regard to the
provisions of paragraph '2 of Article 35,

312. The Council has not held any further meetings
on this subject.

313. Subsequently, in a letter dated 17 May 1954
(S/3215). the representative of Israel submitted cer
tain observations concerning the status of the items on
the Council's agenda. The letter contained the follow
ing two conclusions: (1) As long as the conditions
laid down in ArtIcle 35, paragraph 2, were not com
piled with, sub-item (a) could not legaliy figure on the
Council's agenda. (2) Until Jordan complied with con
ditions to be laid down by the Council in accordance
with Article 32, and Article 35, paragraph 2, of the
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Charter, there was no legal basis for Jordan's participa
tion in the Council's discussion.

314. In a letter dated 26 May 1954 (S/3219), the
Ambassador of the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan
to the United States of America informed the President
of the Council that, upon instructions from his Gov
ernment, he was not empowered to represent his
Government before the Council or to take part in the
cutrent discussion.

315. On 19 June, the Chief of Staff of the Truce
Supervision Organization in Palestine transmitted to
the Secretary-General two reports on the Scorpion
Pass (S/3252) and Nahhalin incidents (S/325 1).

316. In the first report, the Chief of Staff stated
that, on 17 March, the Israel representatives on the
Israel-Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission had com
plained that an attack by a Jordanian unit on an Israel
passenger bu:; had taken place at the Scorpion Pass,
in Israel territory, on the highway from Elath to
Beersheba. The results of the investigations made by
the United Nations observers, with the help of Israel
and Jordanian authorities, as well as the testimony of
the survivors, had proved inconclusive. At an emer
gency meeting of the Commission on 22 March, the
representatives of Israel had laid stress on evidence
which, in their opinion, argued the military character
of the attack and had submitted a draft resolution
charging that the attack had been carried out by an
armed and organized Jordanian gang and constituted a
violation of article Ill, paragraph 2, of the Israel-Jordan
Armistice Agreement. The draft resolution had not
been adopted due to the abstention of the Chairman,
who had expressed his regret that it had not proved
possible, as had been his wish, to complete the investiga
tions and added that the Commission would always
avoid condemning any Government on inconclusive
evidence. Following the Chairman's statement, the
Israel delegation had announced that it was not in a
position. under present circumstances, to continue its
participation in the Israel-Jordan Mixed Armistice
Commission.

317. In his second report, the Chief of Staff stated
that, on 29 .J\'larch, the Jordan delegation to the Mixed
Armistice Commission had complained of an attack on
the village of Nahhalin where nine persons had been
killed and fourteen wounded. An immediate investiga
tion h<l.d been carried out and had been followed by an
emergency meeting held on 30 March after having been
temporarily delayed in the hope that representatives of
Israel might attend it. A resolution had eventually been
adopted charging that the attack on Nahhalin had
been carried out by a large group of militarily trained
Israelis. After the vote, the Chairman had declared
that the evidence found established guilt without ques
tion and that there had seemed to be little effort on the
part of the attackers to conceal their identity. He had
stated his belief that the Israeli officials would not
encounter much difficulty in apprehending the perpe
trators of the crime and bringing them to justice.

E. Communications received hy the Security
Council

318. During the period covered by the present re
port, various communications relating to the Palestine
question were received by the Council and circulated
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ticularly at Khirbet IIIin; Syrian comments concerning
the meeting on 30 April 1954 of the Israel-Syrian
Mixed Armistice Commission, as well as the respective
views of the Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision
Organization and the Syrian Government I'Oncerning
the jurisdiction of that Commission; and the exchange
of fire in early July in the city of Jerusalem between
elements of the armed forces of Israel and Jordan.

Chapter 3

LETTER DATED 29 MAY 1954 FROM THE ACTING PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF THAI
LAND TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
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as Council documents. Among the questions dealt with
in those communications were the following: The in
vocation by Israel of article XII of the Israel-Jordan
General Armistice Agreement and the action relating
thereto taken by the Secretary-General; the report by
the United Nations Chief of Staff pursuant. to '.he
Council's decision of 24 November 1953 on Qibya;
Israel charges concerning alleged Jordan attacks, par-
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319. By a letter dated 29 :May 1954 (S/3220),
addressed to the President of the Security Council,
the Acting Permanent Representative of Thailand
brought to the attention of the Security Council, in
conformity with Articles 34 and 35, paragraph 1, of
the Charter, a situation which, in the view of his
Government, represented a threat to the security of
Thailand the continuance of which was likely to
endanger the maintenance of international peace and
sec.trity. Large-scale fighting had repeatedly taken
place in the immediate vicinity of Thai territory and
there was a possibility of direct incursions of foreign
troops. He was bringing that situation to the attention
of the Security Council so that the Council might
provide for observation under the Peace Observation
Commission.

320. At the 672nd meeting of the Security Counc.il
(3 June 1954), the representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS protested against the
inclusion :n the agenda of the letter from the rep
resentative of Thailand. Although Indo-China was not
specifically mentioned in the letter, it was clear to
everybody that it was Indo-China to which the letter
referred. However, the question of the restoration of
peace in Indo-China was being considered by the
Conference of Foreign Ministers at Geneva, where all
the permanent members of the Security Council and
the other states concerned were represented. Considera
tion of the letter submitted by Thailand not only would
nol cnntribute to the restoration of peace in Indo
China. but might impede a successful solution at
Geneva. It was a ~~range coincidence that Thailand
had appealed to the Security Council precisely at a
time when a number of encouraging factors had
emerged at the Gene\'a Conference. It was common
knowledge that aggressive circles, particularly in the
United States of America, had recently redoubled their
efforts to undermine the Geneva Conference. The
"appeal" could be interpreted only as an attempt to
hinder the negotiations at Geneva. In view of the
extraordinary concern shown by the United States to
complicate the situation in Indo-China, there would
be little doubt who was the real instigator of the Thai
request.

321. The representative of FRANCE stated that the
misgivings of the USSR representative were unfounded.
Thailand had certain perfectly legitimate apprehensions
and :t was in no way intended, as he understood the
matter, to place the Indo-Chinese problem as a whole
before the Security Council. The sole object was as a
precautionary measure to secure the despatch to Thai
land of a mission of the Peace Observation Commission.
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Within those strict limits the request of Thailand was
completely natural and proper, and it should be possible
in the course of the discussion to avoid embarrassing
or interfering with the negotiations at Geneva.

Decision: The agellda was adopted by 10 votes
to 1 (USSR).

322. The representative of CHINA, explaining his
vote, stated that. sin~e the Security Council had the
primary responsibility for the maintenance of peace
and security, the Council was the proper place for the
Thai Government to send its appeal. Its anxieties were
reasonable and natural. He added that the USSR rep
resentative was mist;- "en in stating that all five per
manent members of the Security Council were par
ticipating in the Conference at Geneva. His delegation
was not participating. The Chinese Communists were
there as a source of trouble and of aggression, but
not as a permanent member of the Security Council.

323. The representative of THAILAND, who was
invited to participate in accordance with rule 37 of
the provisional rules of procedure, explained that,
although his country had so far not been directly
attacked, the situation in the neighbouring territories
had become so explosive that there was very real
danger that fighting would spread to Thailand. War
had been going on in Viet-Nam for nearly eight year.>
but, up to April 1953, it had only had indirect effect
on Thailand's immediate neighbours, Laos and Cam
bodia, where bands of Viet-l\I:'lh guerrillas had oper
ated in remote regions, while the Viet-Minh rebels
in Viet-Nam had attempted to propagate the illusion
that those bands were allies of so-called indigenous
national resistance movements in Laos and Cambodia.
In early 1953, however, over a division of the regular
Viet-Minh forces had crossed the northern border of
Laos. On account of the rainy season, they had fallen
short of their apparent objective of reaching the Thai
border at Paksan. The withdrawal, however, had
proved to be only temporary and, in December 1953,
regular Viet-Minh forces had again launched a drive
into central Laos. French Union for,ces had eventually
thrown them back but a situation of great danger
to Thailand had been created, aggravated by the fact
that 60,000 persons of Vietnamese race lived in Thai
land along the Laotian-Thai frontier, in the area next
tf' the scene of that military operation.

324. In late January 1954, regular Viet-l\1inh troops
had undertaken a new operation in northern Laos.
While the bulk of those foreign forces had been forced
to retreat, the Viet-Minh troops in the centre of Laos
had continued southwards and had moved against



the kingdom of Cambodia. The Viet-Minh forces
remaining in Laos and Cambodia were large, powerful
and well organized and there was considerable evidence
that they had received material and political support
from outside Indo-China. It was clear that the situa
tion was becoming worse, and that the Vi,~t-Minh forces
intended the overthrow of the legal Governments of
Cambodia and Laos.

325. It should be noted that the Viet-Minh were
racially Vietnamese and of different ethnic origin from
Cambodians and Laotians; their language and cultural
and political institutions were completely separate. It
should also be noted that the propaganda of the Viet
Minh and the foreign governments with which it was
associated had made serious and false charges against
Thailand. Within Thailand, alien elements obedient
to the political philosophy of the Viet-Minh and its
masters had maintained a disquieting activity directly
related to the war. Thailand considered itself to be
directly threatened by recent military and political
developments, which had brought it to a realization
of the clear danger of a further extension of the war.
The Thai Governm..:nt had taken what measures it
could against the increasingly serious situation, but felt
that it was its duty also to address itself to the United
Nations, since the primary objective of the United
Nations was to preserve peace, and not to delay united
efforts until the peace had been actually breached.

326. In voting for 'part B of the "Uniting for
peace" resolution (General Assembly resolution 377
(V», all the great Powers had accepted the general
proposition that the United Nations required an
adequate system of observation if it was to function
most effectively to prevent outbreaks of violence. Under
that concept, a request for observation should really
be a more or less routine matter and could not be
taken as an unfriendly gesture against any other State.
Recalling the successful efforts of the Peace Observa
tion Commission in the Balkans, the representative of
Thailand suggested that a sub-commission of the Peace
Observation Commission be established to despatch
observers to any part of the general area of Thailand
on the request of any Stale or any States concerned,
but only to the territory of States consenting thereto.
That request could under no circumstances have any
detrimental effects upon the efforts at Geneva, but
could, in the event of a failure of those efforts, serve
to prevent further deterioration of the situation and
the extension of conflict and bloodshed.

327. The representative of LEBANON declared that,
in the view of his Government, whenever a Member
or any sovereign State decided to bring a complaint
to the United Nations the matter ought immediately
to be put on the agenda. He had therefore voted in
favour of the adoption of the agenda. However, he
was also mindful of the considerations advanced by the
USSR representative, and felt that ~he Council, after
having become seized of the matter and having listened
to the statement of the representative of Thailand,
should adjourn to ponder the question and for con
sultation. The time for the next meeting should be
left to the President, to be considered in accordance
with developments at Geneva.

Decision: The Lebanese motion to adjourn the
meeting was adopted by 10 'l'otes to none, with no
abstentions.
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land, (Sj3228), the Council considered the item again
at its 673rd meeting (16 June). The representative
of THAILAND stated that his Government thought that
there had been ample time to study the matter and to
allow developments in Geneva and elsewhere to take
plac~. Unfortunately, there had as yet been no hopeful
signs; the "encouraging factors" that were supposed
to have emerged seemed so far to have taken the
form of increased military activities. His country wa~

only asking for the simple and normal benefit from
existing machinery which could help prevent outbreaks
of violence, in submitting, under rule 38 of the provi
sional rules of procedure the following draft resolu
tion (Sj3229):

"The Security Catmcil
"Noting the request of Thailand,
"Recalling General Assembly Resolution 377 (V)

(Uniting for Peace), part A, section B establishing
a Peace Observation Commission which could ob
serve and report on the situation in any area where
there exists international tension, the continuance
of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of
international pea-ce and security,

"Taking into consideration the legitimate apprehen
sions entertained by the Government of Thailand in
regard to its own security, caused by a condition
of international tension in the general region in
which Thailand is located, the continuance of which
is likely to endanger international peace and security,

"Requests the Peace Observation Commission to
establish a Sub-Commission composed of not less
than three nor more than five Members, with author
ity,

" (a) To despatch as soon as possible, in accord
ance with the invitation of the Thai Government,
such observers as it may deem necessary to Thai:and;

" (b) To visit Thailand if it deems it necessary;
"( c) To consider such data as may be submitted

to it by its Members or observer - and to make such
reports and recommendations as it deems necessary
to the Peace Observation Commission and to the
Security Council. If the Sub-Commission is d the
opinion that it ,cannot adequately accomplish its
mission without observation or visit also in States
contiguo~s to Thailand, it shall report to the Peace
Observation Commission or to the Security Council
for the necessary instructions."

329. The representative of Thailand noted that,
while he had originally suggested that a sub-commission
should have authority to despatch observers to any
part of the general area of Thailand on the request
of any State concerned, the draft resolutiorl stipulated
that SUCi1 observers could only be sent to areas outside
Thailand if the Peace Observation Commission or the
Security Council should so decide and upon the invita
tion or with the consent of the State concerned. That
change was not::he choice of his Government but was
the result of a compromise. His Government could
not exclude the possibility for the sub-commission to
go to the place where the trouble was centred in order
that its observation could reflect the true facts and
realities.

330. The representative of NEw ZEALAND stated
that an appeal by a Member State for precautionary
measures was not sOtpething which could be ignored
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r or put aside. The Council had not been asked to take Communist propaganda had been utilized to promote
rhai- I up any of the questions currently being discussed in anti-Thai activities among the refugees in the border
19ain Geneva. In that connexion, his dele~tion repudiated regions of Thailand. Altogether, it was precisely for
:ative the allegation that the matter was "diversionary that kind of situation that the Peace Observation
: that manoeuvre instigated by the United States. The situa- Commission was created. He would request under rule
ld to tion disclosed by the representative of Thailand amply 38 that the draft resolution be put to the vote at \the
take warranted United Nations observation. United Nations appropriate time. The Council should not attempt to

peful observers had performed useful functions in Greece, do anything which could, even remotely, adversely
)osed Palestine and Kashmir. Even if observation could not affect the negotiations in Geneva, but all the Council
1 the prevent aggression, it was of importance in determin- was asked to do was to send a fact-finding body to
, wa~ ing the measures to be tllken. The existence of a the area of tension. The urgency of the appeal was
from state of tension in the general area of Thailand was manifest.
~re:~~ a matter of great concern to his Government and to all 336. At the 614th meeting (18 June) the representa-
:solu- the peoples of the Pacific. New Zealand attached the tive of DENMARK supported the Thai draft resolution

highest importance to the right of other small coun- as being both moderate and perfectly legitimate. In
tries to invoke the support and assistance of the inter- announcing that he would vote for the draft resolution,
national community when they believed their security the representaitve of Denmark associated himself with
was threatened. the statement made by the represent;:.:ive of New

331. The representative of TURKEY likewise thought Zealand at the preceding meeting to the effect that
that the events of past months fully justified the his country, as a small country itself, attached the
apprehension felt by Thailand, and that observers highest importance to the right of other small coun-
should be despatched to furnish the United Nations tries to invoke the'mpport and assistance of the inter-
with continuous first-hand information as to the real national community as a whole when they believed their
nature of the threat. It would also be wise for the security to be threatened.
Council to authorize the sub-commission to carry out 337. The representative of COLOMBIA expressed the
its observation duties jn territories contig.uous to view that the statement of the representative of China
Tk:Iand, should circumstances necessitate it, subject regarding the so-called Free Thai Government was
of course to the consent of the countries concerned. one of extreme gravity and offered further justification

332. The representative of BRAZIL said that a single for the request of Thailand.
glance at the map would reveal that the apprehensions 338 Th . F 1 d
of Thailand deserved due consideration. Thailand had . e representatIve of RANCE congratu ate

the delegation of Thailand on the example of wisdom
approached the problem in a cautious manner and the and the lesson in diplomacy it had given by a-ccepting
measure requested was of a moderate nature and was the compromise with regard to the terms of reference
in no way in conflict with the general purpose of the of the observers. The explanatory information given
Geneva Conference. None of the measures asked for by the Thailand representative on the purpose and
could be construed as antagonistic to ?ny -country. the scope of his appeal encouraged the French de1ega-

333. The representative of CHIl',A declared that tion in its support. In his opinion, the Council was
the Thai resolution was in line with the tradition of not even called upon to determine whether an actual
moderation and reasonableness of that country. He threat did exist. That could only be decided after the
doubted, however, the wisdom of the compromise observers had expressed their views. Without prejudg-
regarding the sending of observers to the neighbouring ing the question of the justification of Thailand's fears,
countries. The shadow of ghost-governments in Laos the Council could not refuse to ac'COrd Thailand the
and Cambodia were dark factors at Geneva. He precautionary measure i.t desired. The encouraging turn
wondered whether it was sufficiently known that the taken by the negotiations at Geneva made it possible
Chinese Communists had already set up a so-called to hope that the fr('ntier of Thailand would cease to
Free Thai Government in the region bordering on be threatened. In that case, the Thailand Government
Thailand. wouJd no doubt be ~he first to draw the conclusions

from that fact.
334. The rerresentative of the UNITED KINGDOM

stated that it was not only proper but commendable 339. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
that Thailand should see fit to bring its anxieties to SOCIALIST REPUBLICS reiterated that the proposal of
the attention of the Security Council. Under the "Unit- Thailand clearly had a direct connexion with the Indo-
ing for peac(.·' resolution, the Pea-ce Observation Com- Chinese question being discussed in Geneva, and rep-
mission could be utilized to observe and report on a resented a camouflaged attempt by the United States
situation in any area where there existed international to deepen the ,conflict. No one was threatening Thai-
tension, the continuance of which was likely to endanger land; if anything, the fact that the United States had
the maintenance of international peace and security. thus raised the matter represented a threat to the
Such a condition certainly did exist in the general peoples of Indo-China who had long been the victims
region in which Thailand was located. of a colonial war, which the United States was trying

335. The President, speaking as representative of to spread in order to stamp out the Indo-Chinese na-
tional liberation movement.the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, felt that it would be

prudent and highly desirable to authorize the Peace 340. Aggressive groups of American leaders had
Observation Commission to observe developments in long been demanding military intervention in the affairs
the area of Thailand. Now that the Viet-Minh forces of lndo-China. American troups and technical per-
had been e,,!uipped with foreign arms of the most sonnel had been sent there in American military and
modern kind and had greater -capability for heavy assault air transport. A year before, the representative of
and· rapid movement, the danger of incursion into Thailand had publicly stated that he would address
Thailand by foreign military forces had increased. a special request to the Security Council as soon as
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sisting of people of Thai race from Indo-China, Burma
and Thailand. Its existence pointed to a plan to create
some kind of Thai federation in South-East Asia, a
federation which, according to the hopes and plans of
the Communists, would some day join the Chinese
Communist Union as a component part.

344. The representative of THAILAND, replying to
the charges of the USSR representative, stated that
his country alone was the best judge of whether or not
its security was threatened.

345. The President, speaking as the representative
of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, said that the
accusations made by the USSR representative were
particularly ludicrous in view of the communist acti
vities in aiding the aggressors in south-east Asia. The
United States had tried to respond to requests for aid
by those peoples and their Governments who were
attempting to defend their independence against the
twentieth-century colonialism which imperialistic com
munism represented. In doing so, the- United States
acted wholly within the spirit and the principles of
the United Nations Charter. The latest "veto" directed
against the interests of the Asian peoples could, if it
were left unchallenged, make it easier for aggression
to strike across the borders of Thailand, which would
undoubtedly seek a remedy elsewhere in the United
Nations and would have United States support when
it did so.

346. The representative of NEW ZEALAND observed
that the insincerity of the USSR position was proved
by the fact that the USSR representative both accused
the United States of intervention in Indo-China and
at the same time objected to the despatch of observers
who could establish the real facts and investigate the
USSR accusations. The gravely disturbing intervention
of the USSR representative had served notice that
the USSR had nothing but contempt for the rights
of a small Asian State, or for the rights which any
small State had under the Charter.

347. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, in reply, stated that a decision
to send observers to the area of Indo-China would be
completely incongruous at a time when, after seven
years of warfare, negotiations on the Indo-China ques
tion had been started with a view to a peaceful settle
ment. He expressed his satisfaction that he had been
able by his vote to prevent the Council from taking
an evil decision,

contrul expeditionary forces which had been preparing
to invade Guatemalan territory from Honduras. Not
withstanding those requests, the expeditionary forces
had captured various Guatemalan frontier posts on
17 June and had advanced about fifteen kilometres
inside. Guatemalan territory. On 19 June, aircraft
coming from the direction of Honduras and Nicaragua
had been dropping bombs on fuel stocks in the port
of San Tose and had also attacked Guatemala Citv and
other towns, machine-gunning Government and private
buildings and bombing military bases.
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he had received instructions. However, his instructions
had not arrived until a year later, at a time when
progress was being made in the Geneva negotiations.
The USSR representative quoted a number of articles
in the American Press which, he stated, proved that
the United States was trying to engineer a new military
intervention under cover of the United Nations flag
and on the model of the Korean adventure. The
requested observers were to send a report to the
Security Council that Thailand had been invaded,
whereupon the Council or a special session of the
General Assembly would decide to launch an armed
invasion against lndo.-China.

341. The falsity of the alarm of Thailand was
proved by the fact that absolutely no evidence had been
brought forward to justify it. The assertion that a
free Thai Government had been formed was a complete
falsehood and a Kuomintang invention. To send ob
servers tu Thailand would be partkularly strange in
the ligh:: of the statement of the new Prime Minister
of France, Mr. Mendes-France, that negotiations on
the lndo-Chinese question must be completed within
one month.

342. The represel1tative of the UNITED KINGDOM
felt that the USSR representative was contradicting
himself in arguing that the question discussed in Geneva
should not be discussed in New York at the same time,
and then proceeding to discuss the very subject, the
Indo-China question, which nobody else had brought
up in the Security Council. The violent and unjustifiable
USSR attack on United States policy, an atta~k which
could hardly be regarded as refraining from prejudic
ing the negotiations at Geneva, was yet another con
tradiction in the USSR position. The proposal of
Thailand - a sovereign State - was a distinct and
eminently moderate one and could in no way interfere
with the negotiations in Geneva. The view of the USSR
was the more difficult to understand since the USSR
was a member of the Peace Observation Commission,
and should presumably wish to see that Commission
perform the function for which it had been estab
lished.

Decision: The Thai draft resolution (S/3229)
received 9 votes in favour to 1 against (USSR), with 1
abstention (Lebanon). Since the vote against was that
of a permanent member, the draft resolution was not
adopted.

343. The representative of CI-IINA made a statement
regarding the so-called Free Thai Government, con-

348. In a cablegram dated 19 June 1954 (S/3232),
the Minister for External Relations of Guatemala
reqaested the President of the Security Council to
convene a meeting urgently in order that the Council,
in accordance with Articles 34, 35 and 39 of the Charter,
might take the measures necessary to prevent the disrup
tion of peace and int'rnational security in that part
of Central America alld also to put a stop to the ag
gression in progress against Guatemala. The cablegram
stated that Guatemala had made representations to the
Government of Honduras, requesting it to restrain and
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355. The representative of COLOMBIA, in support
ing the draft resolution, called attention to the provi
sions of Article 33 which mentioned resort to regional
agencies or arrangements, and of Article 52. Paragraph
2 of the latter Article imposed on all Members the
duty to apply first to the regional organization, which
of necessity was the first court of appeal.

356. The representative of FRANCE felt that it could
justly be claimed that the Inter-American Peace Com
mittee was qualified to report to the Security Council
on Lhe subject and that in referring Guatemala's request
to that Committee, the Council would in no way be
unloading its responsibilities. After having received the
report of the Committee, it would rest with the Council
to take the final decision. However, the Council could
not evade one immediate responsibility: to decide in
favour of the immediate cessation of bloodshed. He
therefore proposed that the following final paragraph
should be added to the Brazilian-Colombian draft
resolution.

"Without prejudice to such measures as the
Organization of American States may take, the
Council calls for the immediate termination of any
action likely to cause further bloodshed and requests
all Members of the United Nations to abstain, in
the spirit of the Charter, from giving assistance to
any such action."

the Urganization that had been set up for that purpose.
Chapter VIII of the Charter acknowledg~d that prin
ciple in Article 52, and particularly in paragraph 3 of
th2.t Article. He introduced a Brazilian-Colombian
draft resolution (S/3236) reading as follows:

"The Security Coullcil,
"I fll'l'illg considered on an urgent basis the com

munication of the Gov.ernment of Guatemala to the
President of the Security Council (S/3232),

"1\'atiJlg thrrt the Government of Guatemala has
despatched a similar communication to the Inter
American Peace Committee, an agency of the Organ
ization of American States,

"HG'l.'illg in mind the provisions of Chapter VIII
of the Charrer of the United Nations,

"Consciolls of the availability of Inter-American
machinery which can deal effectively with problems
concerning the maintenance of peace and security in
the Americas,

"Refers the cl'1uplaint of the Government of
Guatemala to the 0rganization of American States
for urgent consideration;

"Requests the Organization of American States to
inform the Security Council as soon as possible, as
appropriate, on the measures it has been able to take
on the matter."

351. The Guatemalan Government had two re
quests: first, that an observation commission should be
sent to Guatemala to ask questions, to investigate and
to listen to the diplomatic corp.>. On the basis of this
report, the Council should send a warning to Honduras
and Nicaragua, calling upen them to apprehend the
exiles and the mercenaries who were invading Guate
mala and whose bases were in Nicaragua and Hon
duras. Secondly, the Guatemalan Governmer.t requested
that an observation commission of the Council should
be constituted in Guatemala, and in other countr' ~s if
necessary, to verify the fact that the countries accl..:sed
by Guatemala had connived at the i:.vasion. He added
that the Peace Committee of the Organization of
American States had met the previous day, but the
Gua~emalan Government had exercised its option and
?fficrally declined to allow the Organization of Amer
Ican States and the Peace Committee to concern them
selves with the situation.

349. The cablegram \vas placed on the provisional
agenda of the 675th meeting of the Council (20 June
1954). After the adoption of the agenda, the President,
under Article 32 of the Charter, invited the representa
tives of Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua to take
part in the discussion.

350. The representative oi GUAT":'lALA declared
that Guatemala had been invaded by expedltiunary
forces, forming a part of an unlawful international
aggression which was the outcome of a vast inter
national conspiracy and was masked as a rising of
exiles. The Guatemalan army had decided not to take
decisive action to halt the aggression at points near
the Republic of Honduras in order to avoid useless
bloodshed and the accusation of prdvoking frontier
incidents. A campaign initiated by the United Fruit
Company and other monopolies, encouraged by the
United States State Department, and based on com
pletely false ane. tendentious reports, had long been
under way to prepare the way for open intervention
in the domestic affairs of Guatemala. Guatemala had
been depicted as an outpost of Soviet Communism on
the American continer.t and a spearhead of the USSR
against the United States. The Guatemalan represen
tative called attention to the statement his Government
had submitted to the Security Council on 1 April 1953
(S/2988) which had shown how certain international
groups were preparing to intervene in his country.
In February 1954, the Guatemalan Government had
learned of a conspiracy in capitals out5ide Guate.nala,
concerning which he gave various details. The Guate
malan army had long been practically disarmed, and
repeated requests to the United States Government for
arms had been refused, in spite of the imminent danger
of invasion. The United States Secretarv of State had
made strong efforts to interfere in Guatemala's affairs
at the Tenth Inter-American Conference.

352. The representative of HONDURAS stated that
the case beyond any doubt was a matter which should
be dealt with by the Organization of American States.

. 353. The representative of NICARAGUA likewise be
~lev~d that the m~tter should be settled in the Organ
IzatIon of Amencan States, where. his Government

'~! could be heard and could defend itself.

357. The representatives of BRAZIL and COLOMBIA
accepted this proposal and their draft resolution was
revised accordingly (S/3236/Rev.l).

338. The representative of the UNITED KINGDOM
thought that the Security Council certainly could not
remain indifferent in the matter. The Charter laid down
various lines of action which the Council could follow.
Chapter VIII provided for the employment of regional
arrangements to deal with matters relating to the

t> 354. The representative of BRAZIL declared that it maintenance of international peace and security. The
~. had long .been a tradition among the American States Organization of American States was such an arrange-IIii that all m,!,utes hetween them should be dealt with by 49 ment, and tbe joint d"ft resolution proposed fofiowing

.. _- ..~......;.----"-
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graph 2, envisaged a situation in which no aggression
had taken place. Article 24 gave the Council the respon
sibility to act on behalf of all Members, including the
Latin American States. He expressed the view that a
resolution along the lines of ~he French amendment
would be advisable.

366. The President, speaking as representative of
the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, stated that the United
States believed in the basic proposition that any Mem
ber had the right to have an urgent meeting of the
Security Council called whenever it felt itself in dan
ger, even though the Security Council might not itself
b.e in the best position to deal directly with the situa
tIOn. In the present case Guatemala's allegations in
volved Honduras and Nicaragua, and the situation
posed precisely the kind of problem which, in the first
instance, should be dealt with on an urgent basis by
an appropriate agency of the Organization of American
States, action which had already been requested by
Guatemala. The information available to the UniteQ
?h.tes strongly suggested that the situation did not
rnvolve aggression, but a revolt of Guatemalans against
Guatemalans.

367. The Guatemalan representative had made it
crystal clear that he made no charges whatever against
the U?ited ~tat~s Government. The Guater-oalan repre
sentatrve did cIte unfavourable comments on certain
Ame.r~can officials. More ti~e in his speech was given
to cltrng statements made rn newspaper articles and
hearsay than to the actual charge. The Guatemalan
representative had never produced names or dates or
other specifications that the State Department had ever
acted in an improper manner.

368. The United States representative further stated
that the Guatemalan speech, which was correct in tone,
was followed by the unspeakable libels against the
United States by the representative of the USSR who
had stated that the United States had prepared armed
intervention, a statement which was flatly untrue.

369. The United States representative pointed out
that the USSR had vetoed a move to ask the Organiza
tion of American States to try to solve the problem and
report back to the Security Council. The draft resolu
tion did not sep.k to relieve the Security Council of
responsibility; it w~s in strict conformity with para
graph 2 of Article 52 of the Charter. The USSR veto
on a move of this kind could not fail to make unbiased
observers come to the conclusion that the USSR had
designs on the American hemisphere.

370. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS called attention to the last nara
graph of Article 52 of the Charter, which statel that
that Article in no way impaired the application of
Articles 34 and 35. Whenever aggression occurred, in
any hemisphere, it was still aggression and the Council
had no right to wash its hands of the matter.

371. The representative of GUATEMALA declared
that his people, who were undergoing bombardment
and machine-gunning, maintained that an invasion had
taken place. What could be better than that an observa
tion commission should go to Guatemala and find out
whether that assertiL was true? He also called atten
tion to Ande 103 providing that, in the event of a
conflict, the obligations of Member States under the
Charter prevailed over obligations under any other
international agreement. .
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359. The representative of NEW ZEALAND consi
dered, without pre-judging th.e merits of the case, that
Guatemala was entitled to have recourse to the Coun
cil. However, his delegation was not in a position at
short notice to pass judgment on the facts. He thought
that it was true to sav that the authors of the Charter,
in writing Chapter ViII, had had the regional arrange
ments in the Western hemisphere especially in mind.
Furthermore, in such a case a regional organization
might well be in the best position to ascertain the facts
and recommend appropriate measures. It might prop
erly be considered fully consistent with the Council's
responsibilities to refer the problem to the Organization
of American States and request it to report to the
Council at an early date.

360. The representative of GUATEMALA declared
that he had in no way sought to impute connivance
either on the part of the people or on the part of the
Go-:ernment of the United States. He had only referred
to the United Fruit Company and certain official groups
in the United Sta<tes who were interested in supporting
the Company.

361. He added that Article 33 was completely in
applicable since it was nota case of a dis?ute, but one
of aggression. Article 52 was inoperative for the same
reason. The Guatemalan request was based on Articles
34, 35 and 39 which gave his Government an unchal
lenged right to appeal to the Security Council.

362. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated t~<:l.t the Council had be
fore it a dear and obvious case of aggression, com
mitted by neighbouring States. Guatemala, which could
be crossed in one day's march, might well be overcome
while the question was referred to the Organization
of American States for discussion. Anyhow, that was
the -,rery Organization, dominated by the United States,
which that country han b",en planning to use in settling
its account with Guatemala. Guatemala's sin was merely
to try to set a limit to the appetites of an American
fruit company. The case was a typical e:cample of
United States policy towards smaller countries. It would
be Guatemala today, Costa Rica or some other Latin
American country toMorrow. The Council itself should
take an immediate decision to end the aggression in
Guatemala.

363. The representative of LEBANON, referring to
the veto, expressed the hope that the members of the
Council would be able to agree so that something
would emerge from its deliberations. He thought that
tLe Organization of American States and the Council
could be seized with the matter simultaneously.

364. The representative of TURKEY believed that
the members of the Council shonld not constantly try
to change their attitude in order to find a way of avoid
ing the veto. The responsibility for a veto should be
placed squarely on the shoulders of those who brought
it about.

365. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST RE~UBLICS declared that Article 52, para-

that part of the Charter. He noted that the interest
of the Council in the maintenance of peace and security
was made plain in the draft resolution by the fact that
the Organization of American States was requested to
inform it as soon as possible on the measures which
it had been able to take.



':'r-:;:.·'.The representative of HONX>URAS thought that
!I the French amendment could leave an air of suspicion
~ again~t his ~uuntry. He w(;lUld. thf..refore like to repu

diate Immediately all such lluphcatlOns.

Decision: Thc joint draft resolution of Bra:::il and
Colombia, as modified, (S/3236/RC'l-'.1) was put to the
'/Jote Q./ld rcrt:i'l.'cd 10 ~'otcs 11; fm'our and 1 vote against
(USSR). Since the 'i/ote against was that of a perma-

.. nent member, the draft resolution wa,!, not adopted.

~I 373. The representative of FRANCE introduced his
amendment as a separate draft resolution (S/3237)

·1 reading:
i "The Security COl/ncil,

I "Having considered on an urge~lt basis the com-
·I! munication of th~ Government of Guatemala to the

President of the 3ecurity Council (S/3232),

"Calls for the immediate termination of any action
likely to cause bloodshed and requests all Members
of the United Nations to abstain, in the spirit of the
Charter, from giving assistance to any such action."

374. Tlmt draft resolution, the French representa-
tive stated, could in no way be construed as casting
doubt on the Inter-American Peace Committee or to
mean that Honduras, Nicaragua, or any other coun
tries, had any direct or indirect responsibility for the
events taking place in Guatemala.

Decision: The French draft resolution was adopted
unauinwusly.
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375. At its 676th meeting (25 June), convened at
the request of the representative ot Guatemala (S/3241
and S/3244) and of the representative of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics (S/3247), the Security
Council had 1?efore it, amongst other documents, a
cablegram dated 23 June 1954 (S/3245) from the
Inter-American Peace Committee informing it that the
representative of Nicaragua, supported by the repre
sentative of Honduras, had proposed that a committee
of inquiry of the Inter-American Peace Committee
should be set up and immediately proceed to Guatemala,
Honduras and Nicaragua and that the Committee had
unanimously decided to inform the Guatemalan Gmr

ernment of the decision, expressing the hope that it
would agree to that procedure.

376. The representative of BR.\ZIL, speaking on the
adoption of the agenda, again called attention to Article
52 of the Charter and to article 2 of the Inter-American
Treaty of Reciprr·ral Assistance under which all mem
bers had undertaken to settle any controversy among
themselves by means of the procedures in force in the
Inter-American system, before referring it to the
·United Nations. He had learned unofficially that the
Minister for External Relations of Guatemala had
agreed to receive the committee of inquiry which was
being established by the Inter-American Peace Com
mittee. The Council should wait for the report of that
b?dy since any action by it at that stage, or even any
?Iscussion without the proper information could only
mtrodtlce confusion.

377. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that the Brazilian repre
sentative's statement showed that the Council had
already begun to discuss the substance of the question
a~d was proposing to take a very serious decision
WIthout giving the representative of Guatemala a chance
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to participate. He therefore protested against that pro
cedure and proposed that the Guatemalan repres\.'nta
tive should be invited to come to the Council table.

378. The PRESIDENT stated that it had always been
the practice of the Sectlrity Council not to invite non
members of the Council to come to the table until the
agenda had been adoptp.d; he therefore ruled against
inviting C;uatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua at that
stage.

379. The representative of the LTNION OF :-;O\'IET
SOCIALIST REPt'BLlCS Challenged the President's ruling,
because he believed that at that stage of the debate,
when the sub;;;tance of the question was al_-eady under
discussion, (;uatemala, which had fallen victim to
aggression, must participate in the discussion.

Decision: The USSR challcnge was rejected by 10
to 1, 'with no abstentions.

380. The representative of COL0MBIA described the
history of the Inter-American system. He called atten
tion to article 2 of the Bogota Charter, under which
the contracting parties recognized "the obligation to
solve international disputes by regional pacific proce
dures before taking them (Q the United Nations Secu
rity Council". The Colombian delegation considered it
its duty to prevent the veto from impairing; the authority
and prestige of the regional system and would there
fore vote against the adoption 0: the agenda.

381. The representative of the UNITED KINGDOi\I,
addressing himself to the proposal made by Brazil that
the Council should aot discuss the question on the
grounds that the Organization of American States was
already dealing with it, said that the facts regarding
the al1egations made by Guatemala and denied hy
Honduras and Nicaragua were far from dear. P1-ima
facie, the situation could not be dismissed, without
investigation, as a purely inter:-al matter and the
Securitv Council could not divest itself of its ultimate
responsibility. There was thus a state of affairs to
which the Security Council could not remain indif
ferent. However, it seemed clear that it was not open
to the Council to take any further action without more
facts. The question was how the facts should be estab
lished. The Inter-American Peace Commission had
already, of its own volition, decided to take action to
obtain the facts, was ready to leave for the area and
would, according to the representative of Brazil, keep
the Securitv Council informed. This did not mean that
the Security Council would surrender its ultimate re
sponsibility in the matter.

382. The United Kingdom delegation could not
register a positive objection to a complaint such as the
present one being placed on the Security Council's
agendr.. He could not therefore entirely agree with the
representative of Brazil, but did agree that the Coun
cil should be careful not to risk confusing the issue
or prejudicing the chances of the valuable initiative of
the Organization of American States. The vote against
the Brazilian proposal would be tantamount to a vote
of no confidence in the Organi;!:ation of American
States for which Her Majesty's Government had great
respect. He "'Juld therefore abstain. But he did not
consider that the Security Council, if it refused to
adopt the que'3tion on the agenda on that day, would
in any way be divesting itself of its ultimate respo'lsi
bilities.
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for a halt to aggression and a cease-fire, the real subject
of di::!:ussion should be the immediate adoption of
measures to ensure the fulfilment of that decision. _'..
Member nation was the victim of attack; its capital was
being bombed while procedural ruses were beit.g used
to prevent the Security Council from discussing the
complaint submitted by the victim of aggression. Since
Guatemala had not agreed to the dispute being referred
to the Organization of American States. it would be
a violation of Article 36, paragraph 2, if the Council
forcibly adopted a procedure to refer it to that organ
jzation.

386. The representative of CHINA explained that he
had voted for the adoption of the agenda at the pre
vious meeting since it had not been clear to him at
that time whether the members of the Organization of
American States were legally obliged to take their dis
putes ,0 that organization in the first instance. He had
since come to the conclusion that there was no doubt
on that point. He would therefore vote against the
adoption of the agenda until he was convinced that
the Organization of Amerlcan States had failed in its
efforts.

383. The representativc of FRANCE :J.ssociated him
self with the views of thc representativc of the United
Kingdom.

384. The representative of LEBA:-<ON felt that,
whenever a comphint was subnitted to the Security
Council, it was the duty of the Council to take it up.
Furthermore, the Council had already adopted the
agenda at its previous 111eeting. To reject the agenda
would be a dangerc '.IS precedent. It would be better to
adopt the agenda and then to defer the debate.

385. The representative of TURKEY stated that he
would vote against the adoption of the agenda since a
family misunderstanding could best be solved by the
family's own members.

390. The President, !>peaking as representative of
the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, stated that the
present case involved an issue so fundamental that it
brought into question the whole system of international
peace and security creaced by the Charter at San
Francisco in 1945. When the Charter was beipg drafted
the most critical single issue was that of the relationship
of the United Nations as a universal organization to
regional organizations, notably, the alreadj existing
Organization of American States. A solution was found
in the formula embodieC- in Articles 51 and 52 of the
Charter which struck a balance betweep universality,
the effect of which was qualified by the veto power,
and regional arrangements. Without that formula there
would never have been a Uni'~ed Nations. If it were

387. The representative of NEW ZEALAND welcomed not now possible to make ~ living reality of that for-
the decision of the Inter-American Peace Committee to mula, the United Nations would destroy itself in 1954,
establish a commission of inquiry and trusted that the as it would have been destroyed stillborn in 1945. If
Security Council woul1 be kept fully informed. He did the Security Council did not respect the rights of the
not think that it would be helpful for the Council to Organization of American States to achieve a pacific
debate the matter any further at this stage. However, settlement of the dispute between Guatemala and its
his preference would have been that the Council, after neighbours, the result would be a catastrophe of such
aciopting the agenda, should have taken note of the dimensions as gravely to impair the future effectiveness
action of the Organization of American States, and of both the United Nations and regional organizations.
then adjourned. The Council should not by its decision
give the appearance of abdicating its supreme respon- 391. Guatemala had claimed that the fighting
sibility and authority under the Charter. there was the result of aggression by Honduras and

388. The representatl've of DENMARK declared him- Nic:lragua. Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua had
all applied to the Inter-American Peace Committee for

self in substantial agreement with the position of the assistance in resolvin~ the problem and the Committee
representative of New Zealand. The Guatemalan ques- had agreed to send a fact-finding commission to the
tion had created so much interest in his country that, area of controversy. Guatemala had attempted to inter-
prima facie, the Danish Government had been of the rur.' hat process, first by withdrawing its petition and,
opinion that it might well have been appropriate for d fi d'
the United Nations itself to investigate the matter or sec. .~. j, by withhol ing its consent for the fact- n mg

commission to proceed to its task. Guatemala had
in some way associate itself with any investigation to regularly exercised the privileges and had enjoyed the
be undertaken by other means. Having in mind the
Provisions contained in Chapter VIII of the Charter advantages of membership in the Organization of

American States. It had now claimed that it was not
and considering the firm practice which had developed technically a member. Either it was a member and
with regard to the way in which disputes on the 52 C
American continent were dealt with he would, how- bound by Article ,paragraph 2, of the harter or

else it was guilty of duplicity. Adoption of the agenda
ever, not oppose the suggestion that the Inter-American would, in effect, give one State, Guatemala, a veto on
Peace Committee should investigate the facts, provided the Organization of American States.
that this examination could be terminated within a
fairly short period of time. In his opinion, the correct 392. The United States did not deny the propriety
procedure for thf' Security Council to adopt would be of this danger to the peace in Guatemala being brought
to place the matter on the agenda in order to hear to the attention of the Security Council in accordance
whether the representative of Guatemala had any new with Article 35 of the Charter. The United States was,
information or new proposals. If nothing new emerged however, bound both legally and as a matter of honour
he would agree to an adjournment and to leave the by the undertakings of Article 52, paragraph 2, of the
examination, with confidence, in the hands of the Charter of the United Nations and article 20 of the
Inter-American Peace Committee. It was of prime Charter of the Organization of American States, to
importance that a Member State who so desired should oppose Secunty Council consideration of the Guate-
have the right to be heard. malan dispute until the matter had first been dealt with

389. The representatiYe of the UNION OF SOVIET by the Organization of American States, which, through
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that since the Council, at its regularly constituted agencies, was actively dealing
the previous meeting, had adopted a decision calling with the problem.
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393. The proposal by Guatemala, supported most
actively by the USSR-which had already applied its
sixtieth veto-was an effort to create international
anarchy, rather than international order. The Guate
malan complaint was being used as a tJol to violate
the basic principles of the United Nations Charter, and
the United States felt compelled to oppose a step
which, under the guise or plausibility and liberality,
would, in fact, engage the United Nations in a course
so disorderly and so provocative that the future of both
the United Nations and the Organization of American
~tates might be compromised, and a grave setback given
to the developing process of international order.

394. The representative of the UNION OF SOVIET
'sUCIALIST REPUBLICS declared that an attempt was
bt'ing made in the Security Council to curtail the rights
ot the United Nations and of the Security Council. An
attempt was being made to put forward the idea that,
in matters relating to peace and security, the countries
situated on the American continent should follow a
different )Jrocedure from the remaining Members of
the United Nations and that the Charter ceased to
operate immediately aggression took place on the
American continent. The attempt to prevent the United
Kat;ons and the Security Council from taking steps to
put an end to the aggression which had taken place on
[he American continent was a violation of the United
Nations Charter, which laid toe primary responsibility
for the maintenance of peace and security throughout
the world on the Security Cot.ncil.
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395. The L'SSR delegation insisted that the ques
tion of aggression against Guat(~mala, a Men:b~r of
the l'nited :;\'atio'ls, should be included in the Security
Conncil's agenda and that the Council should take
steps to put an end to the aggression.

Decision: The provisional agcnda was rejected by
5 votes to 4 (Denmark, Lcbanon, New Zeala,nd,
USSR), 7coith 2 abstcntz:ons (France, United
Khlgdom).

396. Since the meeting of the Council on 25 June,
three communications dated 27 June, 5 July and
8 July have been received from the Chairman of the
Inter-American Peace Committee (S/3256, S/:262
and S/3267) : the first one related to the despatch of
a fact-finding committee to Guatemala, Honduras and
Nicaragua; t1.e second stated that the three countries
had informed the Committee on 2 July that the dispute
between them had ceased to exist; and the third trans
mitted the report of the Inter-American Peace Com
mittee.

397. By a cablegram dated 9 July (S/3266), the
l\Iinister for External Relations of Guatemala informed
the President of the Security Council that peace and
order had been restored in his country and that the
Junta, de gobiero of Guatemala saw no reason why
the Guatemalan question should remain on the agenda
of the Council.
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PART 11

Other matters considered by the Security Council

Chapter 5

ELECTION OF A MEMBER OF THE INTER-NATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE TO FILL A VACANCY
CAUSED BY THE RESIGNATION OF JUDGE SERGEI ALEKSANDROVICH GOI,UNSKY

Chapter 6

APPLICATIONS OF JAPAN AND OF SAN MARINO TO BECOME PARTIES TO THE STATUTE
OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

398. At its 618th meeting (12 August 1953), the
Council had before it a note by the Secretary-General
(S/3078), stating that by a communication dated
27 July 1953 the President of the International Court
of Justice, referring to Article 13, paragraph 4, of the
Statute of the Court. had informed him that Judge
Sergei Aleksandrovich Golunsky had submitted his
resignation owing to ill health. The Council took
note of tLe vacancy and decided, under Article 14 of
the Court's Statute, that the election to fill it for the
remainder of the term of Judge Golunsky-until
5 February 1961-should take place during the eighth

401. The Security Council at its 641st meeting (23
November 1953) decided to refer to the Committee of
Experts, for consideration and report, a letter dated
26 October 1953 to the Secretary-General from the
Permanent Observer of Japan to the United Nations
(S/3126), transmitting a cablegram dated 24 October
fn.lm the Minister for Foreign Affairs of J ap",n, in
which the latter expressed the desire to know the
conditions on which Japan could become a party to
the Statute of the International Court of Justice.

402. At the same meeting, the Council likewise
decided to refer to the Committee of Experts a letter
dated 6 November (S/3137) by which the Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs of the RepUblic of San
Marino informed the Secretary-General of the Repub
lic's desire to become a party to the Statute of the
International Court of Justice and asked to be informed
of the conditions.

403. At the 645th meeting (3 December) the
Council had before it the reports of the Committee
of Experts (S/3146 and S/3147) which recommended
that the Council should send two recommendations to
the General Assembly. That relating to Japan read:

"The Security Council recommends that the Gen
eral Assembly, in accordance with Article 93, para
graph 2, of the Charter, determine the conditions on
which Japan may become a party to the Statute of
the International Court of Justice, as follows:
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session of the General Assembly.

399. At its 644th meeting (27 November), the
Security Council elected Mr. Feodor Ivanovich
Kozh.:.vnikov from the list of nominees circulated by
the Secretary-General on 27 October (S/3127 and
:\dd.1 and 2).

400. The General Assemb~y, voting independently
OIl the sarll~ day, also ekcted )'1r. Kozhevnikov, and
it" President, in view of the election of Mr. Kozhev
nikov by both the Council and the Assembly, declared
him elected to fill the vacancy.

''Japan will become a party to the Statute on the
date of the deposit with the Secretarj-General of
the United Nations of an instrument, signed on
behalf of the Government of Japan and ratified as
may be required by Japanese constitutional law, con
taining:

" (a) Acceptance of the provisions of the Statute
of the Int~rnational Court of Justice;

" (b) Acceptance of all the obligations of a Mem
ber of the United Nations under Article 94 of the
Charter; and

" (c) An undertaking to contribute to the ex
penses of the Court such equitable amount as the
General Assembly shall assess from time to time,
after consultation with the Japanese Government."

The recommendation with regard to San Marino was
\vorded correspondingly.

404. The President of the Committee of Experts,
in submitting the reports, pointed out that the condi
tions proposed were the same as those determined for
Switzerland and Liechtenstein and, like them were not
intended to constitute a precedent. '

Decision: The Council at its 645th meeting, on
3 December 1953, adopted the proposal of the Com
n:ittee of Experts with regard to the Japanese applica
flOn by 10 votes i,,: favour, with 1 abstention (USSR).
The rec011!mendatwn with regard to the application of
San Manna was also adopted by 10 votes in favour
'lrJith 1 abstention (USSR). '
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PART III

The Military S~a:ff Committee

!\CANCY
(y

Chapter 7

WORK OF THE MILITARY STAFF COMMITTEE
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A. The status of the work of the Military Staff
CommiUee

405. The Militarv Staff Committee has been func
tioning continuously 'under the draft rules of procedure
during the period under review and has held a total
of twenty-six meetings without making further pro
gress on matters of substance.

B. Letter dated 24 JUll~ from the Chairman of
the Military Staff Committee addi"essed to the
Principal Director in charge of the Department
of Political and Security Council Affairs

In accordance with the request made by the USSR
representative, I have the honour to transmit herewith
a copy of a statement made by the USSR delegation in
connexion with· the annual report on the work of the
Military Staff Committee for the period 16 July 1953
to 15 July 195'4.

(Sz:gned) C. C. HUGHES-H,\LLETT

Vice-Admiral, Royal Navy
Chairman,

Military Staff Committee

Statement of the USSR delegation made at the meet
ing of the Military Staff Committee on 24 June 1954
on the question of the annual report on the work
of the Military Staff Committee for the period 16
July 1953 to 15 July 1954.

The USSR delegation in the Military Staff Com
mittee has stated on a number of occasions that it does
not recognize the Kuomintang representatives as repre
sentatives of China in the Military Staff Committee
and considers their presence in the Committee to be
illegal.

The USSR delegation has stated before and is
stating now that only persons appointed by the Central
People's Government of the Chinese People's Republic
can represent China in the Military Staff Committee,
as well as in the other organs of the United Nations.

In connexion with the above the USSR delegation
in the Mi~itary Staff Committee cannot give its ap
proval to those parts in annexes A, Band C of the
report (appendix IV) where the representatives of
the Kuomintang are illegally listed as representatives
of China.
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I ask that my statement be included in the Military
Staff Committee report.

C. Letter dated 9 July 1954 from the Chairman of
the Military Staff Committee ad(h·essed to the
Principal Director in charge of the Department
of Political and Security Council Affairs

In accbrdance with the request made by the repre
sentative of the Republic of China, I have the honer
to transmit herewith a copy of a statement made by the
Republic of China delegation in connexion with the
annual report. on the work of the Military Staff Com
mitree for the p~riod 16 July 1953 to 15 July 1954.

On 24 June a statement by the USSR representative
was similarly forwarded by the Chairman.

(Signed) A. D. STRUBLE

Vice-Admiral, USN
Chairman,

Military Staff Committee

Statement made by the delega.tion of the Republic of
China. in reply to the statement by the USSR delega
tion.

With regard to the remarks made by the Soviet
delegation at the 236th meeting of the Military Staff
Committee on 24 June 1954 on the question of the
annual report of the Military Staff Committee for the
period 16 July 1953 to 15 July 1954, I wish to make
the following statement:

vVhen the Soviet delegation raised the question of
representation of my Government at the 236th meeting
of the Military Staff Committee and wished it to be
included in our annual report, the Chairman ruled the
discussion out of order -and further stated that the
Committee was not competent to discuss the question
of representation. The Committee also ruled that the
question of representation was totally irrelevant with
the report and refused to have it included.

The Chinese delegation pointed out that the Soviet
delegation was well aware that the Committee was
incompetent to discuss the matter, thus the sole object
of the Soviet de1e;;;ation in bringing up the subject
was for propaganda and to delay the work of the
Committee. It was also pointed out that the puppet
regime in Peking, alleged to be the People's Republic
of China, represents in fact only the Soviet Government
in China. They have the re.,ponsibility to persecute
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and massacre the Chine~e masses. The Chinese de1ega-
. tion also pointed out that evidently now there is doubt

",

'., as to whether the Soviet Government represents the
, Soviet people, as many have either read the book

"Our Secret Allies" hy Eugene Lyons or heard about
I
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the continuous defection of high ranking Soviet offi
cials.

The Chinese delegation again "tates categorically
that the Government of the Republic of China is the
only legal Government of that country.
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PART IV

Mattf~r submitted 10 the Security CouDcil which was Dol admitted to its agenda

Chapter 8

THE QUEST~ON OF MOaOCCO

A. LeUer dated 21 August 1953 from the
repk'esentatives of Afghanistan. '3urma, Egypt,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia,
Pakistan, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Thailand and Yemen

406. By a letter dated 21 August 1953 (S/3085), the
representatives of Afghanistan, Burma, Egypt, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Pakistan, the
Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand and Yemen
requested the President of the Cauneil, under Articl~

35, paragraph l, of the Charter, to caU an urgent meet
ing to investigate the international friction and the
danger to intemational peace and security which they
alleged had arisen from the unlawful intervention of
France in Morocco and the overthrow of its legitimate
sovereign, and to take appropriate action under the
Charter. The same representatives except those of the
two Stat.es members of the Security Couneil, Lebanon
a:"d PakIstan, requested, in accordance with the provi
sIOns of rule 37 of the Council's provisional mIes of
procedure, that they be allowed to oartieipate in the
discussion of the item (S/3088). •

B. Adoptitm of the agenda

407. The Council considered the qUèstion of in
cluding the item in its agenda at its 619th to 624th
meetings held from 26 August to 3 September 1953.

408: At its 619th meeting (26 August), the repre
sentatrve of FRANCE announced that his delegation
would oppose the inclusion of the item in the agenda.
He stated that his Government had always refused on
legal grounds, as explained in detail to the General
Assembly by the lVIinister for Foreign Affairs on
10 November 1952, to allow the United Nations to
inteI:f~rt in its relations with the protected States of
TUl1ISIa an~ .Morocco: Il? order to be completely loyal
to. that posltlOl1 of pnnclple, the French delegation, he
sald, ought to do no more than point out how those
groun~s applied in the present case. However, the
Councll should kno\\' the exact situation whieh the
lft~er of the fifteen delegations refcrred to and mis
represented.

409. For a number of years, a large segment of
the M?roccax: people had become increasingly dissatis
fie~ :vlth thelr sovereign. The traditional religious and
pohtIca~ lea?~rs had.Cl:ccused the Sultan of departing
~rOl~ hIS ongmal pOSltlOn of supreme arbiter above aIl
tachons, of favouring one faction to the prejudice of
ot~1ers, and of jeopardizing the integrity of the Moslem
falth. A publie demonstration of that feeling had oc-

Si

eurred on 29 May 1953 when 270 out of 350 Moroccan
caîds and pashas had submitted a petition to the French
Resident General requesting the French Government
ta depose the sovereign. Soon, otheT caids and pashas
and a number of sheikhs had joined the original peti
tioners and, in August, a petition containing 356
signatures had been submitted to Ôe French authori
ties again requesting them to remove tl1e Sultan from
his throne. Faced with that danger, the Sultan had
turned to France, although there had been no material
obstacle ta prevent him from appealing w the United
Nations or ta those Governments whClse representa
tives had called for the meeting of the Security Council.
France had then acted as mediatc r between the two
opposing parties. 1t had urged the Sultan to grant the
reforms demanded by his people. It had advised the
Pasha of Marrakech and his supporters to remain calm
and patient. On 15 August, the sovereign and the
Resident General had issued a joint proclamation
which, after observing that the problems to which the
development of the Sherifian Empire had given rise
were essentiaUy within the jurisdiction of France and
Morocco, announced the forthcoming promulgation of
imperial dahirs relating to democratic reforms. But, in
the meantime, over 4,000 chiefs and notables opposing
the Sultan had rallied around the Pasha of Marrakech,
El Glaoui. Despite the attempt at mediation by the
French authorities, they had persisted in their refusaI
ta recognize the Sultan an}' longer as the religious
leader of Morocco, and had proclaimed Sidi Mohammed
Ben Moulay Arafa as religious leader. That had been
a purely religious deeision and the French Government
had not beel1 entitled to take sides.

410. Although the Sultan's supporters in the larger
cities had staged SOl11e minor demonstrations in his
favour, in the rural areas and among the tribes the
Moroccans and their leaders hacl rallied all110st unalli
mously within the next few clays around the new
religiûus leader. Under the existing theocratic régime,
such a separation of the spiritual and the temporal
powers could not be endured, and while throughout
the Empire an irresistible movement was being launched
ta cleprive the Sultan of a power which the faithful
considered to be illegal becau5e irreligious, the sov
er~ign had addressed a final appeal to France. The
French Government had given the Resident General
instrnctions to save the Sultan by every peaceable
means at his disposaI. On his arrivaI he had found
R~bat, th.e capital, virtually beleaguered by aIl the
tnbes wluch had converged ta depose the sovereign.
On 20 August, the Resident General had been to
Marrakech in a suprel11e attempt at conciliation, but
the Pasha had absolutely rejected his proposaIs. Tt had
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hl'(,'Onl(' apparent that the Sultan could have ht.'(,'n saved
only at tIll' prk-t' of a hloody and ruinous conflict
hetwl't.'t! the peoplt's of ~Iorocco and tht, French forces,
It~ altt'mpt at Illediation havin~ failN) , it was incon
cl'lvahlc t.hat Franct· should resort to force tu imp(l;;'
~1l1 an t'nt.m' peoplt, the dominatioll of a soverei~n whom
It had .r~·Jt'ctt·(t. The only rl'lllainill~ duty of the French
authorltll;" had heen to ensure the personal security
of the Sultan and the continuation of till' Alaouite
dynasty. At tIll' n'qm'st of the Rt.·sident General, the
:-',ultan, unprote~tin~, had t~lken a pl...ne to Corsica.
I he s:'nlt.' evelllllg', the elltlre Slwrifian l ioverlllllent
had prt;'laimed ~idi Mohalllnlt'd Ben Moulay Arafa.
from ~.1l .\ bOlllte c1~·nast~·. as the only leg'itimate
sOvt'relg~l of the Slwritian Empire. The next day, the
ceremollles of al!egiance to the new sovereicrn had heen
held througl~out the territory without any to>disturhance
of the puhltc order. Thus. France had fulfilled the
thre~fold ohlig'ation provided in article 3 of the Treatv
of I' ez ,of 1912. It ha' preserved the personal safety
of the Sultan. safef7uarded the continuity of the thron'e
and of tht' Alaolllte dynasty, and it had saved the
pea~e of th: SI1l'ritian I~mpirl' from an armed inter
necme conflICt.

41.1. Fr:lI.lce denied any competence of the C'nited
N ahons to mterfere in its relations with either the
Regency of Tunisia or the Empire of l\Iorocco. ThOtJ<Th
Morocco had r~mained a sovereign State, it had hy
the. Treaty of h'z transferred to France the exercise
of It? exte~nal sovereignty and could not have direct
relat~ons WIth any Power other than France or with
the IIIterna!ional community. By the terms of that
Treaty a dIspute hetween France and Morocco could
not .be refe~red hy t1~e. latter to the judgment either of
an .I~lternattonal JudICial organ vI' of an international
poltttcal organ. ~ny matter covered by the treaty of
p~o~ectorate . fell IT1 essence within the national juris
dIctIon of I'rapee, and the l;nited Nations was not
competent to deal with it.

-H2. The situation which had been created in ),10

rocco .was int.er~al il! a t\~o-fold sense: before falling
e~senttally wlth1l1 ~ rance s national competence by
vlr~ue of tIll' Fez Treaty, the matter fell within the
nahonal c-:;;npetence of Morocco, which had not ceased
to be .~ sovereign State. Any intervention from the
United ~ations in such matters would therefore be a
double violation of Article 2, paragraph 7, of the
Char~('r. The request to include that question in the
agt.:nua was unfounded. There was no dispute between
t~e French and the Sherifian Governments, and ob
VIOusly there was no threat to the maintenance of
!nternat~onal peace and security as the sponsors of the
Item clauned v,,'hen invoking Article 35 of the Charter.

413. The representative of PAKISTAN stated that
his delegation. together with the delegations of fourteen
other. Asian and African countries, had brought the
questIOn of Morocco to the Security Council because it
felt that to subvert the Government of another country
by questionable means, to ride roughshod over the
declared will of its people and overthrow its legitimate
and rightful sovereign constituted aggression, just as
much as the attempt to achieve those objects by the
use of force. The recent trend of events in Morocco
had been interpreted in much of the world as instigated
and manceuvred by France to sabotage the Moroccan
national movement. In view of the gravity of that wide
spread feeling of resentment, thL matter had been
brought before the Council for immediate investigation
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and intervention if it should ~o <kdde after proper
hearing.

414. He declared that the big Powers who Iwld
seats in the Council should not, from moth'es of their
own, dis:egard the United Nations ideals on grounds
of exp:,(ltency and could not evade their responsihilities
by tak1l1g shelter behind technicalities. V t'ry often the
hig Powers. after having dcc1ar'cI that the Unitt'd
Nations was not a court of law, converted it into one
to shield their vested interests from the criticism of
the world. Article 2, paragraph 7. of the Charter had
been overtaxed in its use. That Article was meant to
operate within the framework of the Charter; it was
sUllyly ~ broad and general s:lfl'guarding provisiorl
which (lId not make the effective provisions of the
Charter It.?se. th~ir force. The wOi'ding of that provision
d~e,:, a (ltstU!ctIon between a matter within the juris
(~lctlOn of a ~tate and one within the domestic jurisdic
tiOn o~ that State. To be within the domestic jurisdiction
of ~ State, a matter must pertain to tIll' affairs of the
subjects and the territories of that State, and he
relevant to its direct legislation.

415. In the question under consideration. the sub
jects amI territories of ),Ior<lcCO were not a part of
France. The International Court of Justice, in a judg
ment dated 27 Jline 1952. had determined that France
did not have jurisdiction to legislate in respect of
:\Iorocco. Consequently, it could not be claimed that
the internal affairs of Morocco were essentially within
the domestic jurisdiction of France and Article 2
paragraph 7, could not be invoked to bar an investi<Ya~
tion by the Security Council of the serious situationh in
M~rocco. Moreover, the Act of Algeciras of 1906, to
whIch twelve States were a partv, safeguarded the
sovereignty and independence of the Sultan, the inte
grity of his dominions and economic liberty and ex
cluded inequality. l'nder that Act, Morocco ,vas a
sovereign State and Moroccans were not French suh
jects. The g-rave crisis which existed in Morocco there
fore had an international character.

416. By its resolution (112 (\'lI), adopted by a
<;o~siderahle majority, the General Assembly had en
J01l1~~ ~rance to take the path of negotiation and
conclltatlOn, and had therebv established the fact that
the matter was not within the domestic jurisdiction of
France under Article 2, parag-raph 7, of the Charter.
But. disregarding that resolution, France had intensi
~ed its coercive measures. reinforced itlJ armed strength
1t1 ~forocco and u;>ed ev:ry effort to stage a re\'olt
agamst the Sultan It had Itself installed on the throne
twenty-six years previously.

417. In contrast to the action of the Government
of France, after that resolution had been adopted. the
Sultan had addressed three memoranda to the President
and the Government of the French Republic. He had
tried to put into effect the hopes expressed by the
General Assembly by proposing negotiations with
France, .o.n an. u~gen.t basis. towards developing the
free pohtIcal mstItutlOns of the people of Morocco,
with due regard to legitimate rights and interests uncleI'
the established norms and practices of the law of na
tions.

418. The Asian-African group of countries had
been greatly perturbed by the course events were takina

in Morocco, especially just before the deposition of
the Sultan had been finally achieved by the Government
of France. It had sent a telegram to the President of
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the General Assembly asking him to use his good
ofiices with the Govl'rnm"nt of France, and. on the
folluwlng day, a deputation from th3t group had called
on the President of the (ieneral Assl"mbly to express
their serious concern for the welfare of the Sultan and
of :\Iurocco. All those entreaties had proved of no avail.
The Government of France had proceeded with ib
set purpose to depose the Sultan and convert MorocCl>
into a virtual colony.

-l \I). The representative of LrmANoN, noting that,
at that stage, the Council was only considering thl"
question whether till' item on ~lol'occo, submitted
jointly hy fifteen l\Iemhers of the Cnited ~ati01b.

should be included in its agenda, explained that hi~

delegation spoke, at least in part, on behalf of that
group.

420. Lebanon was proud of its friendship with
France, but just as French opinion was itself not
undi"ided on that matter, so those who held France
in the highest esteem might view and interpret the
recent events in Morocco otherwise than did official
French circles. Nothing hut a vision of better, happier
and more creative relations both for France and Mo
rocco had moved the .\sian and African countries in
their present concern.

-l21. The Lebanese representative stated that Sultan
l\l ohammed Hen Youssef was the legitimate sovereign
of the Moroccan people. According to Moroccan law.
the learned doctors of Islamic law. the Ulema, chose
their ruler, and not the caids as the representative of
France had stated. Mohammed Ben Youssef had been
legally chosen in 1927 and had since reigned over
l\lorocco until he had heen exiled to Corsica. In the
Treaty of Fez of 1912. the French Government had
undertaken to safeguard the respect for and iraditional
prestige of the Sultan. and had pledged itself to lend
constant support to him against all dangers which
might threaten his person or his throne or might en
danger the tranquillity of his states; the same support
was to be given to the heir to the throne and his
successors. Moreover, according to the ruling made on
27 August 1952 by the International Court of Justice.
Morocco, under that Treaty, had remained a sovereign
State, but had made an arrangement of a contractual
character whereby France had undertaken to exercise
certain sovereign powers in the name and on behalf of
Morocco.

422. The first abortive attempt to do a\',-ay with
the sovereign had occurred in 1951. In his report to
the French Ministry for Foreign Affair-;, the Secretary
General of the Protectorate had expressed the necessity
of eliminating :\Iohammed Den Youssef as a condition
for the continuation of French rule over :Morocco.
Numerous auotations from statements of responsible
~rench circles could he given to pro\'e how the deposi
tIOn movement had started and developed. That move
ment had been launched hecause the Sultan had not
yielded to French demands, but had put forward inrle
pendent nationalist demands of his own. It would not
be difficult, when the substance of the matter could be
discussed, to show how El Glaoui, the Pasha of
Marrakech, had arisen from relative obscurity and who
was really behind the so-called movement "of Berber
revolt. -

423. In 1951. when the Sultan had refused to dis
avow the Istiqlal Nationalist Party, the French Resi
dent General, General Juin. had threatened him with
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deposition. But tht, Sultan had not surrendered and a
so-called congress had been held in Fez in April 1953
attended by El Glaoui, t(}~ether with some French
officers. That congress had publicly condemned the
Istiqlal Party. A vigorous popular reaction at once had
set in a~ainst that congress and its declarations. But
the administration had not gh-en ue. Soon, a petition
bad been prepared and sigm'd by 2/0 caids and assis
tants demanding the dethronement of the .sultan. Of
those signatories, the name of El Glaoui had been the
only one published. The Assemhly of l'lema, which
was the only body which had thl' right to judge the
political and religious activity of the Sultan and the
onh- ho(h' ('ntitkd to invest or dethrone him, had
addressed" on 31 May 1953 a telegram of protest to
the President of the French Republic and to other
officials of the French Government. Several French
organizations had also emphasized the repercussions
that the violation of the religious traditions of Morocco
could not fail to bring about. However, when the
Sultan refused to sign some decrees, the authorities
had ordered a certain "High Council of Twelve Caids
and Pashas", under the chairmanship of El Glaoui.
to choose a new Sultan. Then, the series of events had
followed which had led to the Sultan's exile. From the
relation of those facts, it was clear that the movement
against the Sultan had been artificially inspired; even
if it had naturally existed. it had represented a negli
gible minOrity. In fact, the presumption was exceed
ingly strong that the inspirers of that movement were
the French authorities themselves and. therefore, in
the exile of the lawful sovereign, there was a triple
violation: a violation of the Treaty of Fez of 1912, a
\'iolation of the international Act of Algeciras of 19()(l,
and a disregard for th[' appeal of the Cnited ~ations

in the last paragraph of resolution 612 (VII) of the
General Assembly.

424. Such a crisis in Morocco had imoortant inter
national implications. Those cvents wer~ not purely
local; they had distinct international aspects both
juridical and political. It was true in that respect that,
hecause of the character of the Protectorate, Morocco
could not directly submit a dispute between itself and
France to the Security Council. But the whole conten
tion of the signatories of the request was that the
treaty of 1912 itself \vas in question and that that
treaty had already removed the matter from being a
purely local affair since it had been signed between
two sovereign nations. Moreover, when the Sultan had
heen about to board the plane to Corsica, he had handed
to the Resident General, or whoever had been with
him at that time, a note addn'ssing himself to the
Security Council. Furthermore, the Act of Algeciras
of 1906 had been signed by twelve nations. At least
twelve nations were thus concerned with any funda
mental change in Morocco. The deposition of the Sultan
was certainly a fundamental change and consequently
had clear international implications. That view was
also supported by the ruling of the International Court
of Justice and the fact that the General Assembly had
~eemed itself competent to cleal with the Moroccan
Issue.

425. The question thus had definite international
implications and it was, moreover. of a character that
might lead to international friction. The Sultan of
1\1orocco had jurisdiction not onlv ovcr French Mo
rocco, but also over the Spanish zone. Thus, the removal
of the Sultan necessarily involved the Spanish Protec-



torate and therewith Spain itself. The events in Morocco
necessarily affected Tangier. and Tangier had an inter
national character. Furthermore. considering the strate
gic interests of the Pnited States of America in Mo
rocco. a state of disturbance in the Protectorate could
not leave the United States without deep concern about
them. Finally, there were close cultural and political
ties between tIle people of Morocco and the Amb,
Moslem and Eastern peoples in general.

426. At the 620th meeting (27 August), the repre
sentative of the lTNITlm STATES OF AMERICA stated
that. in passing on the question of including the item
in its i.1ge!·.da, the Council must decide whether the
developments in Morocco constituted a situation the
continuance of which endangered the maintenance of
international peace and security. The United States
was eagerly iooking for increasing self-government in
Morocco and elsewhere. but it must be obvious to
anybody who looked at the facts candidly that the
situation in ~Iorocco did not in fact endanger inter
national peace and security. It must also be clear that
the surest way to undermine the position of the Coun
cil was to jivert it from its primary mission of main
taining the peace of the world and use it instead to deal
with other questions under the pretext of safeguarding
international peace and security. The argument accord
ing to which the mere fact that sixteen nations objected
to recent events in lVlorocco constituted international
friction. "nd therefore empowered the Council to inves
tigate W·· .:ther continuance of the situation was likelv
to endanger internatiorial peace would make it possible
always to break down the distinction between matters
of domestic and international concern.

427. The representative of the U:\'lTED K[KGDO~I

stated that, in April 1952, the Council, faced with the
very similar question of Tunisia, had decided not to
place the item on its agenda. That did not mean that the
Council necessanl\" had to take the same decision but,
in view of the do;e parallel between the two questions,
new and convincing reasons were required to persuade
it to reach a different conclusion. His Government
held that the question was outside the competence of
the Council. Consideration of it would involve inter
ference in the domestic affairs of a Member State and
such interference might have grave consequences which
might even be grave for the existence of the Organiza
tion. The question of Morocco was a matter of domes
tic concern to France. That view was based on the
special relationship of Morocco to France under the
Treaty of Fez, the validity of which had been recog
nized bv both the Permanent Court and the Interna
tional Court of Justice. The chief characteristic of that
relationship was that the sole and entire conduct of
the external affairs of Morocco was ve,~ted in France.
The international effect was necessarily to place the
relations between France and Morocco on the domestic
plane. France had not requested any intervention from
the Council and Morocco could only request it through
France. The various sponsors of the item now before
the Council were not parties to the Treaty of Fez;
therefore the item was completely out of order from
every point of vie ,v. The fact that Morocco was a State
or even a sovereign State made no difference to that
position because its sovereignty was limited by the
treaty.

428. Xoting that the internal pOSitIOn in :Morocco
had been calm since the new Sultan had been pro
claimed, the 'Cnited Kingdom representative said that

the proper function of the Council was to deal with
real or potential threats to intl'rnational peace and
secthity. Not only did such thr~ats not exist in Mo
rocco, but experience had shown. u:1fortunate1y, that
United Nations debates on both Tunisia and IVlorocco
were usually accompanied by immediate outbreaks of
violence in those countries. Interference by the Unitt'd .
Nations, therefore, might well retard rather than accel
erate progress towards self-government, which must
be peaceful and ol"!I~.ly and might thus provoke the
very international friction which it was intended to
allay.

429. At the 621st meeting (31 August), the repre
sentative of GREECE stated that the United Nations
should be willing to consider any {.roblem within the
purview of its purposes aml activities, provided of
course that it did not run counter ';0 the relevant
articles of the Charter. The Greek delegation had not
opposed the inclusion of the question of Morocco in
the agenda of the seventh session of the General Assem
bly and, at the forthcoming session, would approach
the same request with a completdy open mind. 'Yet,
the open-doo- principle implied the corresponding
reasonable eX~lectation that its application to a par
ticular case would prove beneficial. In that respect,
the experience of the last years had unfortunately
taught that a dear distinction should be drawn between
th~ two political organs of the Cnited Nations. The
Council's primary responsibility for the maintenance of
international peace and security did not necessarily
mean that the Council's intervention was at all times,
in all circumstances and in all cases the best way to a
solution. The views already expressed left little hope
of attaining any positive solution in the following stage.
Moreover, the altercations and recriminations to which
any substantive discussion of the ~Ioroccan case would I

unavoidably give rise, would lead to an impasse in
view of the special voting powers provided in Article
27, paragraph 3 of the Charter. Such treatment could
result in no benefit to the cause defended by the
Lehanes~ and Pakistan representatives. The Greek
delegation would therefore abstain in the vote on the
fjuestion of placing the Moroccan item on the agenda.

430. The representative of the UNIO~, OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS declared that, despite the opposi
tion of the colonialist Powers, the question of Morocco
had been alreadv discussed in substance by the General
Assembly, which had adopted resolution 612 (VII).
The tenseness of the situation which had called at that
time for the attention of the United Nations had since
dangerously increased. Therefore. the Security Council
could not refuse to consider the Moroccan question,
the more so since it was requested to do so by fifteen
:\Iemher States, not counting the other Member States
who supported or might support the motion. The
French delegation had based its objectio:1s to considera
tion of the item by the Council mainly on the argument
that the grave events taking place in Morocco were
French internal affairs and that, by the terms of the
Treaty of Fez. no dispute hetween France and Morocco
could he referred hy Morocco t'1 the judgment either
of an international judicial organ or of an international
political organ. Rut the 1912 treaty limited Moroccan
sovereignty in foreign affairs only. and it certainly did
not follow that no quarrel between Morocco and France
could pass outside the framework of the French Pro
tectorate of Morocco. Furthermore, the Act of Alge
ciras of 1906, which enshrined Morocco's sovereignty
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435. He agreed with the United Kingdom l'epr~: I
sentalive's v;ew that progress towards se!l-government
should be peaceful and orderly, but when there was no
progress at all that rule was liable to be broken, and
he therefore urged that tIll' Pnited Kingdom do ev~ry-

thing in its power to bring about orderly and peaceful
progress wherever necessn.ry. In connexion wit!l the
statements made by the representatives of the United
Kingdom and of the United States, he quoted various
Press excerpts making it clear that the question did
entail international complications of such a character
as to involve peace nnd security throughout the world.

436. The representative of PAKISTAN noted with
regret the stand taken by the e nited States delegation
which, while holding that the Council had to decide
whether the developments in Morocco constituted a
situation tIll' continuance of which endangered the
maintenance of international peac~ and security, had
indicated that it would vote against placing the item
on the agenda. Such an inconsistent stand, which would
bar discussion of tht: case, whatever its merits, was
completely opposed to what the United States had
stood for in the United Nations, and to the history and
traditions of its people.

43i. Referring to the statement made by the repre
sentative of the United Kingdom, the representative of
Pakistan emphasized that even if, as had been con
tended, the foreign affairs of Morocco must be dealt
with by France, under the Treaty of Fez, the Govern
ment of France was only the vehicle for the expression
of the foreign policy of the Government of Morocco
and had no discretion in the matter beyond conveying
to foreign Governments the desires of the Cllvernment
of Morocco. Since the representative of Lebanon had
informed the Security Council that, in one of his la'3t
acts before being deposed, the Sultan had handed over
to the Resident General a written request to the Secu-
rity Council to investigate the grave situation in Mo-
rocco, it might be argued that the Council had been
properly approached, through proper channels, with a
request to consider the matter.

438. The United Kingdom representative had
warned that dehate in the Council would be accom-
panied by an outbreak of violence. According to that
postulate, the Council should seldom take cognizance
of any situation, because one of the parties, in a dom
inant position, could always take cover behind the fear
of inciting an outbreak of violence somewhere.

439. The representative of France hCl.d sought to
have the Council believe that a number of caids and
pashas, who were civil servants appointed by the
State, were the spokesmen and leaders of the people,
and that the French Government had acted as mediator
between the legal Head of the State. the Sultan, on
the one side, and the civil servant El Glaoui and his
band on the other. The logical consequence of that
position would be that if any other political body in
Morocco, for example, the Istiqlal, were to petition the
French Government, the latter and its representatives
in Morocco would do no more than try to mediate
between that party and the Sultan, thus giving them a
status of equality. However, when the Istiqlal had
petitioned the French Government in 1944 the result
had been hanishments and massacres. In view of evi
dence that some of those who had signed the petition
against f Sultan had been compelled to do so, and
in view ;.f the fact that El Glaoui and his band had
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in its preamble. defim'd the status of Morocco not only
in relation to France and Spain but in relation to a
number of other countries as well. It was a multilateral
international agreement which did not deprive l\Iorocco
of sovereignty and, consequently. did not prevent 'he
United Nations from considering the situation there.

431. Since Morocco was one of the territOl ies
falling within the scope of Chapter X I of the Charter,
the United Nations was entitled to take an interest in
the situation in that territory, and it was particularly
entitled to intervene when the responsible Power had
violated its obligations. especially if that violation
might lead to the violation of international peace and
security.

432. The competence of the Fnited Nations had
already been established by the General Assembly. As
for the competence of the Security Council to inves
tigate the situation, the Lebanese representative had
proved that important events had occurrell in Morocco
which might lead to international friction. The Security
Council was fully competent to investigate the situation
under Chapter VI of the Charter.

433. The President, speaking as the representative
of CIIINA, said that he would favom the inclusion of
the item, without prejudice to the qUL'stion of the
Council's competence. The broad fact remained that
the troubles in Morocco concerned the relations be
tween France and Morocco. The Secmity Council
would sacrifice the spirit to the letter if it should rule
out consideration of the question on the ground of
legal technicalities. It was only after a more detailed
consideration that the Council could decide finally
whether it was competent or not. The representative
of France had contended that the recent events in
Morocco were doubly domestic in the sense that they
were largely the work of diffErent groups of the
Moroccan people. It would be most extraordinary,
however, if the Sultan could have been deposed and a
successor installed against the wishes of the French
Government. It had been said that the events in Mo
rocco did not in the least threaten peace and security,
but actually, where deep nationalistic aspirations were
not satisfied, momentary quiet could not be construed
as peace. There was the fmther contention that the
Security Council could not do anything ahout Morocco,
an opin:0n advanced the previous year in relation to
Tunisia. If question after question were dismissed on
that ground, however, the world might get the impres
sion that the Security Council and the entire United
Nations could do nothing for the promotion of peace.

434. At the 622nd meeting (1 September), the
representative of LEBA:-lO:-l observed that, while im
portant, precedents were not decisive. l\Toreover, the
Tunisian question was not the only precedent that could
be invoked. Ill.' cited statements made by various mem
bers of the Security Council in the discussion on the
Czechoslovak question and on the United Kingdom
complaint of failure by the Iranian Governn1('nt to
comply with the provisional measures indicated by the
International Court of Tustice, from which it was
clear that it was the estaIilished position in the Council
that, when the merits of an item or tl1(' competence of
the Council to consider it were questioned, the item
~hould first be placed on the agencl<. so that the parties
I~volved might be given an opportunity to state their
VIews before the Council. There was no reason why
there should be any change in that position in the case
under discussion.
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between nations. That problem, moreover, had caused
deep concern to a group )f fifteen States Members of
the United Nations. There could therefore be no doubt
that those events were endangering international peace
and security, the maintenance of which was the chief
purpose of the Security Council. The Council should,
therefore, include the item in its agenda.

445. The representative of FRANCE said that the
Act of Algeciras had been signed on 7 April 1906 by
thirteen Powers and comprised a statement on polic'e
regulations for the supervision and punishment of arms
smuggling, and four economic texts. It was in the
preamble of that Act that there occurred the sentence
referring to the three principles of the sovereignty of
th~ Sultan, the integrity of his domains, and economic
literty without any inequality. The Act of Algeciras
was still in force; its provisions were still binding upon
the parties but upon them alone. To all other Powers
and to international institutions such as the United
Nations, the provisions of the Act of Algeciras were
res inter alios acta.: they could not justify intervention
by any third party or authorize the United Nations to
intervene in Moroccan affairs. The Treaty of Fez of
31 March 1912, which had established the Protectorate,
was a bilateral treaty between France and MoroL':O.
It, too, was res inter alios acta in respect of all Powers
other than France and Morocco.

446. Although the two treaties were on a different
plane, they were "based on the same principles. It was
by using the sovereignty recognized as his by the Act
of Algeciras that the Sultan had been able to agree,
by a treaty with France, on the methods of exercising
that sovereignty. The Internat;onal Court of Justice in
its judgment of 27 August 1952 had expressly recog
nized that principle. All the signatories to the Act of
Algeciras had expressly recognized the Treaty of Fez.
The two instruments were therefore perfectly com
patible. The only limitations which the Act of Algeciras
placed on France's rights in Morocco related exclu
sively to the economic rights deriving from the prin
ciple of the open door.

447. Lastly, while it was a fact that relations be
tween France and Morocco had been regulated by a
treaty, it was nevertheless true that under the very
terms of the treaty those relations were not, as far as
third parties were concerned, relations of an interna
tional nature. Furthermore, the competence of the
United Nations did not extend ipso jado to all inter
national questions.

448. The representative of LEBANON declared that
there was another version of the facts in addition to
that given by the French representative. That other
version was apparent in the difference between the
points of vie'.'! expressed by Mr. Schuman first in 1951
before the General Assembly and later in 1952, when
he had no longer been Minister for Foreign Affairs.
From those two statements it appeared that, after two
years of hoping that anything could happen, Mr. Schu
man had almost given up because of the absence of
an exact definition of responsibility and hierarchical
structure as between France and its own protectorates.
That-and not the attitude of the Sultan-had been
the cause of the deterioration of the North African
situati~n.

449. The representative of Lebanon then quoted
several extracts from French newspapers, noting among
other points, that those who had signed the petition

numbered only some 4,000, of which only a small
fraction had been armed, his dekgation was not pre
pared to believe that, h?d the French authorities so
desired, they could not very quickly have extinguished
the so-called revolt as they had been able to put down
popular risings in Casablanca some time before.

440. The representative of FRANCE stated that he
had been authorized by the French Resident General
in :\lorocco to deny that any appeal to the United
Nations or to the Security Council had been trans
mitted to him by the Sultan, either directly or indi
rectly, before the latter's departure from Morocco.

441. At the 623rd hleeting (2 September), the
President, speaking as the representative of COLO~lBIA,

opposed the repeated argument that the judgment given
by the International Cou:t of Justice in 1952 and
General Assembly resolution 612 (VII) had settled
the problem of competence by ruling that Franco
Moroccan relations were not of a domestic character.
Under the protectorate system, the protected State
retained its full internal sovereignty while ceding to
its protector the right to e.."'I::ercise its sovereignty in
foreign affairs. The judgment of the Court had in fact
dealt exclusively with fiscal and jurisdictional matters
which had always been within the domestic sovereignty
of States. The Court had not stated and could not state
that Moroccan sovereignty in those matters proved
that Morocco had recovered the right to exercise its
sovereignty in external p.ffairs. General Assembly reso
lution 612 (VII) had merely expressed the hope that
France would continue to fulfil its obligations under
Articles 73 and 74 of tpe Charter. In no case could
that resolution be interpreted to mean that Morocco
had resumed the right to exercise sovereignty in ex
ternal matters which it had ceded by the Treaty of
Fez.

442. Since Morocco had at no time abandoned its
sovereignty in internal matters, the Council could not
pass judgment on the way in which the Moroccan
people had decided to acquire a new government, with
out thereby intervening in the domestic policy of Mo
rocco, which was entitled to decide on its own domestic
policy in complete independence.

443. It had been said that France had violated
article IH of the Treaty of Fez, which compelled it to
protect the sovereign against any danger to his pe-son
or his throne. But to interpret that provision as mean
ing that that protection should be confined to one
particular sovereign would entail the obligation for
France to intervene in the domestic affairs of Morocco
by supporting that sovereign against his own people
if at any time the latter opposed him. If it was thought
that the Treaty of Fez had been violated and if the
signatories to that treaty had accepted the Statute of
the Court, the proper course would have been, in
accordance with Article 36 of the Statute, to refer the
matter to the International Court of Justice. The
Colombian delegation believed that under Article 2,
paragraph 7, of the Charter, the Council was not com
petent to consider the question.

444. The representative of CHILE said that it could
hardly be denied that the state of tension prevailing in
Morocco had seriously affected friendly relations be
tween France and that country, and also between
France and Spain, which proved that events in Mo
rocco constituted a serious threat to peace and harmony
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mentioned by the French representativc had done so
under duress and were people of no import:mce. The
Assembly of the Ulema of Fez, in a telegram sent to
the President of the French Republic on 31 May 1953,
had expressed the profound indignation of t)1e Moroc
can people at that petition. The French Press itself
admitted that those who had signed the pctition were
practically dependants of the French authorities and
that it was difficult to regard the petition as a mani
festation of Moroccan opinion. The convergence of the
tribes in Rabat, he noted, could scarcely have bee'"
possible without the connivance of the French author
ities, who were fully responsible for the security and
order of Morocco. It was also clear from the account
of an interview given by the French Resident General
in Morocco that the French authorities had banished
the Sultan, although they had no power to depose him.

450. It was not for the Council to judge at that
time which of the two versions was the true one. It
was enough for the Council to know that those two
versions existed. If it judged that the divergence was
important and that the matter fell within its compe
tence, the Council ought to include the item in its
agenda so as to be able to reach a decision on the
merits of the case.

451. During the discussion, the representatives of
Lebanon and Pakistan had urged that the Council
hear the views of the thirteen other delegations which
had joined them in submitting the question, declaring
that those delegations had shown such concern over
the grave situation in Morocco, that they had a right
to be heard by the Council. They had held that there
were precedents which justified acceding to such a
request. This position had been supported by the
representatives of Chile and the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics, but had been opposed by other mem
bers of the Council on the grounds that it would
involve lengthening the debate and departing from the
Council's practice of not allowing the participation of
non-members in the consideration of its own procedure.

452. At the 624th meeting (3 September), the
representative of LEBAl'\ON again stressed the impor-
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tance of the request made by thirteen Member States
to be heard by the Council. He announced his inten
tion, in the event the request was not granted, to move
that the Council invite the thirteen delegations to
choose two of their number to addres:> the Council on
the question.

Decisions: At the 62·Jth meeting, 011 3 September
1953, a motion submitted by Paldstan (S/3088) , pro
'l.'iding that the thirteen delegations which were co
sponsors of the request and not members of the Sew
ritv Council be in'vited to appear before the Council
to'explain their cast', 'was IIOt adopted. There were 4
'tlotes hi fa'l.'our (Chile, Lebanon, Pakista.n, USSR),
5 against and 2 abstentions (China, Greece).

The 1I10tion submitted b:y Lebanon, as modified on
the suggestion of the rep?'esentative of Greece, to the
effect that the Collncil would agree to listen to two
representati't'es of the group of thirteen delegations. if
they so requested, also failed to be adopted. There
were 5 votes in fr',<'ollr (Chile, Gl'eece, Lebanon, Pakis
tall, USSR) and 5 against, with 1 abstention (China).
The prO'l.'isional agenda was then pu.t to the 'lJote and
was not adopted. There we?'e 5 votes in fa'vour (Chile,
China, Lebanon, Pakistan, USSR), a.nd 5 agm'llst, with
1 abstentio1l (Greece).

453. The representative of DENMARK, explaining
his vote, said that his Government had concluded that
the situation in Morocco could not be said to represent
a danger to the maintenance of international peace and
security and that, consequently, the Security Council
was not competent to investigate it. He was, however,
attentive to the het that any country would be free to
try to induce the General Assembly to have the situa
tion discussed during it:; eighth session.

454. The representative of PAKISTAN reiterated
that, since the question did not concern domestic mat
ters of France, it was not within the latter's domestic
jur;sdiction. It was an internal .natter concerning
Morocco and was a threat to international peace.
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PART V

LETTE
COUN

..,,

Matters brought to tbe attention of the Security Council but not discussed in the Council

Chapter 9

COMMUNICATIONS RELATING TO THE KOREAN QUESTION

455. During the period covered by the present report, the armistice nego
tiations which, as indicated in the Council's previous report, had begun on
10 July 1951 between ~epresentatives of the opposing military commanders in
Korea, resulted in an agreement. This Armistice Agreement was concluded on
27 July 1953 by, on the one hand, the Commander-in-Chief, Gnited Nations
Command, and, on the other hand. the Supreme Commander of the Korean
People's Army and the Commander of the Chinese People's Volunteers.

456. By a letter dated 7 August 1953 (Sj3079 ::Lnd Add.l), addressed to
the Secretary-General, the United States delegation transmitted a special report
by the Unified Command on the United Nations action in Korea, with a copy
of the official text of the Armistice Agreement.

457. During' this period the representative of the United States of America
continued to transmit to the Council reports of the Unified Command, including
information on the armistice negotiations and on the implementation of the
Armistice Agreement. Communiques covering the period 15 July 1953 to 27 July
1953, issued by the headquarters of that Command, were also received by the
Council from the representative of the United States.

Chapter 10

REPORTS ON THE TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

458. Pursuant to paragraph 2 of the resolution adopted by the Security
Council at its 415ih meeting and resolution 46 (IV) of the Trusteeship Council
concerning the respective functions of the Security Council and the Trusteeship
Council in respect of strategic areas under trusteeship, the Secretary-General,
by notes dated 24 July 1953 (S/3065 and SjJ066) transmitted to the Security
Council a questionnaire ap}'>roved by the Trusteeship Council at its 414th meeting
on 6 June 1952, and the report of the Tnlsteeship Council on the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands for the period 2 April 1952 to 21 July 1953.

459. On 4 June 1954, the Secretary-General transmitted to the Security
Council the report on the Trust ·'.erritory of the Pacific Islands (Sj3223) for
the period 1 July 1952 to 30 June 1953, received from the representative of the
United States of America to tbe United Nations.

Chapter 11

REPORT ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE BRITISH·UNITED STATES ZONE OF TE."S FREE
TERRITORY OF TRIESTE

460. By a letter elated 23 December 1953 (S/3156), addressed to the
President of the Council, the representatives of the United Kingdom and of the
United States of America transmitted a report on the administration of the
British-United States Zone of the Free Territory of Trieste. The report covered
the period from 1 January to 31 December 1952.

COM
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Chapter 12

LETTER DATED 28 OCTOBER 1953 ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY
CûUNCiL TRAN3l\HTTING THE TEXT OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 718 (VIll)

CONCERNING THE ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS

461. By a letter dated 28 October 1953 (S/3131), addressed to the Presi
dent (' . the Security CounciJ, the Secretary-General transmitted, for the informa
tion oi the members of the Council. the text of a resolution entitled "Admission
of new Members" adopted hy the General Assembly at its 453rd plenary meeting
on 23 October 1953. Under this resolution the General Assembly (1) established
a Committee of Good Offices, consisting of the representatives of Egypt, the
Netherlands and Peru, empowered to consult with members of the Security
Council with the object of exploring the possibilities of reachilig an understanding
which would facilitate the admission of new Members in accordance \Vith Article 4
of the Charter; and (2) requested the Committee of Good Offices to submit a
report on its work to the General Ass~mbly at its eighth or, at the latest, at its
ninth session.

Chapter -13

COMMUNICAT!ON FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE INTER.AMERICAN PEACE COMMITIEE

462. By a letter dated 2 February 1954 (S/3176), . ddressed to the Secre
tary-General, the Chairman of the Inter-American Peace Committee brought to
the attention of the Security Council the text of the Committee's conclusions in
the case submitted ta it by Colombia on 17 November 1953.

Chapter 14

REPORT OF THE DISARMAMENT COMMISSION

463. By a letter dated 20 August 1953 (S/3087 and Rev.1), addres3ed to
the Secretary-General, the Chairman of the Disarmament Commission, pursuant
to paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 704 (VII), transmitted to the

. Security Council the Commission's third report on its work.
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III

MootillD

APPENDICES

I. Represen'tatives and depnty, alternate and acting representatives accredited to the Security Council

618th
(private

11. Presidents of the Security Council

The following representatives and deputy, alternate
and acting representatives were accredited to the
Security Council during the period covered by the
present report:

Brazil"
Prof. Ernesto Leme
Mr. Hugo Gouthier

Chile"
Sr. Rudecindo Ortega Masson
Sr. Luis Melo Lecaros (from 10 September 1953)
Sr. Alfonso Grez (from 10 September 1953)

China
Dr. Tingfu F. Tsiang
Dr. Shuhsi Hsu
Mr. Chiping H. C. Kiang

Colombia
Dr. Francisco Urrutia (from 30 July 1953)
Sr. Carlos Echeverri-Cortes
Sr. Eduardo Carrizosa

Delllnarp
Mr. William Borberg
Mr. Birger Dons Moe!ler

France
M. Henri Hoppenot
M. Charles Lucet
M. Pierre Ordonneau

• Term of office began on 1 January 1954.
• Term of office ended on 31 December 1953.

The following representatives held the office of
President of the Security Council during the period
covered by the present report:

Chile
Sr. Rudecindo Ortega Masson (16 to 31 July 1953)

China
Dr. Tingfu F. Tsiang (1 to 31 August 1953)

Colombia
Dr. Francisco Urrutia (1 to 30 September 1953)

Denmark
Mr. William Borberg (1 to 31 October 1953)

Frallce
M. Henri Hoppenot Cl to 30 November 1953)

Greece
Mr. Alexis Kyrou (1 to 31 December 1953)
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Greece"
Mr. Alexis KYrDU

Lebanon
Dr. Charles Malik
Dr. Karim Azkoul (until 15 September 1953)
Mr. Edward Rizk

N e~J Zealand"
Mr. Leslie Knox Munro
Mr. A. R. Perry

Pakistan"
Prof. Ahmed S. Bokhari
Dr. Ahmed Hamdani

Turkey"
Mr. Selim Sarper
Mr. Adil Derinsu (from 24 June 1954)

Unio;~ of Soviet Socialist R.epublics
Mr. Andrei Y. Vyshinsky
Mr. Semyon Tsarapkin

United Kingdom of Great Britain and N orthem Ireland
Sir Gladwyn Jebb (until 4 March 1954)
Sir Pierson Dixon (from 22 March 1954)
Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite

United States of America
Mr. Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr.
Mr. James J. Wadsworth
Mr. John C. Ross

Lebanon
Dr. Charles Malik (1 to 31 January 1954)

New Zealand
Mr. Leslie Knox Munro (1 to 28 February 1954)

Turkey
Mr. Selim Sarper (1 to 31 March 1954)

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Mr. Andrei Y. Vyshinsky (1 to 31 April 1954)

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Sir Pierson Dixon (l to 31 May 1954)

United States of America
Mr. Henry Cabot Lodge (1 to 30 June 1954)

Brazil
Pro£. Ernesto Leme (l to 15 July 1954)

619th

620th

621st

622nd

623rd

624th

625th

626th

627th

628th

629th

630th

631st

632nd

633rd

634th

635th

636th

637th

638th

639th
640th

641st

642nd

643rd

644th

645th

646th

647th

648th



Ill. Meetings of the Security Council during the period from 16 July 1953 to 15 July 1954

:ouncil

and

'and

MeetinD

618th
(private)

619th

620th

621st

622nd

623rd

624th

625th

626th

627th

628th

629th

630th

631st

632nd

633rd

634th

635th

636th

637th

638th

639th
640th

641st

642nd

643rd

644th

645th

646th

647th

648th

Sllbject

Report of the Security Council
to the General Assembly

Date of election to fill a vacancy
in the International Court of
Justice (open)

The question of Morocco

The question of Morocco

The question of Morocco

The question of Morocco

The question of Morocco

The question of Morocco

Appointment of a Governor of
the Free Territory of Trieste

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

Appointment of a Governor of
the Free Territory of Trieste

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

Appointment of a Governor of
tr1e Free Territory of Trieste

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question
The Palestine question

Application of Japan and San
Marino to become parties to
the Statute of the Interna
tional Court of Justice

Appointment of a Governor of
the Free Territory of Trieste

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

Election of a member of the
International Court of Justice

Application of Japan and San
Marino to become parties to
the Statute of the Interna
tional Court of Justice

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

Appointment of a Governor of
the Free Territory of Trieste

The Palestine question

Date

August 1953

12

August 1953
26

27

31

September 1953
1

2

3

October 1953

15

19

20

20

27

27

27

29

30

November 1953

2

9

10

12

16

18
21

November 1953
23

24

25

27

December 1953
3

11

14

16
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MeetinD

649th

650th

651st

652nd

653rd

654th

655th

656th

657th

658th

G59th

660th

661st

662nd

663rd

664th

665th

666th

667th

668th

669th

670th

671st

672nd

673rd

674th

675th

676th

Sllbject

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Falestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

The Palestine question

Letter dated 29 May 1954 from
the Acting Permanent Repre
sentative of Thailand to the
United Nations addressed to
the President of the Security
Council

Letter dated 29 May 1954 fr0-'1
the Acting Permanent Repre
sentative of Thailand to the
United Nations addressed to
the President of the Security
Council

Letter dated 29 May 1954 from
the Acting Permanent Repre
sentative of Thailand to the
United Nations addressed to
-the President of the Security
Council

Cablegram dated 19 June 1954
from the Minister for Ex
ternal Relations of Guatemala
addressed to the President of
the Security Council

Cablegram dated 19 June 1954
from the Minister for Ex
ternal Relations of Guatemala
addressed to the President of
the Security Council

Date

17

18

21

22

22

29

January 1954
21

22

February 1954
4

5

15

24

March 1954
12

23

March 1954
25

29

April 1954
8

12

22

27

May 1954
3

4

12

June 1954
3

16

18

20

25
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A. REPRESENTATIVES OF EACH SERVICE

IV. Representatives, Chairmen and Principal Secretaries of the Military Staff Committee
(16 fltly 1953 to 15 July 1954)

223rd

224th
225th
226th
227th
228th
229th
230th
231st
232nd
233rd

Meeting

212th

213th
214th
215th
216th
217th
218th
219th
220th
221st
222nd

Period of Service

16 July 1953 to present time
16 July 1953 to present time
16 July 1953 to present time

16 July 1953 to 11 Oct. 1953
12 October 1953 to 21 Dec. 1953
22 December 1953 to 28 Feb. 1954

1 :March 1954 to present time
16 July 1953 to 31 July 1953
1 August 1953 to present time

16 July 1953 to 28 February 1954
1 March 1954 to present time

16 July 1953 to present time
16 July 1953 to present time

16 July 1953 to 6 April 1954
7 April 1954 to present time

16 July 1953 to 6 April 1954
7 January 1954 to present time

16 July 1953 to present time
16 July 1953 to 28 Septemuer 1953
29 September 1953 to present time

Delegation of China

Lt.-General Ho Shai-lai, Chinese Army
Commodore Kao Ju-fon, Chinese Navy
Commander Chen Tsai-ho, Chinese Navy

Delegation of France
General de brigade M. Penette, French Army
Capitaine de fregate M. Sanoner, French Navy

Delegation of the Unio/t 0/ Soviet Socialist Repltblics
Major-General Ivan A. Skliarov, Soviet Army
Major-General 1. M. Saraev, Soviet Army
Lt.-General A. R. Sharapov, USSR Air Force
Captain 2nd Grade B. F. Gladkov, USSR Navy

Delegation of the United Kingdom of Great Britain a/Id
N ortlzeYll Irelalid

Major-General W. A. Dimoline, British Army
Major-General W. H. Stratton, British Army
Brigadier 1. H. Good, British Army
Major-General G. E. Prior-Palmer, British Army
Commander R. H. Graham, Royal Navy
Vice-Admiral C. C. Hughes-Hallett, Royal Navy
Air Vice-Marshal J. D. Breakey, Royal Air Force
Air Vice-Marshal R. L. R. A-tcherley, Royal Air Force

Delegalion of the United States of America

Lt.-General W. A. Burress, United States Army
Vice-Admiral A. D. Struble, United States Navy
Lt.-Genenll L. W. Johnson, United States Air Force

Meeting Date

212th 23 July 1953

213th 6 August 1953
214th 20 August 1953
215th 3 September 1953
216th 17 September 1953
217th 1 October 1953
218th 15 October 1953
219th 29 October 1953
220th 12 November 1953
221st 25 November 1953
222nd 10 December 1953

223rd 23 December 1953

224th 7 January 1954
225th 22 January 1954
226th 4 February 1954
227th 18 February 1954
228th 4 March 1954

229th 18 March 1954
230th 1 April 19.54

231st 15 April 1954

232nd 29 April 10 54
233rd 13 May 1954

234th 27 May 1954

235th 10 June 1954

236th 24 June 1954

237th 8 July 1954

B. LIST OF CHAIRMEN

(16 July 1953 to 15 lztly 1954)

ChaiTman

Colonel M. G. Martino\, Soviet Army

Major-General W. A. Dimoline, British Army
Vice-Admiral C. C. Hughes-Hallett, Royal Navy
Vice-Admiral A. D. Struble, United States Navy
Vice-Admiral A. D. Struble, United States Navy
Lt.-General Ho Shai-lai, Chinese Army
Lt.-General Ho Shai-lai, Chinese Army
Lt.-General Ho Shai-lai, Chinese Army
Capitaine de fregate M. Sanoner, French Navy
General de brigade M. Penette, French Army
Colonel M. G. Martinov, Soviet Army

Colonel M. G. Martinov, Soviet Army

Air Vice-Marshal J. D. Breakey, Royal Air Force
Vice-Admiral C. C. Hughes-Hallett, Royal Navy
Vice-Admiral A. D. Struble, United States Navy
Vice-Admiral A. D. Struble, United States Navy
Lt.-General Ho Shai-lai, Chinese Army
Lt.-General Ho Shai-lai, Chinese Army
General de brigade M. Penette, French Army
General de brigade M. Penette, French Army
Capitaine de fregate M. Sanoner, French Navy
Major-General 1. M. Saraev, Soviet Army

Major-General 1. M. Saraev, Soviet Army

Air Commodore F. R. D. Swain, Royal Air Force
Vice-Admiral C. C. Hughes-Hallett, Royal Navy
Vice-Admiral A. D. Struble, United States Navy
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Delegation

Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United States of America
United States of America
China
China
China
France
France
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United States of America
United States of America
China
China
France
France
France
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United States of America

234th

235th
236th
237th
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C. LIST OF PRINCIPAL SECRETARIES

(16 ltlly 1953 to 15 July 1954)

MeetinD Date

212th 23 July 1953

213th 6 August 1953
214th 20 August 1953
215th 3 September 1953
216th 17 September 1953
217th 1 October 1953
218th 15 October 1953
219th 29 October 1953
220th 12 November 1953
221st 25 November 1953
222nd 10 I>ecember 1953

223rd 23 I>ecenrnber 1953

224th 7 January 1954
225th 22 January 1954
226th 4 February 1954
227th 18 February 1954
228th 4 March 1954
229th 18 March 1954
230th 1 April 1954
231st 15 April 1954
232nd 29 April 1954
233rd 13 May 1954

234th 27 May 1954

tion
235th 10 June 1954

iet Socialist
236th 24 June 1954
237th 8 July 1954

)m
)tu

of America
of America

'iet Socialist

iet Socialist

Dm

Dm
of America
of America

'iet Socialist

,jet Socialist

)m
)m

of America

Principal Secretary

Lt.-Colonel I>. F. Poliakov, Soviet Army

Commander R. H. Graham, Royal Navy
Commander R. H. Graham, Royal Navy
Colonel H. G. Newhart, United States Marine Corps
Colonel C. E. Leydecker, United States Army
Major Shaw Ming-kao, Chinese Army
Major Shaw Ming-kao, Chinese Army
Major Shaw Ming-kao, Chinese Army
Commandant G. Brochen, French Army
Capitaine de fregate M. Sanoner, French Navy
Lt.-Colonel I>. F. Poliakov, Soviet Army

Lt.-Colonel I>. F. Poliakov, Soviet Army

Commander W. A. Juniper, Royal Navy
Commander W. A. Juniper, Royal Navy
Captain F. H. Hogan, United States Air Force
Colonel C. E. Leydecker, United States Army
Major Shaw Ming-kao, Chinese Army
Major Shaw Ming-kao, Chinese Army
Chef d'Escadron G. Buchet, French Army
Chef d'Escadron G. Buchet, French Army
Chef d'Escadron G. Buchet, French Army
Major 1. E. Prichodko, Soviet Army

Lt.-Colonel A. P. Koriakovsky, Soviet Army

Commander W. A. Juniper, Royal Navy
Commander W. A. Juniper, Royal Navy
Commander P. A. Lilly, United States Navy
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DeleDation

Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United States of America
United States of America
China
China
China
France
France
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United States of America
United States of America
China
China
France
France
France
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United States of America
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